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ABSTRACT 
 
In this dissertation chemically reactive solids, such as thermites and energy absorbing 
molecular materials, under shock compression are explored. To drive shock waves into target 
materials, an apparatus to launch and monitor laser-driven flyer-plates was developed. This was 
coupled to a home built photonic Doppler velocimeter (PDV) which tracks the motion of flyer 
plates and embedded gauges. This system was characterized using PDV to determine the range 
of impact velocities and shock wave durations that aluminum or copper flyers can impart into 
materials. Ultrafast stroboscopic imaging was used to determine the planarity and size of flyer 
plates at the time of material impact. By combining spectroscopic methods with PDV data and 
other observations of the launch and impact processes, we have proposed a new launch 
mechanism for these flyers that differs from previous ideas in the literature. Through coupling 
the laser-driven flyer-plate apparatus with ultrafast spectroscopic detectors such as a streak 
camera and photomultiplier tubes, the emission from impacted target materials was used to 
monitor reaction progress and postulate mechanochemical mechanisms in novel target 
materials.  
The thermite systems of interest are Al∙Teflon nanocomposite films, ball milled 
8Al∙MoO3 and Zr∙CuO multi-layer nano-thermites. Target emissions from these systems were 
tracked with nanosecond time resolution using a wavelength integrating photomultiplier tube 
and wavelength resolved streak camera.  Al∙Teflon experiments explore the mechanism for 
reactivity in this structurally relevant material. Through our tests we have determined that 
decompression of the aluminum nanoparticles, after shock compression, drives the fracturing 
of the aluminum oxide shell and initiates a self-sustained reaction. Tests on 8Al∙MoO3 explore 
the method for shock ignition in these reactive materials and demonstrated significant 
differences in the reaction processes depending on the mechanism used to initiate the reaction. 
This we postulate is due to disparate heating rates when CO2 laser ignition is compared with 
shock or spark induced ignition. We have also investigated shock reactivity in Zr∙CuO reactive 
nanolaminates. These experiments observed an impact velocity dependent threshold behavior 
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for chemistry to occur and impact-to-reaction time delays that correspond with oxygen 
diffusion through the material.  
 Using the laser-driven flyer-plates, a technique for detecting the attenuation of shock 
waves by mechanically-driven chemical reactions has been developed.  The attenuating sample 
was spread on an ultrathin Au mirror deposited onto a glass window having a known Hugoniot. 
As shock energy exited the sample and passed through the mirror, into the glass, the PDV 
monitored the velocity profile of the ultrathin mirror.  Through the window Hugoniot, the 
velocity profile could be quantitatively converted into a shock energy flux or fluence. The flux 
gave the temporal profile of the shock front, and showed how the shock front was reshaped by 
passing through the dissipative medium.  The fluence, the time-integrated flux, showed how 
much shock energy was transmitted through the sample.  Samples consisted of microgram 
quantities of carefully engineered organic compounds selected for their potential to undergo 
negative-volume chemistry. Post mortem analytical methods were used to confirm that shock 
dissipation was associated with shock-induced chemical reactions. The two systems of interest 
here are tetrathiofulvalene/chloranil cocrystals and ZIF-8, a zinc imidizolate metal organic 
framework. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Overview   
In this dissertation chemically reactive solids under shock compression are explored using laser-
driven flyer-plates to initiate reactions and ultrafast spectroscopic techniques are used to 
monitor these processes. To drive shock waves into target materials, an apparatus to launch 
and monitor laser-driven flyer-plates was developed. Flyer plates are thin disks of metal foil 
that resemble a dinner plate or Frisbee in shape. They have a thickness that is typically ten 
times less than then diameter of the disk. The flyer plate system developed here is capable of 
launching 12.5-100 μm thick flyer plates producing upwards of 24 nanosecond sustained shock 
waves in target materials. The flyer velocity scales with the mass of the projectile, but the 
thinnest of these can reach velocities of 6 km s-1 almost 18 times the speed of sound. To 
monitor the motion of the flyers or embedded sample gauges, a home built photon Doppler 
velocimeter was coupled with the flyer apparatus. To conduct spectroscopic analysis of the 
shocked materials, pump lasers and spectroscopic detectors we synchronized with nanosecond 
precision to flyer plate impacts.  
 There were two types of materials tested using the laser-driven flyer-plates in this 
dissertation. The first are energetic or reactive materials, which undergo chemical reactions due 
to shock compression of the material to release additional energy. This includes Al∙Teflon 
reactive materials, Al∙MoO3 thermite powders, and Zr∙CuO  reactive nanolaminates. Through a 
series of experiments, we have found that shock waves drive chemistry in nano 
aluminum∙Teflon reactive materials through shear forces during decompression, which cause 
the aluminum spheres to explode, allowing elemental aluminum to react with fluorine in the 
Teflon. We have determined that 8Al∙MoO3 thermite reactions can be driven 100 times faster 
using shock waves or spark ignition than thermal sources such as a CO2 laser. Presumably this is 
due to the preserved microstructure in these materials when these methods are used. 
Zirconium∙copper oxide reactive nanolaminates show that there is a threshold for shock 
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induced reactivity in these materials, and evidence supports the idea that reaction initiation is 
limited by oxygen diffusion between bilayers.  
The second type of materials are shock wave energy dissipating (SWED). These 
specifically designed chemicals nominally undergo endothermic, volume collapsing reactions to 
effectively capture the energy of the impinging shock wave. In essence, the chemistry is the 
reverse of an explosive. To investigate SWED a technique for detecting the attenuation of shock 
waves by mechanically-driven chemical reactions has been developed. This uses an embedded 
mirror atop a window with a known Hugoniot to measure the total energy (fluence), and the 
energy transmitted as a function of time (flux). Materials of interest for this project were 
tetrathiafulvalene and chloranil cocrystal which react at high pressure via an electron exchange 
to transition from a neutral to ionic complex. Through this endothermic reaction energy is 
absorbed and due to the newly formed ionic interactions the molecular volume may collapse, 
absorbing energy via PΔV. A second SWED material studied was ZIF-8, a metal organic 
framework.  
1.2 Shock Waves 
Shock waves are a useful tool for producing a transient state of extreme pressure and 
temperature within a material.1 For our purposes, extreme conditions are between 1- 100 GPa, 
and temperatures between 300 – 5000 K. To calibrate our understanding of what extreme 
pressures and temperatures mean, keep in mind that the bottom of the Mariana trench has 
pressures of 1,000 atmospheres, or 0.1 GPa,2 the core of the earth ranges from 330-360 GPa 
and has a temperature of approximately 5700 K.3 Shock waves are defined as supersonic waves 
that raise material stress in an almost discontinuous jump as a function of time.4 They have 
been used to experimentally produce pressures of over one terapascal and temperatures of 
thousands of degrees through the adiabatic compression of material.5 Shocks have been used 
industrially for the production of diamonds6 and are at the heart of the national ignition 
facilities efforts to produce a sustainable fusion source.7 
Shock waves have several experimentally observed features of importance. As seen in 
Figure 1.1(a), a simple shock wave moving through a quiescent material consists of a shock 
front, equilibrium state, and rarefaction or relief wave. The shock front, which is only fractions 
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of a picosecond in duration, compresses the material to a pressure P, imparts a mass particle 
velocity up, and compresses the material to a new increased density ρ. In terms of space, the 
shock front is typically 3 molecular distances wide in solid state materials.8 The equilibrium 
state is the point of measurement for material properties under shock loading and can last 
anywhere from nanoseconds, for laser-driven flyer-plates, to microseconds, for gas guns or 
explosively driven shocks, in duration. For accurate measurements, the shock wave equilibrium 
should last at least an order of magnitude longer than the shock front rise time. The relief wave 
is an unstable decompression wave following the primary shock. This moves faster than the 
shock front because it travels through compressed material. The relief wave brings P, up, and Us 
back to standard conditions.4 
While imagining shock waves as one dimensional is convenient for definitions, it is 
important to keep in mind that they are multidimensional phenomena. In figure 1.1(b) is shown 
an impactor, such as a flyer plate, impinging upon a target material. When the flyer hits the 
target a shock wave will be launched into the target and backwards into the flyer. The interface 
between the target and impactor will move with a material velocity up, and the shock front into 
the target will move with a velocity Us. For the interface between the target and impactor to 
continue touching, the particle velocity and pressure must remain equal on both sides of the 
interface throughout the shock duration. Because the material can expand laterally relative to 
the shock direction, shock waves will have round corners at the edge of the material. These 
regions will undergo more shear forces then the center portion of the shock wave.5,8 To simplify 
analysis of the shock wave in a material it is often assumed that the region probed is in the 
middle of the shock compression, where lateral release has not affected the material and the 
shock wave can be treated as one dimensional.  
 
Hugoniots and Predictive Power 
Measuring the physical properties of materials under shock loading is a matter of great interest 
for studying materials in extreme conditions. It can be shown that when one assumes the 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy for a single stage shock in one dimension at 
equilibrium that the following equations must hold true.4 
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                                                               ௩௩బ =
(௎௦ି௎௣)
௎௦   (1.1) 
                                                              ܲ − ଴ܲ = ߩ଴ܷݏܷ݌  (1.2) 
                                                ܧ − ܧ଴ = (ܲ + ଴ܲ)(ݒ଴ − ݒ)/2  (1.3) 
Where E is energy, ρ is density, ݒ is the specific volume and a subscript 0 denotes quiescent, 
unperturbed material properties. Solving for pressure as a function of specific volume one finds 
the well-known Rankinie-Hugoniot equation of state. If the material of interest is in a quiescent 
state, then the thermodynamic properties of the system can be fully determined by measuring 
two variables from the set [P, Us, Up].  
For any given shock one may determine a single point on the Hugoniot of a material 
(Figure 1.2). The Hugoniot curve is the locus of states that the material may reach via a single 
shock. If the material is initially in an unperturbed state then this Hugoniot is known as the 
principle Hugoniot.  As the shock front passes a region of material it traverses through P-space 
along the linear Rayleigh line, not along the Hugoniot. This comes as a consequence of the 
equilibrium shock state and differential analysis of the Hugoniot equations.4 As an elastic 
material decompresses it moves along an isentrope toward initial conditions. The isentrope is 
equivalent to the Hugoniot to second order approximation, so at low pressures can be 
accurately represented as the same curve.8  
A Hugoniot may be plotted in many forms, two of the most useful are the Us-up (Figure 
1.2(a)) and the P-up (Figure 1.2(b)). The Us-up form is often convenient because many materials, 
such as aluminum, behave linearly in this form. So it is possible to fit the Hugoniot as 
 
                                                                           ௦ܷ = ܣ + ܾݑ௣.  (1.4) 
 
Combining Eq 1.2 and Eq 1.4 we can then determine pressure as a function of the A and b linear 
fit coefficients.  
 
                                                                      ܲ = ߩ଴ܣݑ௣ + ߩ଴ܾݑ௣ଶ  (1.5) 
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So for any material with a known Hugoniot we can predict the material pressure via the particle 
velocity. This is particularly important in the experiments contained in this dissertation. We will 
measure the particle velocity of either the window material or the flyer, both of which have 
known Hugoniots. From these the pressure at the interface between the flyer/material or 
window/material will be deduced, and since the interface remains in contact the pressure must 
be equal on both sides. This yields a method for determining the shock pressure of a target 
material where the Hugoniot curve is not known. 
 
Shock Generation   
Historically shock waves have been generated at national laboratories through the use of 
behemoth instruments. The most primitive design involves the use of explosive pads to 
generate and sustain a shock wave.8 This required the use of large scale explosives facilities and 
sophisticated milling equipment to reproducibly produce pads of a precise shape and size. This 
method also generated shock waves with a triangle pressure profile in time. This profile is 
undesirable because it makes equation of state measurements difficult because there is no 
pressure equilibrium in the shock pulse. To eliminate these complications, gas guns were 
developed. High velocity gas guns use explosives to compress low atomic weight gasses (such as 
hydrogen or helium) which propel sabots containing a flyer plate. These allow the pressure 
generated in a target to be more easily varied by changing the projectile velocity and produced 
a more ideal shock profile (like Figure 1.1(a)). The drawback to both of these configurations is 
that they require huge facilities, incur large expenses per shot, use explosives and require days 
to set up a single shock experiment.9 
 Due to the complications of handling the large quantities of explosive materials for the 
proceeding methods, the large scale of samples, and the time require for experiments we 
desired to develop a different shock generation method. Although not the first of its kind, our 
laser-driven flyer-plate apparatus has many novel qualities. This system is described in chapter 
2. Briefly, this system drives planar, typically aluminum, flyer plates at target materials and 
generates one dimensional shock waves over the probed region. On target windows these 
shock waves have a simple shock structure that can be easily analyzed. The flyer velocity is 
easily tunable by varying the laser power used to launch the flyer, and maximum velocities 
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exceed 6 km s-1 for thin flyers and shock durations are upwards of 24 ns for thick flyers. The 
system is capable of inexpensively launching hundreds of flyers per day and monitoring 
chemistry through spectroscopic methods.   
 
1.3 Shock Waves and Chemistry 
Many materials exhibit elastic, inert response to shock waves. They increase in density, heat up, 
and can change phase, but remain chemically the same.6 There is a great interest in studying 
materials that respond to shock waves differently. Compounds such as thermites or explosives 
that release chemical energy as a result of hot spots formed at defects in the material under 
shock loading.10 Or shock wave energy dissipating compounds may absorb shock wave energy 
into chemical bonds through energetically favorable, volume collapsing reactions.  
 
Energetic Materials 
Although many decades of research have been conducted on energetic materials, questions still 
persist regarding the intrinsic kinetics and dynamics during a shock induced exothermic 
reaction.11 In many experiments, reactions are tracked using high speed cameras which observe 
flashes of light induced by impacts on the targets surface.8  Often the quantity of the material is 
such that any reaction rates are the result of conduction or convection of energy throughout 
the sample, and not representative of the fundamental reaction kinetics.12 There are three 
important reaction steps that occur in shock reacted energetic materials, initiation, ignition, 
and detonation. Initiation is the endothermic process of individual molecules breaking down 
due to shock energy localization at material defect sites, slip boundaries, or other processes. If 
these initiated molecules further react and energy transfer causes the material around them to 
react as well, this process is called ignition. Detonation is when the initiated molecules create a 
cascading reaction throughout a material. While initiation and ignition may occur in small 
amounts of material, detonation requires a minimum volume of material for the cascade to 
build up.  
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Mechanochemical Shock Absorption 
As a weapon, shock waves have proven to be dangerous on the battlefield. The concussion 
imparted by an explosive in the area surrounding it has the potential to disable or kill soldiers. 
Shocks also create immense damage to armored structures or vehicles. One of the more 
terrifying effects of shocks is that even though armor may stop a bullet from hitting a soldier, 
the shock wave imparted by the impact can often leave them injured or paralyzed. For these 
reasons, there is a growing interest in the study of shock dissipating materials. Shock dissipating 
materials are compounds that can, through mechanical or chemical methods, absorb the 
energy of a shock wave.  
Research on the processes of shock dissipation is in a nascent state. In this field of shock 
physics, only cursory studies have been experimentally conducted which focus on shock 
dissipation via the physical process of porous medium volume collapse.5 Pore collapse is 
thought to occur via either hydrodynamic or viscoplastic methods.11 In hydrodynamic pore 
collapse, the shock forces the first wall of the pore to snap across the void into the other side. 
This induces a small lag in the shock transmission compared to the surrounding material and 
results in an uneven shock profile. Viscoplastic pore collapse is when the shock front passes 
over the pore and through a series of oscillations the void is removed. This results in a shock 
front with a distortion. Relief waves follow the initial front and attenuate the shock.8  
An unexplored paradigm for shock wave energy dissipation is the use of 
mechanochemically-active materials to absorb energy via endothermic bond formation and 
volume-reduction reactions. Negative volume of reactions will act to dissipate shocks much as a 
porous material does. A process that would most likely proceed viscoplastically as the 
molecules move in and out of a transition state, resulting in a distorted shock front about the 
reacting material. Reaction kinetics may require that the process take a short time to occur as 
compared to shock transit speeds, but because relief waves will travel faster than the shock 
front through the material they will still act to dissipate the shock wave.  
 High energy transient states or endothermic bond formation within molecules will also 
act to dissipate shock wave energy. The typical theory for detonating materials under shock 
ignition involves multiphonon up-pumping.13 In this process the shock front transfers energy to 
a nonequilibrium distribution of doorway vibrational modes. These move a molecule over the 
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transition state barrier toward a reaction which releases more energy, further driving the shock 
front. One could presume that the opposite effect is possible. Doorway modes could also drive 
a reaction over a transition state barrier into a higher energy state. A negative volume 
transition state would also facilitate this reaction since the material is compressed throughout 
this process.  Such a reaction would reduce the energy available to the shock wave, dissipating 
the shock front through a decrease in pressure, shock speed, and broadening of the shock front. 
 
1.4 Figures and Captions 
 
Figure 1.1. Schematic of a “simple” shock wave. (a) Shock profile as a function of position. This 
consists of an almost discontinuous transition from quiescent conditions to the shock particle 
velocity, pressure and density known as the shock front. These conditions are then held for a 
period of transient equilibrium before decompression occurs through rarefaction waves. (b) a 
rectangular impactor (like a flyer) impacts a target. This launches a shock wave backward into 
the impactor and forward into the target. The shocked region is denoted by darker hues of 
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color. The impactor and target material will move forward under shock compression at the 
material velocity, up and the shock front transits forward at the shock velocity Us. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Al 1100 Hugoniot plotted in (a) Us-up form where the material has a linear 
relationship and (b) P-up form which can be used for predicting material properties under shock 
loading. Data points are from the LASL database.12 
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CHAPTER 2: 
 
LASER‐DRIVEN FLYER‐PLATES* 
2.1 Overview 
Laser-launched flyer plates are a technology that brings shock compression science to the 
laboratory benchtop.1-5 The purpose of this chapter is to describe the small and large laser 
systems we have developed for launching laser-driven flyer-plates and to detail the method for 
fabricating the flyer optics used in these systems. Furthermore, a brief description of the 
photon Doppler velocimeter1 and the associated data processing used to track their motions 
will be covered. Though a much more extensive discussion of the PDV is reserved for chapter 3. 
Using velocity histories and ultrafast spectroscopic techniques, characterization of the flyer 
plates launched will be presented. Finally, this chapter will discuss the mechanism by which 
these flyer plates launch.  
In developing the large and small flyer plates systems, methods were emphasized that 
simplified launch and flyer plate fabrication so that the user would be free to focus on novel 
materials and precision spectroscopic measurements. The end goal was to produce a 
“simplified” system where a user could launch hundreds of flyers per day and measure impact 
induce phenomena without understanding the fine details of the flyer plates. Much as someone 
might collect a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum, and analyze vibrational mode 
frequencies without direct knowledge of the instrument itself. 
 
Background 
Laser-launched flyer plates have been developed in a number of laboratories, using a wide 
variety of different launch laser and flyer plate designs, depending on the available 
                                                            
* Parts of this chapter are recreated from work published as:   
1) Reprinted from K. E. Brown, W. L. Shaw, X. X. Zheng, and D. D. Dlott, "Simplified laser-driven flyer plates for shock compression science," Rev 
Sci Instrum 83 103901 (2012) with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
2) Reprinted from A. D. Curtis, A. A. Banishev, W. L. Shaw, and D. D. Dlott, "Laser-driven flyer plates for shock compression science:  Launch and 
target impact probed by photon Doppler velocimetry," Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85 (4), 043908 (2014) with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
3) A. A. Banishev, W. L. Shaw, W. P. Bassett, and D. D. Dlott, “High-Speed Laser-Launched Flyer Impacts Studied with Ultrafast Photography and 
Velocimetry,” J. Dynamic Behavior Mater. 2 (2), 194 (2016) with permission of Springer. 
I credit figures 2.16 and 2.28-2.31 to Alexandr Banishev, and figures 2.27, 2.21-2.23 and 2.25-2.27 to Alex Curtis. 
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technologies and research goals. To further illustrate what is meant by “simplified,” we briefly 
compare two such designs. Sekine and co-workers6,7 wished to produce tiny quantities of 
superhard materials, such as six-coordinate diamond, for postmortem analysis.8 They needed 
extremely high impact velocities, and were not very concerned with a high level of shock 
planarity. They used an 8 ns, 100 J laser to produce 1000 J cm−2 fluence, to drive 10 μm Al foils 
to hypervelocities up to 14 km s-1. The beam shaping optic was a lens that relayed a 
demagnified image of the final laser amplifier rod onto the foil. The foil was freestanding and 
the laser punched disks out of the foil and tens of flyers could be shot from a single piece of foil.  
By contrast, Paisley and co-workers2,3 wished to make precision EOS measurements, 
requiring extremely well-characterized impact conditions with minimal tilt, and long-duration 
shocks lasting hundreds of ns which were generated by thick (500 μm) large-diameter (8 mm) 
flyer plates. They used the Trident Laser Facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory, having a 
master oscillator and a chain of Nd:Glass amplifiers producing 1000 J pulses with variable pulse 
durations from 0.1 to 1.0 μs. A custom-made holographic optical element was used to produce 
an 8 mm diameter pseudo top hat beam consisting of a two-dimensional grid of mini hotspots. 
The maximum fluence on target was upwards of 2000 J cm−2. The flyer plate assembly had a 
transparent sapphire or glass substrate with a vapor-deposited coating consisting of a C layer 
said to help homogenize the drive plasma created by the minihotspots,9 an Al layer, an Al2O3 
layer, and a final Al layer, to which 8 mm diameter circular flyer plates were glued. This layered 
flyer assembly was sacrificial and could shoot only one flyer.  
To produce a simplified flyer plate technology platform, we limited ourselves to “one 
box” commercial launch lasers, as opposed to the multiple-box 100 J or 1 kJ lasers mentioned 
above. Through this choice we eliminated the need for a laser specialist, who’s job would be to 
keep the laser running. We developed two separate flyer plate systems. The first (small laser) 
was a minimal system costing us about $25 000, based on a single-lamp, single-rod, Q-switched 
Nd:YAG laser and a commercially available diffusive optical element that produced a top hat 
beam with grainy substructure. This type of YAG laser, producing 400 mJ in ∼8 ns at 1.064 μm, 
is widely available and is possibly the most economical type of high-energy pulsed solid-state 
laser. With this system, the flyer were full width at half maximum (FWHM) 700 µm in diameter 
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and the maximum fluence is J = 100 J cm−2. The second (large laser) was a more expensive but 
still single-box system costing us about $130 000, based on a multiple-lamp, multiple-rod YAG 
laser producing 2500 mJ in ∼10 ns. With a commercial diffractive optic, we produced a highly 
uniform beam again FWHM 700 µm in diameter, with maximum fluence J = 500 J cm−2. For 
typical experiments we simplified flyer preparation by dispensing with multilayer coatings, 
single-use sacrificial assemblies such as easily damaged optical fibers, and gluing small disks to 
substrates.  
  
2.2 Flyer Plate Design: Basic Considerations 
To understand why specific design choices were made it is important to discuss how the flyer 
launching process, laser beam profiles, material thickness and other factors in the system effect 
flyer properties.  
The sample configuration used for typical flyer experiments is depicted schematically in 
Fig. 2.1. In this system, the flyer is punched by a laser from Al foil glued to a glass window. This 
launch laser is a convergent top hat beam which has been focused onto the flyer–glass 
interface. The flight distance is determined by a set of plastic (Kapton) or a single metal (303 
stainless steel) spacer between the flyer surface and the sample surface. Although the path is 
<1 mm, we typically evacuate the gap because flyers with maximum velocities below 0.5 km s-1 
slow substantially due to air resistance. This also eliminates adiabatic heating of compressed air 
on the front surface of the flyer, which creates an unwanted light flash. Without vacuum, on 
softer targets the air will drive a compressive wave in the sample prior to the flyer striking, 
complicating analysis of the material state under shock conditions.  
The launch mechanism will be treated in detail in later, so just a bare outline is 
presented here. The flyer is launched by the expansion of glass and glue at the flyer interface 
along with a phase explosion from irradiated aluminum foil. The launch laser at flyer interface 
has a fluence (J cm-2) well over the damage threshold for the glass and glue. This causes 
dielectric breakdown of these materials and their rapid decomposition and subsequent 
expansion drives a shock wave into the flyer, launching it from the surface of the flyer optic10. 
Simultaneously, the fraction of the laser energy that transmits the glue and glass is above the 
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threshold to ablate the foil via a phase explosion. This will cause the foil at the interface to form 
a mixture of hot plasma with liquid and solid metal inclusions. Launch occurs when the shock 
wave and plasma generates enough pressure to overcome the cohesive energy needed to 
punch out the Al disk. Because some of the foil is sacrificed to plasma, the flyer plate disk after 
launching is thinner by 5-10 μm than the original foil.11  
The phase explosion makes it impossible to launch very thin flyers by direct laser drive. 
An issue overcome by researchers at Osaka University12 who developed a multilayer flyer with a 
sacrificial ablation layer that generated a shock to launch very thin 0.5 μm flyers. Because of 
this layer these thin metal flyers were never directly exposed to laser pulses they do not melt 
and on account of their low mass, they could achieve velocities  over 13 km s−1. 
 
Shock Duration and Flyer Thickness 
Laser-launched plates produce shocks with shorter durations than plates launched by more 
conventional gas guns. The duration of the fully supported shock τsh, is approximately the shock 
round-trip time in the plate,13 which is about equal to the acoustic round-trip time. For Al flyers 
used here and in many other laboratories, the acoustic speed is 6.38 km s-1. Although some 
laboratories launch very thin flyers (e.g. 2 μm14 or 0.5 μm12) to maximize the achievable 
velocities, our goal was to launch flyers that were thick enough to produce sustained steady 
planar one-dimensional shocks capable of triggering material transformations or initiating 
energetic materials (EM). The longer such shocks persist, the easier it is to initiate EM,15,16 and 
to measure equations of state (EOS).13 This drove us to choose flyer thicknesses in the tens of 
microns since a 25 micron thick flyer should produce an approximately 8 ns long shock wave. 
Note that the shock duration can only be stated approximately because it will depend on the 
impedance mismatch between the flyer and target materials, as well as the velocity of the flyer 
plate prior to impact.  
In ultraconservative shock compression measurements, such as those used for 
determining equations of state, the shock is required to be “fully supported”. This means the 
material velocity up should remain constant as the shock front propagates through the sample. 
For example, take a 50 μm Al flyer where τsh ≈ 16 ns, impacting a material with a shock velocity 
Us = 3.5 km s−1, the sample thickness in this case should not exceed 56 μm. Since it always takes 
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some time for the rarefaction wave to catch up to the shock front, a somewhat greater 
thickness can be used without much sacrifice, but it is useful to understand that for a given flyer 
thickness there is a maximum material thickness that can be in a quasi-equilibrium state. For a 
typical experiment we would expect samples to be at least 10 µm thick in order to produce 
sufficient signal for spectroscopic detection in tens of nanoseconds. This requires a shock 
duration of approximately 3 nanoseconds, or a flyer 18 µm thick.   
From this discussion one might naively believe that very thick flyers (>100 µm) should be 
used to maximize the depth of material that can be probed and therefore the signal for 
spectroscopic measurements. This is impractical for two reasons. First, the maximum flyer 
velocity is proportional to the flyer mass, so thicker flyers may not reach the velocity required 
to initiate a reaction. Secondly, when flyers are launched by short-duration laser pulses, strong 
reverberations consisting of alternating shock and release waves may be created in the flyer.13 
The strong case, termed impulsive launch, occurs when τp/τac << 1, where τp is the laser pulse 
duration and τac is the acoustic roundtrip time in the flyer. A gradual launch with no 
reverberations occurs when τp/τac >> 1. When τp/τac ≈ 1, the launch is semi-impulsive and there 
will be some reverberations. The acoustic velocity in aluminum is 6.4 μm/ns.17 For 25–100 μm 
thick as used here, flyers, τac ranges from 8 to 32 ns. The launch laser pulse durations we 
achieved were 10 ns and 20 ns. The impulsive case, such as for 100 µm flyers, presents multiple 
concerns because a reverberating flyer does not move with a single velocity. If a flyer impacts 
while reverberating, understanding the shock wave during target impact becomes undesirably 
complicated.3 In more extreme cases, strong enough reverberations can cause the flyer to lose 
integrity via spallation, or dynamic failure of the material.10 When spallation occurs, the flyer 
may break into two or more pieces and the flyer thickness upon impact will be uncertain. We 
typically deal with these reverberations by using the minimum flight path needed for them to 
damp out. Considering the effects of reverberation and the possibility for spallation, launching 
flyers thicker than 100 µm turns out to be impractical. 
In order to deal with these reverberations, large laser facilities have been developed 
with long-pulse oscillators seeding multistage amplifiers to produce longer-duration pulses (e.g., 
600 ns)2,3 for gradual flyer launches. Later in this chapter evidence will presented that the 
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reverberation and spallation problems can be overcome with our “simplified” launcher 
consisting of a single-box laser, by adding a pulse stretcher with a conveniently simple design. 
But due to physical constraints in our system launching thicker than 100 µm flyers remains 
impossible. 
 
Flyer Shape and Size 
Nearly planar sustained shocks within the probed region are desired because it is useful to treat 
the compression process as quasi one-dimensional.18 Stereoscopic measurements from the 
literature indicate that the laser beam’s spatial profile is directly transferred to the flyer plate 
launched.19 Therefore, to achieve a planar flyer plate requires a high-energy pulsed laser that 
produces a uniform beam, ideally the “top hat” beam whose radial profile is a uniformly 
illuminated disk. Keep in mind that if the launching beam were nonuniform, different parts of 
the flyer would travel at different velocities perhaps causing the flyer to spin. Also, the flyer 
could tear itself apart in flight,5,14 or different parts of the flyer would impact the target at 
different times, broadening the shock front. 
When the flyer impacts the sample, the shock wave will undergo transverse unloading 
beginning at the flyer edges which is caused by rarefaction waves moving inward along with 
longitudinal unloading from the rear of the flyer. The duration of the experiment is limited by 
which of these effects reaches the probed sample volume first. Typical lateral rarefaction waves 
move through solids with velocities in the 4 km s-1 range and the longest desired duration 
shocks for our apparatus are 32 ns. So to avoid observing the transverse unloading, the probed 
region should be more than 128 μm from the edges of the flyer plate planar region. If we desire 
to probe a 120 µm circle in the middle of the flyer this means that the total flyer diameter at 
impact must greater than 376 µm. 
 Based on these simple arguments one should now understand that the flyer plates 
should be between 18-100 µm thick, and at least 375 µm in diameter for accurate 
spectroscopic measurements to be performed on fully supported shocked materials. 
Furthermore, the laser pulse will need to be tailored into a ‘flat top’ in order to launch planar 
flyer plates.  
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2.3 Flyer Fabrication, Launch Lasers, and PDV 
The three components critical to the laser-driven flyer-plate system are: 1) The flyer optic, 
which is a foil coated 6.35mm x 50 mm x 50 mm Pyrex window, 2) the laser launcher which 
drives the foil off of the glass and 3) the photonic Doppler velocimeter (PDV) which is used to 
track the motion of the flyer. Over the 5 years of this dissertation each of these components 
has gone through several iterations before reaching their final state, each with its own suite of 
hard learned lessons. In this section each of these components will be described with an 
emphasis on practical knowledge important for building a successful system. 
 
Flyer Plate Fabrication 
The process for fabricating a flyer optic is relatively straightforward and robust.  The desired 
flyer foil (Alufoil Inc., Hauppage, NY) which is typically aluminum and 25, 50, or 75 µm thick is 
then placed upon a 9.4 mm thick, 75 mm x 75 mm borosilicate substrate (McMaster-Carr 
8476K13). One should note that the foils were not perfect mirror-like films, as vapor-deposited 
films might be.  They had occasional scratches and the thinner foils had shiny surfaces, while 
the thicker foils had more matte surfaces. The borosilicate substrate is used as a base to roll the 
flyer foils upon. To temporarily stick the foil to the glass surface 95% ethanol is sprayed onto 
the glass just before the foil is set upon it. This is important because it prevents the foil edges 
from delaminating and curling during the rolling process. The foil is then uniformly rolled 
against the substrate using a 150 mm long, 25 mm diameter hardened precision shaft 
(McMaster-Carr 6253K91). The rolling process is important because it removes some of the 
roughness in the received foils. The precision shaft was chosen for its uniform diameter (±15 
µm over 150 mm) and roughness (9 µm RMS). Glass rods (Chemglass) have been tried 
previously, but they would not uniformly smooth the entire foil piece in one pass. The glass 
rods were also more susceptible to scratches which would then imprint into the flyer foil.  
 To adhere a 6.35 mm, 50 mm x 50 mm Pyrex substrate (Chemglass Life Sciences) to the 
foil, 3 drops of sonicated and degassed Ecobond 24 (Emmerson and Cummings) epoxy is used. 
Previously Dymax 401 (Dymax), a UV-curable acrylic adhesive had been used, but a consistent 
adhesion to the foil was difficult to produce because the borosilicate substrates used to roll the 
foil and the flyer optic itself absorbs the UV light that cures the glue. A second borosilicate 
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substrate is then set upon the flyer optic, and a pair of spring clamps (McMaster-Carr 55107A1) 
are used to hold the assembly together. This is warmed to 60 °C for 2 hours to cure the epoxy. 
Once this process has finished excess foil is removed using a razor blade.  
 Each flyer optic launches flyer plates with consistent velocities, but from optic to optic 
the velocity for a given laser intensity can vary considerably. In an effort to control this many 
parameters in the flyer manufacturing process have been varied including: using optical quality 
glass, piranha cleaning the glass, cleaning the foil, filtering the epoxy, consistent clamping 
pressure, fabricating the flyer in a laminar flow hood to eliminate dust, and using the same glue 
for a batch of flyer optics. In spite of these efforts each flyer optic behaves slightly differently 
from every other. Although this is not ideal, it does indicate that herculean efforts during the 
manufacturing process are not necessary.  Important to producing a consistent flyer within a 
single flyer optic, is keeping the foils free from particles of dust and hairs (anything large 
enough to see), and ensuring the flyer optic and the borosilicate substrate used for rolling the 
foil are devoid of visible scratches. With this in mind we recommend ordering a test batch of 
windows from and supplier before a bulk order is placed. Otherwise one might end up with a 
thousand windows not suitable for flyers due to scratches on the surface of the window.  
Scratches in the rolling rod will also imprint into the foil. Remember that any defect 
detectable by eye in the flyer optic or foil will cause a flyer launched at that location to have a 
different velocity from the rest. This is manageable where each flyer velocity is measured, but 
for shots where the PDV cannot track the flyer due to an opaque sample, it is important to 
ensure the uniform quality of the flyer optic.  
 This flyer fabrication process works for other materials than aluminum as well. Flyer 
optics using copper, titanium, tantalum, tin, and stainless steel have been fabricated using this 
method. Factors that influence foil choice should be the density of the metal, since maximum 
velocity scales with the mass of a given flyer, and the ability of the epoxy to adhere the foil to 
the Pyrex window. When the epoxy does not form a strong bond a large region of the foil will 
peel off the flyer optic with each shot, limiting the number of shots per flyer optic. We found 
that this was problematic with tin, tantalum, and stainless steel flyers when using Ecobond 24 
or Dymax.  
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 Additionally, to launch very slow flyer plates it is necessary to pre-cut the flyers from the 
surrounding foil. This eliminates drag forces from the foil sheet which can stop the flyer in flight. 
Typically, measurable drag will occur when the maximum velocity for a flyer is below 0.5 km s-1, 
but does depend on the foil thickness and the particular flyer optic being used. Such flyer optics 
are referred to as “cut outs” and are produced using a laser-mill in our department machine 
shop.  
 
Small Launch Laser 
The launch lasers have complex multimode beam shapes. An oversimplified but useful way of 
dealing with such beams is to define an M2 parameter. If D is the diameter of the beam on a 
focusing lens and d is the focused beam diameter, then 
 
 d = 4M2fλ/πD (2.1) 
 
For the lowest order Gaussian beam, M2 = 1, so M2 can be thought of as the ratio of the 
multimode focused beam diameter to the diameter produced by a hypothetical perfect 
Gaussian beam. Lasers with large M2 cannot be focused to small spots. The multimode beam is 
similarly M2 more divergent than a single-mode beam of equivalent diameter,20 
 
 ܾ = 	ߨ݀ଶ/2ߣܯଶ (2.2) 
 
where b is the confocal parameter, a measure of the collimation length. 
The smaller launch system, depicted schematically in Fig. 2.2, consisted of a custom built 
Continuum laser producing 400 mJ pulses, 16 ns in duration, at 20 Hz. The laser design closely 
resembles a Continuum Surelite II-10, but the laser cavity has been stretched to increase the 
pulse duration from 8 to 16 ns. The output beam (Fig. 2.2(a)) was described by the 
manufacturer as having a 30% deviation from Gaussian, and its diameter (1/e2 points) was 6 
mm. Our measurements, using beam profiling instrumentation from Spiricon, showed that M2 = 
2.4. Control of the laser power was achieved using a ½λ plate and polarizing beamsplitter. By 
rotating the wave plate, the fraction of the laser passed through the beamsplitter is easily 
controlled, and this ultimately determines the laser fluence at the sample and therefore the 
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velocity of the flyer launched. The beam was shaped with an optical diffuser from Holo/Or Ltd., 
model RD-204-I-Y-A. As we understand it, this diffuser has a large number of small features that 
scatter tiny parts of the beam at small angles ≤2◦ such that the angular distribution is close to 
the Airy function needed to focus to a top hat beam. After the diffuser, we used a bestform 
aspheric objective lens with a 7.5 cm focal length (CVI BFPL-25.4-75.0-C-1064) to produce a 700 
μm spot. With this lens, the maximum fluence available was ∼100 J cm−2. The focused beam 
diameter can be increased or decreased by using longer or shorter focal length lenses, and a 
bestform aspheric objective lens is recommended. Figure 2.3 (b) shows the top hat beam 
profile as measured by a Spiricon beam profiler at the focus of the objective lens. This had 
sharp edges but a grainy speckle pattern with a depth of modulation of ∼15%. The top hat 
shape was not very sensitive to the diffuser alignment, but by translating and rotating the 
diffuser the speckle pattern could be varied and made somewhat more uniform. 
The sample stage for this system was controlled by x, y and z translation stages with 
micrometers. In conjunction with an alignment laser aimed on the sample through the PDV 
system this allowed the used to precisely control the location for each shot. In practice, using 
this system upwards of 100 shots per day could be easily carried out. Typically, the limiting 
factor was user fatigue from turning the micrometers.  
 
Larger Launch Laser 
Working with the smaller laser, we began to understand that the speckle pattern could be 
smoother and less prominent if the beam had a larger M2 value. We discussed this with the 
provider of our diffractive optic, Silios, Inc., and their data indicated that the smoothness of the 
focused beam would be greatly improved as M2 increased. Our laser provider, Spectra-Physics, 
indicated to us that they could increase the M2 of an oscillator/amplifier laser using a stable 
resonator rather than the usual unstable resonator. For the larger launch system depicted in Fig. 
2.2(b), we used a 10 Hz Quanta Ray Pro-350 laser that can produce up to 2.8 J (2 J at the flyer 
surface) and has an M2 = 40. Due to the high energy of the system and the possibility that the 
flyer could reflect damaging beam energy back into the laser cavity, a 20 mm aperture Faraday 
Isolator (Electro Optics Technology, Inc.) was used. Control of the laser power was achieved 
using a ½λ plate and the first polarizing beamsplitter inside of the Faraday isolator. By rotating 
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the wave plate, the fraction of the laser passed through the beamsplitter is easily controlled, 
and this ultimately determines the velocity of the flyer launched.  Furthermore, a series of 
reflective filters allows for additional attenuation of the laser down to 10s of µJ/pulse. The laser 
stability degrades if the laser is not run constantly at 10 Hz, so a high-power shutter (NM laser 
LSTXYW8-1) was used that had a combined opening and closing time less than 0.1 s. This allows 
us to fire one pulse on command, launching a single flyer, while the laser continuously operates 
at 10 Hz. 
We determined that the laser pulse duration limits the flyer plate thicknesses that can 
be launched, as will be discussed later in this chapter. To partially overcome these limitations, 
the laser was stretched in time using a ring cavity pulse stretcher.21 The cavity uses a 47% 
reflective beamsplitter (Edmund Optics, 48901) and a 1.5 m long beam path. Almost all (~99%) 
of the lasers intensity has left the cavity after six passes or 9 m total path length within the 
stretcher. To keep the beam collimated over 6 round trips the beam was expanded from 12 mm 
to 24 mm (Eq. (2.2)). Stretched and unstretched laser pulses as measured via photodiode are in 
Fig. 2.4(a). After passing through the stretcher, the 10 ns pulse was stretched to a nominal 20 
ns (21 ns FWHM). This method of pulse stretching does not affect the rising edge of the laser 
pulse but creates a considerably longer tail. The pulse duration can be easily switched from 20 
ns to 10 ns simply by removing or replacing the beamsplitter. Parenthetically, this doubling of 
the pulse duration was very easy. We believe it should be possible to use a second stretcher to 
redouble the duration, but beyond that would involve major practical difficulties such as the 
required table space and expenses from the large diameter optics required. 
The Silios diffractive optic was a thin silica disk 80 mm in diameter etched to produce 
many diffractive elements. Each element, when illuminated uniformly, was designed to produce 
a top hat shape in the first-order diffracted spot with 87% efficiency. When an objective lens is 
used, the diffracted spots from each element overlap at a common location. If the entire disk 
was illuminated by a large diameter (60 mm) nonuniform beam as in our case, the beam at 
each small element would be approximately uniform, resulting in a large number of spatially 
overlapping top hat beams at the flyer surface. With a laser of this type, the beam profile may 
change with time throughout the 10 ns pulse, but that simply causes a time-dependent 
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redistribution of intensities among the individual diffractive elements. As long as the beam on 
each element is approximately uniform, the final beam profile will remain a top hat at different 
times during the pulse. One should note that more energy efficient 0th order diffractive optic 
has also been used from Silios. In our system this generated a flat top beam profile with a 
notable hump in the middle. 
To use the Silios homogenizer optic, the 24 mm beam, which was nonuniform with two 
prominent hotspots (Fig. 2.3(c)), was expanded to 60 mm. After the optic, the diffracted beam 
was focused on target with a 75 mm diameter aspheric objective lens having a focal length of 
150 mm (Thorlabs AL75150), to produce a focused spot with a full width half maximum 
(FWHM) of 700 μm in diameter shown in Fig. 2.3(d) and a flat top diameter of 550 µm. In some 
experiments we used a plano-convex lens with a 200 mm focal length to produce a 900 μm 
FWHM focused spot as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). One should note that this expansion in flat top 
diameter exactly follows from Eq. 2.1.  and other beam diameters could be produced by varying 
the focal length of the lens. The focused top hat beam is highly uniform, to better than ±5%. As 
with the diffusive optic, an aspheric bestform lens for focusing the launch laser is 
recommended. With this system, we could put 500 J cm−2 on target. With the 900 μm beam, 
the maximum fluence was 300 J cm−2. In addition, the drive beam had a high convergence angle, 
which, as will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter, is a useful feature for avoiding 
glass damage on the input face of the flyer optic. 
The sample stage for this system was controlled by x, y motorized stages and a z 
translation stage with a micrometer. In conjunction with an alignment laser aimed on the 
sample through launch laser side of the system, this allowed the user to precisely control the 
location for each shot. Furthermore, through the use of alignment markers on targets, the 
motorized stages were programmed to automatically find the location for each shot to be 
carried out. This significantly increased throughput on the system from a hundred shots per day 
to almost a thousand. Typically, the limiting factor to this is the number of flyer optics and 
samples the user has prepared.   
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Photon Doppler Velocimeter 
The photon Doppler velocimeter is an optical interferometer where the flyer plate is a moving 
mirror with a relatively low-quality reflective surface.1,22,23 The Doppler-shifted reflection from 
the moving flyer plate is combined with a reference beam to generate a time-dependent signal 
or interferogram. With a 1.55 μm laser wavelength, the relationship between the optical beat 
frequency and velocity is24 
 
 ݒ݈݁݋ܿ݅ݐݕ	(݇݉	ݏିଵ) = 	 ఒబ∗௜௡௧௘௥௙௘௥௘௡௖௘	௙௥௘௤௨௘௡௖௬ଶ∗௪௜௡ௗ௢௪	௖௢௥௥௘௖௧௜௢௡  (2.3) 
 
Where ߣ଴ is the interferometer wavelength (1.55 µm in this system). For an object moving 
through vacuum the window correction is equal to 1. But during impact, where there is a time 
dependent thickness of material shocked to a new index of refraction this must be accounted 
for, a topic that will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. The interferogram can be analyzed in 
several ways to obtain a velocity history. One common method is a moving-window or short 
time Fourier transform (STFT) which determines the beat frequency over a given time interval 
and outputs what is referred to as a spectrogram.22 This method is often chosen over direct 
measurement of the interferogram frequency because during flight the reflectivity of the flyer 
can vary a great deal. The Fourier transform method of determining the interferogram 
frequency is relatively unaffected by interferogram amplitude variations that changing 
reflectivity causes. 
Our fiber optic 1.55 μm, 8 GHz PDV system is composed of mostly telecommunications 
components and has been described previously.25,26 Based on the design of Weng et al.,24 it is 
depicted schematically in Fig. 2.5. Instead of using a bare fiber connector angled physical 
contact (FC/APC) fiber as the probe optic, we coupled the fiber optic system to our probe using 
a free space collimating lens (Ox Optics Ltd. HPUCO-23A-1550-S-4.5AS) which outputs a 600 µm 
beam. This passes through a dichroic mirror (Semrock, FF875-Di01-25x36) that reflects 350-850 
nm and transmits 1-2 µm.  An 10X objective lens22(Nikon TU Plan Fluor) then focuses the 1.55 
μm laser onto the flyer plate. The focused (1/e2) beam diameter at the flyer surface was 69 ± 3 
μm and the confocal parameter was 4.8 mm, so the PDV beam was collimated on the flyer over 
its entire flight path. The objective also serves to collect the reflected/scattered light. Using an 
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8 GHz digital oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO70804) with a long (10 MB) record length and 
amplified 20 GHz photodetectors (Miteq SCMR-100K20G-30-15-10), the system bandwidth was 
6.7 GHz, so velocities up to ∼5 km s-1 can be measured. 
Some exemplary PDV interferograms and corresponding spectrograms generated by 
STFT are shown in Fig. 2.6a, b, and c. The flyers were 50 and 75 μm Al foils launched across a 
500 μm gap and impacting a Pyrex window. The flyers accelerate rapidly during the first 10 ns 
or so followed by a more gradual acceleration due to continued glass/glue/plasma expansion. 
Drumhead beating of the flyer surface is the oscillating flyer velocity which can be seen 
following the initial acceleration. This is prominent with 75 μm foils (Fig 2.6c), but it decays 
away prior to impact. The magnitude of the velocity reduction upon impact is a function of the 
shock impedance of the flyer and target materials and can be predicted using their principle 
Hugoniot curves.27 This reduced velocity is the velocity of the flyer plate/target interface, which 
is called the “particle velocity,” up. The shock generated by flyer plate impact is viewed as 
steady while up remains constant. The duration of the steady shock is ∼8 ns with the 50 μm foil, 
and about 14 ns with the 75 μm foil. At the end of the steady shock, the flyer, now deeply 
embedded in the glass window,25 comes to a complete stop and then bounces off the glass. 
In Fig. 2.6(a) and 2.6(c), the Fourier transform was performed with a 20 ns Hanning fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) window. This yields a higher fidelity velocity in the velocity history at 
the cost of time resolution. In Fig. 2.6(b), a 2 ns FFT window was used. The flight history is 
noisier but the impact deceleration and the steady motion at up are seen more accurately. By 
plotting the maximum of the FFT at each time step one creates a “line-out” from the moving-
window Fourier transform or sonogram. This allows for simplified depiction of the flyer history, 
easier measurement of impact time, flyer velocity, and shock durations but at the cost of 
viewing multiple velocities, as is possible in the spectrogram. One should always check the line-
out from a spectrogram against the spectrogram to determine if the program erroneously 
determined the flyers true velocity. 
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2.4 Coupling Flyers with Spectroscopy 
Keeping in mind that this system needed to be user friendly, and that a series of different 
experiments would be carried out in successive order, a great deal of effort was put into 
coupling the flyer plate system with spectroscopic techniques such as fluorescence 
spectroscopy. A schematic of the optical collection system is shown in Figure 2.7. In this specific 
case, a pump laser would need to enter the system, driving material photoluminescence. 
Simultaneously, sample fluorescence would need to be collected with a time resolved 
spectroscopic detector. Due to the number of different emission collection geometries, and 
detectors used, it is impossible to cover them all in the course of this chapter. Therefore, in 
each the experimental chapters 5-9, a brief description of the collection system will be given.  
 For sample illumination there are two geometries. The first is on-axis where the pump 
beam is passed through a beamsplitter (Thorlabs, BSX10), reflected off of the dichroic inside of 
the probe, and then focused onto the sample plane via the 10X microscope objective (Fig 2.7.). 
The other geometry is off-axis. In this case the pump laser is focused onto the sample via a lens 
and mirror from around the 10X objective. This allows for the user to vary the area of the 
sample illuminated simply by shifting the focusing lens. Also, by replacing the beamsplitter with 
a broadband mirror (Semrock, MI1050-SBB), both more laser energy can be imparted onto the 
sample and a higher fraction of the emission can be collected.  
 Sample emission from 350-850 nm is collected by the 10X objective and reflected off of 
the dichroic inside of the probe. Depending on the illumination setup, this is then reflected off 
either the beamsplitter, or mirror. Then a long focal length lens produces an image of the 
sample onto a zero aperture iris. This allows the user to mask the sample, limiting the region 
from which emission will be detected. The sample emission is then collimated once again using 
a matching long focal length lens. One should note that the actual aperture size is 1.8 mm not 
120 µm. The region masked results from a sample to image plane 15x magnification. 
 After re-collimation the emission passes onto a series of detectors. By using a common 
optical path and kinematic mounts, switching between different instruments can be done 
within minutes. Through use of a rotating mirror, a camera (Opticam, OCS 10.0X) can be used to 
temporarily image the sample. This is commonly employed to align the PDV onto the launched 
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flyer. Also, one can use this to aim flyer plate shots onto a specific region of a sample instead of 
the alignment laser mentioned previously.  
 
Triggering and Synchronization 
Coupling the 10 Hz launch laser along with variable flyer plate impact times to ultrafast 
spectroscopic detectors and the PDV requires precision triggering and synchronization of each 
component. In the typical configuration of this system, the master clock is a delay generator 
(Stanford Research Systems, DG645) and a schematic of this system is shown in Figure 2.8. The 
delay generator produces trigger pulses at 10 Hz which trigger the launch laser flash lamps, 
launch laser q-switch, and each detector desired.  
Because the launch laser needs to run continuously at 10 Hz these signals must always 
be sent, but the spectroscopic detectors need to be triggered only once per flyer shot, and 
precisely with the event of interest. To accomplish this, the launch laser outputs its q-switch 
signal to a control box linked to the shutter. This box in turn sends an inhibit signal back to the 
delay generator so long as the user has not told the shutter to open. When the user presses the 
“fire” button a new triggering sequence begins. The shutter control now reads the q-switch 
signal from the launch laser. Upon receiving a signal, the control turns off the inhibit signal 
going to the delay generator and opens the shutter for only the next pulse leaving the launch 
laser. Now that the inhibit signal is removed, the delay generator will send trigger signals to the 
other components in the system, allowing them to acquire.  This triggering design allows for the 
launch laser to fire continuously, but for the detectors to receive no signal from the delay 
generator until a flyer is launched. The only limit on flyer to detector synchronization is the 
consistency of the flyer plate impact time relative to the q-switch signal triggering the laser. As 
will be shown later in this chapter, the variance is ~1 ns. 
 Accurate timing of launch and impact phenomena observed by multiple detectors is 
achieved through clever use of optical signals that the multiple detectors can see 
simultaneously. For instance, to synchronize the launch laser and PDV signals the PDV is aimed 
at a 150 nm Cr mirror coated onto a target substrate. When the launch laser ablates this mirror 
the PDV shows an instantaneous change. This allows the user to determine on the oscilloscope 
traces exactly where t=0 should be relative to the oscilloscope’s arbitrary triggering time.  
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 To synchronize the launch laser and spectroscopic detectors, doubling of the launch 
laser is employed. Using a LBO crystal inserted into the beam path just prior to the target 
chamber and a piece of scattering material placed at the sample position, the 1064 nm launch 
laser wavelength is doubled to 532 nm. When the lunch laser fires the visible emission 
detectors can now observe the beam and the moment the launch laser arrives relative to their 
arbitrary triggering point can be determined. Thus allowing t=0 to be defined as when the 
launch laser reaches the sample. And since the photon Doppler velocimeter is similarly 
synchronized with the launch laser, timing based on flyer plate motions can also be used. 
 When the ultrafast Ti: Sapphire laser is coupled to the flyer plates an added level of 
triggering complexity must be overcome. This is because the ultrafast system runs at 3 kHz, and 
cannot be externally triggered. To couple this laser with the flyer plates first we use a chopper 
wheel to lower its output frequency from 1 kHz to 100 Hz. Beyond this copper wheel is a 
beamsplitter and photodiode that then triggers the delay generator typically used. The delay 
generator down converts this 100 Hz input frequency to the typical 10 Hz. An additional 
channel is then used to trigger a second shutter which allows for a single ultrafast pulse to 
irradiate the sample.  
 
Daily System Alignment 
Coupling the laser-driven flyer-plates, PDV and spectroscopic systems so that they are all 
aligned together is no trivial task. For the highest quality data sets to be collected one must 
ensure that the PDV and pump lasers are targeting the same location on the sample, and that 
this is roughly in the center of the flyer plate. Furthermore, the emission from this location 
needs to be collected efficiently.  
 To accomplish this challenge, every day we begin by warming up the lasers, and then 
checking the PDV alignment out of the probe. Because the probe was built using cage optics, 
the 10X objective can be easily removed and an IR alignment disk (Thorlabs, VRC2SM1) can be 
placed on rails to determine the PDV alignment. The PDV laser position must be checked both 
near and far from the probe to ensure that the beam is parallel to the probe axis. Any small 
angle will reduce the collection efficiency of the PDV and consequently result in poor 
interferogram quality. 
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Once the PDV alignment out of the probe is checked, the alignment disk is removed and 
the 10X objective is placed onto the probe again. The next step is to check that the PDV is 
aligned with the launch laser. To do this a piece of 20-25 °C liquid crystal paper (Edmund Optics, 
72-375) is inserted into the sample holder between two Pyrex pieces of glass. The rotating 
mirror is swung into the optical path and the user checks to see the sample on screen. If the 
system is roughly aligned, then the PDV beam will be visible from the coaxial circles on the 
liquid crystal paper. The user typically marks the computer screen projecting the camera image 
to indicate the center of this spot. The launch laser is then tuned to fire a single shot of 250 mJ 
at the target. Because the target is sandwiched between glass this will not launch a flyer, but 
will instead leave a circle imprinted in the liquid crystal paper with broken glass indicating its 
edges. Using the micrometer controls on the probe, the user then aligns the PDV into the 
center of this circle. Through this step we now know that the PDV is hitting the sample in the 
center of the flyer plate. 
Next the user must align any additional optical pump lasers with the target. This can be 
done easily by looking for the laser on the liquid crystal paper using the camera in a similar 
fashion as for the PDV. The center of the optical pump should be placed exactly where the PDV 
beam is hitting so that both the PDV and pump lasers target the sample at the same location. 
Finally, alignment of optical emission from the sample to the detector of choice must be 
achieved. This requires that the sample be replaced with a Pyrex window coated with PMMA 
and rhodamine 6G dye. This window can be fabricated by making a solution of 3% PMMA in 
chloroform with dye added until it is a bright orange. This is then spin coated onto the Pyrex 
substrate at 3000 RPM. One should note that while the exact dye, and concentration of dye is 
not important, the sample should be thin in order to limit the depth of field that emission 
comes from and have enough dye to produce fluorescence for alignment. With this sample 
inserted, the user can align the 12 mm collimated fluorescence emission back through the 
common optical paths and then finally to the detector of choice. Lastly, the user should mark 
the computer screen again, to indicate the new position of the pump beam if this has shifted. 
Now the user is ensured that the PDV and pump beams are aimed at the same region of a 
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sample and that this is roughly the center of the flyer. Furthermore, emission is being collected 
from this region and is efficiently reaching the detector of choice.  
2.5 Characterization Methods 
In characterizing the laser-driven flyer-plate system a suite of methods was used including 
precise use of PDV analysis, fast photodiode traces, power measurements, microscopy, and 
ultrafast stroboscopic imaging. This section will discuss these techniques. 
 
Photon Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) Analysis 
Unless otherwise indicated, velocity profiles were computed by analyzing PDV interferograms 
with a short-time Fourier transform (STFT)22 method with 156 data points (6.24 ns) and a 155 
data-point overlap (40 ps spacing) Hamming window function. Velocity line-outs are produced 
as discussed previously. In cases where we needed the highest possible time resolution at the 
expense of greater noise, we used a fringe counting method.28 To mitigate the noise from 
temporal aliasing in the fringe counting analysis, the interferogram time-domain data were 
interpolated using a cubic spline, and then a peak-finding routine was used to identify maxima 
and minima. The interval between a fringe maximum and the adjacent minimum represents a 
displacement of 0.388 μm, one-fourth of the PDV laser wavelength of 1.55 μm. 
An example of a PDV flyer velocity history is shown in Fig. 2.9.  A 75 m thick Al flyer 
was launched at a glass window across a 375 μm vacuum gap, by a laser pulse arriving at time t 
= 0.  The velocity history in Fig. 2.9a was derived using the usual moving-window Fourier 
transform 29,30 that gives a smoother time-averaged velocity history.  The expanded view in Fig. 
2.9 b used a fringe-counting method described previously,10,31 which gave higher time 
resolution with a bit more noise.10,32,33  The free-space velocity of the flyer plate from Fig. 2.9a 
was Uf = 1.4 (±0.007) km∙s-1.  At 354 ns, the velocity dropped abruptly by ~35%, and this drop 
indicated the instant of impact with the glass target.  The lower velocity, denoted up, is the 
velocity of the flyer/glass interface, or alternatively the material velocity in glass that drives a 
shock into the target.  The value of up remained approximately constant for a time interval s, 
where s denotes the duration of the fully-supported shock in the window.  Subsequent to the 
time interval s, up declined and the shock pressure decayed.  In Fig. 2.9a, s = 14 ns, and the 
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apparent velocity up = 0.878 (±0.015) km∙s-1.  When the flyer plate is moving through a solid 
transparent medium, an optical window correction should be applied to convert apparent 
velocity to true velocity.  For borosilicate glass, the conversion factor is close to unity.  The 
apparent velocity should be divided by 1.063.30  The shock pressure in glass can be determined 
from the corrected up using tabulated Hugoniot data34, and here P = 9.0 (±0.15) GPa. 
 
Target Substrates 
The glass substrates for flyer launch (Fig. 2.1) were 2 in. Pyrex squares from Chemglass or 
McMaster- Carr, with thicknesses ranging from 1/8 in. to 3/4 in. (hereafter we will use the 
metric 3.18 mm, 1.905 mm, etc.). The targets for characterization experiments were 6.35 mm 
thick squares of borosilicate glass (Chemglass), acrylic polymer and fused silica (McMaster-Carr), 
and 3 mm thick polycrystalline salt (NaCl) from Edmund Optical. Al foils (Al-1145-O) 25–100 μm 
thick, with a thickness tolerance of 10%, were obtained from Alufoil, Inc. The 2.5 μm thick Al foil 
for the multilayer flyers was obtained from Lebow Co. The flyers were cemented to glass 
substrates with low-viscosity Eccobond 24 water-clear epoxy (Emerson and Cummings, Inc.). 
The thicknesses of the epoxy layers were measured with a Dektak profilometer. Flyers were 
launched at targets across gaps with thicknesses determined by the number of 125 μm spacers 
used in the sample chamber. Unless otherwise indicated, we used 3 spacers to provide a 
nominal thickness of 375 μm. The sample chamber (Fig. 2.1) was airtight, and a vacuum pump 
was used to reduce air pressure below 500 mTorr. 
 
Imaging Laser Profiles 
To measure the laser beam profiles for both the small and large lasers a solid state camera was 
used (Coherent, Spiricon). Preventing optical damage to the camera was achieved in the case of 
the small launch laser by reflecting the laser beam off two uncoated wedged glass windows and 
then passing the laser beam through a series of neutral density filters until an adequate image 
could be observed. For the large launch laser reflective filters were used to decrease the laser 
intensity until it could be imaged directly by the camera.  
 To image the flat top beam profiles, each laser system was similarly filtered to reduce 
intensity. Since the exact location of the CCD chip inside of the camera could not be determined 
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without damaging the Spiricon, the camera was placed onto a translation stage with a 
micrometer for accurate position control. The camera was then moved toward and away from 
the lens until the narrowest flat top image was produced. Relative to this position, the camera 
was moved in 10 µm increments until the sharp edges of the flat top were lost in order to 
determine the depth of field over which there was still a flat top laser beam profile.  
 
Transmitted Laser Measurements 
To determine the fraction of laser energy irradiating the foil surface through the flyer optic 
glass/glue interface two methods of measurement were used. The first was a simple 
measurement of the entire pulse energy using a power head (Coherent, J-50MB-YAG). One 
should note that for the high energy pulsed lasers used here it is necessary to have a power 
head suited for this radiation. Typical black anodized power heads will suffer damage through 
ablation.  
 The second and more informative method for measuring the laser beam transmitted 
was through the use of a fast photodiode. The configuration can be seen in Figure 2.10. The 
transmitted laser beam through the glass, or glass/epoxy interface is homogenously scattered 
toward the photodiode, which has been adequately shielded to reduce secondary sources of 
illumination. The traces were then digitized using our Tektronix 8 GHz oscilloscope which yields 
time resolution in excess of the 1 ns required for these experiments. 
 
Microscopy 
Optical imaging of flyer optics, targets, and collected flyer plates were done using an optical 
microscope (Olympus, SZ61). Calibration of the images was conducted using a calibration 
microscope slide with 10 µm gradations.  
 
Supercontinuum Strobe Source and Imaging Optics  
A block diagram for the ultrafast microscopy apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.11. The Nd: YAG 
launch laser has been described previously in this chapter (see 2.3). The strobe laser 
(Quantronix Integra C-2.0) consisted of a mode-locked fiber oscillator and chirped pulse 
amplifier that produced 2.0 mJ pulses at 785 nm with 140 fs duration.  These pulses were 
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focused into a 5 cm long water cell to produce a supercontinuum. The supercontinuum is a 
subpicosecond burst of incoherent white light.35  These incoherent pulses are desirable for 
imaging because they produce fewer coherent artifacts such as speckle.   
As depicted in Fig. 2.12, we tried two imaging geometries. The supercontinuum was 
gently focused to ~2 mm in diameter onto the flyer plate optic to create approximately uniform 
illumination over the ~1.0 mm field of view seen by the 10X objective (Fig. 2.12a).  Most images 
were obtained with grazing-angle illumination (Fig. 2.12a) where the sample was viewed 
coaxially while the strobe was incident at ~60°.  We also tried coaxial illumination, as depicted 
in Fig. 2.12b, but this proved less useful.   
 The illuminated sample was imaged through the objective onto an intensified CCD 
(ICCD) camera (Andor DH 734-18F-33) having a 1024 x 1024 array of 13 m pixels.  We used a 
50 ns optical gate on the camera to obtain images.  The gate acts to suppress ambient lighting 
and improves image quality.  The light returning from the flyer plate was first incident onto a 
dichroic mirror that reflected visible but transmitted the 1550 nm near-IR PDV laser, so we 
could simultaneously obtain flyer images and velocity histories36,37. 
Figure 2.12 shows an example image from each illumination geometry.  These images 
were taken ~2 ns after the impact of a 1.0 km∙s-1, 75 m Al flyer with a glass target.  With 
grazing illumination (Fig. 2.12a), we observed the foil sheet via light scattered at large angles by 
the foil into the objective.  When the flyer impacted the smooth glass surface, it became a 
higher-reflectivity mirror that scattered less into the objective, so upon impact the flyer became 
darker while the background maintained a nominally constant brightness.  With coaxial 
illumination (Fig. 2.12b), the impact again created a higher-reflectivity flyer that reflected more 
light into the objective than the background foil, so the flyer appeared bright against a darker 
background. 
 
Reconstruction Movies and Synchronization of Impact and Strobe 
Time-sequenced movies of the flyer launch and impact processes were reconstructed from 
single frames obtained on different shots at different strobe-impact time delays.  This 
reconstruction process was possible due to the high level of flyer reproducibility, but it should 
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be kept in mind that successive frames of the movies will differ in detail, because each frame 
looked at a different region of the imperfect metal foil, and because of the stochastic nature of 
the launch and impact processes. 
In order to obtain the most accurate reconstruction, especially at times very close to the 
instant of impact, we developed a new procedure described in Fig. 2.13, to synchronize the 
femtosecond strobe with the target impact as determined by PDV.  The launch pulses, the 
femtosecond strobe pulses and the PDV signals were all detected by photodiodes connected to 
a common 8 GHz oscilloscope (Fig. 2.11), but the optical and electronic delays were different 
for each detector.  We determined the PDV-launch pulse delay t1 as described in Fig. 2.13a 
and the strobe-launch pulse delay t2 as described in Fig. 2.13b.  Then we could monitor the 
launch pulses with photodiode PD1 and the strobe pulses with photodiode PD2 (see Fig. 2.13) 
and use the delay generator (Stanford Research Systems DG645) to set the strobe-impact time 
delay within about 1 ns. 
The determination of the PDV-launch pulse delay was described previously.36  The PDV 
was aimed at a mirror consisting of a glass window with a 150 nm Cr film at the glass target 
location, and the launch laser was used to vaporize the Cr film.  Since the Cr ablation occurred 
with a sharp threshold, the film vaporization and loss of mirror reflectivity was very sudden, 
creating a sudden drop in the PDV signal (Fig. 2.13a).  The value of t1 was then defined as the 
time between this sudden PDV transient and the 90% rise of the launch pulse seen by 
photodiode PD1. 
The determination of the strobe-launch pulse delay t2 used a third photodiode PD3 
temporarily inserted in front of the ICCD camera (Fig. 2.11) to simultaneously monitor the 
launch pulse and strobe arrival at the glass target, as illustrated in Fig. 2.13b.  The glass target 
was temporarily replaced with a ground-glass plate to scatter the launch and strobe pulses into 
PD3.  However, since the dichroic optics would not transmit the 1.064 m launch pulse to PD3, 
we temporarily inserted a second-harmonic crystal in the launch beam path to convert a small 
portion of the beam to visible 0.532 m light.   
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2.6 Results 
Velocity, Impact Time Variation and cutouts 
Figure 2.14 shows velocities of flyers versus laser fluence, where the fluence (J cm-2) was 
computed based on the laser pulse energy incident on the flyer plate optic (up to 2J) and a 
beam area of 3.8 x 10-3 cm2 (a circle 0.7 mm in diameter).  The maximum available fluence was 
500 J cm-2.  At the lowest fluences, edge effects became significant and the flyers did not detach 
from the metal foil sheet.  Presumably in this case, the cohesive energy needed to punch out 
the flyer became comparable to the laser energy imparted to the flyer. To test this hypothesis, 
we launched 25 μm flyer cutouts which are flyers that were 700 μm disks cut away from the 
surrounding foil and with these we were to obtain the 25 m Al data below 2 km s-1. As shown 
in Fig. 2.14. At higher fluences >100 J cm−2, there was no difference between the foil and the 
reliefs, presumably because in this range the cohesive energy was inconsequential. However, 
the reliefs were readily launched at low velocities down to 0.1 km s−1. 
  Figure 2.15 shows the variations (one standard deviation) in flyer velocities and impact 
times at the glass target for Al and Cu flyers.  Each data set, consisting of 30-60 shots, was 
obtained using a single flyer plate optic at the specified launch laser pulse energy.  The results 
are summarized in Table 2.1.  The smallest variations in velocities and impact times were 
obtained with the 25 m Al flyers, where the velocity variations were 0.56% and the impact 
time variations were 0.81 ns. 
 
Effects of substrate thickness on pulse transmission and flyer velocities 
Figures 2.16(a) and 2.16(b) show results from pulse transmission measurements38 that focused 
the beam to 700 μm onto foil side of different thickness glass substrates (but with no foil). The 
measured transmission values incorporate reflection, absorption, and scattering losses. Single 
shot optical damage appeared only on the exit face surfaces (normal foil/glue side), when the 
pulse energies were >50 mJ (fluence > 13 J cm−2). Some photographs of damage on the exit face 
of a glass substrate are shown in Fig. 2.17. The laser input face of the flyer optic usually did not 
damage because, due to the convergent beam geometry, the fluence was always smaller at the 
input face. At the fluences used here to launch flyers, with both 10 ns and 20 ns pulses, pulse 
transmission through the substrates was 45% at the lowest energies and 15% or less at higher 
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energies (Figs. 2.16(a) and 2.16(b)). Pulse transmission generally increased as the substrate 
thickness increased. Stretching pulses from 10 ns to 20 ns increased the pulse transmission by 
only a small factor <10%. Keep in mind that unity in glass transmission occurs at 150 mJ/pulse, a 
fluence of 39 J cm-2. For laser intensities above this the increased pulse intensity more than 
offsets the absorbance of the glass, so the fluence only increases above 150 mJ/pulse.  
Figures 2.16(c) and 2.16(d) show the velocities of 50 μm thick Al flyers launched from 
glass substrates by 10 ns and 20 ns pulses. The results shown here were for a particular batch of 
glass substrates. For each batch, the velocities obtained under given conditions of substrate 
thickness and laser energy were generally consistent to within 5%. However, there was 
significant batch-to-batch variation. In the batch of substrates used to obtain the data in Figs. 
2.16(c) and 2.16(d), the highest velocities were obtained with the 15.88 mm substrates. The 
results in Fig. 2.16 show the flyers with the most kinetic energy were not launched from the 
substrates that transmitted the most laser energy. The 19.05 mm substrates transmitted the 
most laser energy, but with those substrates we could not launch a 50 μm flyer faster than 1.6 
km s−1, whereas with the less-transmitting substrates we could launch flyers at velocities up to 
2.7 km s−1 with almost three times the kinetic energy. 
In Fig. 2.16, the “best” substrates, in terms of the highest flyer kinetic energies, were 
15.88 mm thick. In other batches the 9.53 mm substrates were the best, and in others the 6.35 
mm substrates were the best. Such variations are consistent with the understanding that glass 
surface damage thresholds have a high degree of sensitivity to details of the glass surface 
quality,14,39,40 and possibly the glass composition, which will vary among batches. 
 
Time-dependent pulse transmission experiments 
In Figure 2.18 are shown results of pulse transmission experiments measured using a 
photodiode. They display the time dependence of the laser pulse at different intensities with 
and without an ¼” epoxy coated sample and for the 10 and 20 ns pulse durations. As with the 
power head experiments, the damage threshold for these windows is approximately 150 mJ. 
One interesting observation from these results is that for both the 10 ns and 20 ns pulses there 
is a threshold behavior with respect to the pulse intensity. For the 10 ns FWHM pulse this 
occurs at 0.15-0.2 V and for the 20 ns FWHM pulse this occurs at 0.5-1. Once the pulse intensity 
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reaches these thresholds the remainder of the pulse is substantially diminished, indicated 
absorption by the glass and glue interface. Furthermore, the decreased transmittance is 
dependent on only the intensity (peak value), not the total energy (or area under the curve) of 
the pulse.  
 One should know that the 10 ns FWHM measurement originally inspired both the pulse 
stretcher and efforts to increase the flyer diameter from 700 to 900 µm. We wanted to couple 
more of the laser energy into the flyer and believed that stretching the pulse and increasing the 
diameter would keep the laser below the critical threshold until more of the total laser energy 
had transmitted. While increasing the diameter was successful, as discussed in the next section, 
because the rising edge of the pulse is not reduced by the pulse stretching technique used here, 
significantly more energy was not transmitted on account of the pulse stretcher. 
 
Flyer velocity dependence on laser launch beam diameter 
Figure 2.19 shows the velocities of different thickness flyers, launched using 700 μm or 900 μm 
diameter laser beams, as a function of laser fluence. Figure 2.19 clearly shows that at the same 
fluence there was no difference in flyer velocities with the smaller or larger beams. These 
results show it is possible to vary the flyer diameter in a simple way without dramatic changes 
to the launch condition. 
 
Flyer recovery experiments 
Figure 2.17 shows images of a Pyrex substrate after single laser shots with the 700 μm diameter 
beam at the indicated pulse energies, and also images with additional backlighting from a 
single-layer flyer assembly (6.35 mm glass, 3.5 μm epoxy, and 50 μm Al foil) after flyers were 
launched from them by single pulses. 
The images in Fig. 2.17 show that single-pulse optical damage in the bare glass 
substrates consisted of a central region that was always close to 550 μm in diameter regardless 
of laser pulse energy, plus an outer region whose size increased with laser energy. The size 
increase is a well-known effect for threshold optical damage when the beam profile has a 
gradual drop-off at the edges. The diameter of the above-threshold region increases as the 
pulse energy is increased.41,42 
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Glass substrate optical damage might differ somewhat in a launch assembly with epoxy 
and foil, so we also examined used flyer optics. After flyers were shot from a flyer optic, the 
damage to the flyer optic consisted of a central dark spot plus two outer concentric rings (Fig. 
2.17). The spot at the center was where optical damage caused the glass to appear dark. The 
inner ring represents the region where Al foil was ejected from the assembly. With pulses 
above 400 mJ, the inner ring was brown instead of clear, which suggests some epoxy was left 
behind, and the higher laser fluences caused it to darken. The outermost ring consisted of Al 
foil that was lifted off the glass surface, but which was not ejected.38 
Figure 2.20 shows images of single-layer and multilayer flyers that were recovered after 
they bounced off glass targets. The flyers were 25 μm thick and were launched at ∼1.5 km s−1 
using 200 mJ, 700 μm diameter pulses. We were able to recover only about one flyer in four. 
The others either broke into many pieces or became embedded in the glass targets. We do not 
believe the flyers we recovered were outliers with unusual or unrepresentative behavior. One 
in four is not an outlier, and based on prior reproducibility studies, the launch velocities of the 
recovered flyers would be expected to be no more than 5% different from the others.38 
Figures 2.20(a) and 2.20(b) show a recovered single-layer flyer. Figure 2.20(a) is the 
impact face that bounced off the target. As a guide, we superimposed the profile of the 700 μm 
launch beam onto the flyer image. The Al flyer diameter was 550 μm, the same as the flat 
region of the launch beam. Surrounding the 550 μm flyer was a ring of epoxy 700 μm in 
diameter. Figure 2.20(b) is the back face image of the same flyer. We see this 700 μm ring of 
epoxy and a 550 μm diameter inner region which rough. We presume that this central region 
appears this way due to laser irradiation. The images in Figs 2.20(a) and 2.20(b) indicate the 
laser pulse launched an object consisting of a 550 μm diameter Al foil and a 700 μm diameter 
epoxy layer from the substrate surface. 
Figures 2.20(c) and 2.20(d) show a recovered 25 μm thick multilayer flyer. The image 
from the impact face is similar to the single-layer flyer: a 550 μm diameter Al disk backed by a 
larger-diameter epoxy layer. The back face shows a 700 μm diameter layer of the thin Al light 
shield covering the 550 μm diameter flyer visible in outline. These images show that much or all 
of the 2.5 μm Al foil remained intact after launch. We can be certain that the flyer plate in this 
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case was completely shielded from the laser pulse, because the thin Al foil light shield was 
intact. The flyer plate launched from the multilayer assembly was not heated, melted or 
vaporized by the laser pulse. 
 
Single-layer flyer reverberations 
Figure 2.21 shows velocity histories obtained by PDV, of the impact faces of single-layer flyers 
of different thicknesses, launched across 375 μm gaps at glass targets by 10 ns or 20 ns pulses. 
The laser pulse energies were adjusted so different thickness flyers were launched at the same 
velocity, ∼1.35 km s−1. The laser energy needed to achieve a particular velocity can be 
estimated using the data in Fig. 2.19. It is an estimate, since there was some variation among 
different substrates. The laser pulse energies needed to produce 1.35 km s−1 were about 150 mJ, 
500 mJ, 700 mJ, and 850 mJ for the four flyer thicknesses. Time t = 0 was the instant the laser 
pulses reached 90% of their peak intensities at the flyer assemblies. At ∼350 ns, the flyers 
impacted the glass targets, resulting in a sudden drop in velocity to ∼0.9 km s−1 followed by a 
more gradual deceleration phase. 
The oscillation maxima seen in the PDV data correspond to the repeated return of the 
reverberating shock to the impact face of the flyer. The 25 μm thick flyers with 20 ns laser 
pulses (Fig. 2.21(b)) had the most gradual launch, where τp/τac = 2.7, and consequently 
reverberations were minimal. The 100 μm thick flyers with 10 ns launch pulses (Fig. 2.21(g)) had 
the most impulsive launch, where τp/τac = 0.34. 
The reverberations can be quite significant. In Fig. 2.21(f), where 75 μm flyers were 
launched with 20 ns pulses, the initial reverberations had a maximum-to-minimum modulation 
amplitude representing a flyer impact face velocity modulation of ∼0.25 km s−1, that was ∼20% 
of the center-of-mass velocity. The important message of Fig. 2.21 is that, in all cases with 20 ns 
launch pulses, the reverberations had damped away prior to target impact. 
In two cases with 10 ns pulses, corresponding to the most impulsive launch conditions, 
Figs. 2.21(e) and 2.21(g), the reverberations were not simple damped oscillations. Experiments 
discussed below were performed to understand these effects. 
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Multilayer flyer reverberations 
The data in Fig. 2.22 compare velocity histories of single layer and multilayer flyers launched 
with 20 ns pulses. The gap was 375 μm and the target was glass, as in Fig. 2.21. In comparing 
the single and multilayer flyer results, the launch velocities were not quite identical, but 
nonetheless, Fig. 2.22 shows clearly that the multilayer flyer launches and impacts were hardly 
different from single-layer flyers. Even the reverberation periods and damping were remarkably 
similar. This tells us that the light and heat shields of the multilayer flyers had little overall 
effect on flyer launch and impact. 
 
Highly impulsive launches 
Figure 2.23 shows some velocity histories in highly impulsive cases, where 100 μm thick flyers 
were launched with 10 ns pulses. The data in Fig.2.23(a) show two interesting phenomena. At 
the lower laser pulse energies, 0.8 J and 1.4 J (and also in Figs. 2.21(e) and 2.21(g)), the 
reverberations damped away much faster than usual. About midway through the flight there 
was a small increase in flyer speed. The flyer impacts were not different from those seen with 
more gradual launches, where up remained constant for a period τs prior to the deceleration 
phase. At the higher laser pulse energies, 1.8 J and 2.0 J, the reverberations again damped away 
rapidly, the flyer speed stayed constant during flight, but double shocks were produced in the 
targets. These observations are consistent with the idea that the strong reverberations caused 
the flyers to spall and break into pieces. 
When we probed the flyers with PDV, we saw only the impact faces, so we have to infer 
what happened behind the impact faces. Most likely there is more than one way to interpret 
the data in Fig. 2.23 (a), but here is what seems to be a reasonable interpretation. In Fig. 2.23(a), 
at the lower laser energies the fast damping and the velocity increase during flight results from 
ejection of flyer material from the back face of the flyer. At the higher energies, damping was 
again related to flyer break up. However, the material that broke away from the back surface of 
the flyer did so with a proportionately smaller relative velocity. The breakaway did not impart 
much additional velocity to the flyer, and the breakaway material continued to trail the flyer. 
The first of the double shocks was caused by impact with the leading part of the flyer, and the 
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second by impact with the trailing part. In any case, the important message of Fig. 2.23(a) is 
that we know how to recognize when intense reverberations destroy the integrity of the flyers. 
To further investigate models of flyer breakup and multiple collisions, we constructed a 
“breakaway” 100 μm flyer consisting of two 50 μm foils sandwiching a 3.5 μm epoxy layer, as 
diagrammed in Fig. 2.23(b). The epoxy creates a significant impedance mismatch for the 
reverberating shocks and it also creates a prepositioned failure point in the middle of the flyer. 
The velocity history after launch with a 10 ns, 0.8 J pulse indicates this flyer developed 
reverberations, initially as large as 0.5 km s−1, which damped away, leaving the front face of the 
flyer moving steadily at 1.04 km s−1. At about 155 ns, there was a velocity jump to 1.27 km s−1, 
which is interpreted as indicating the flyer split into two parts. The 155 ns velocity jump was 
caused by the recoil momentum from the departure of the trailing part. The leading and trailing 
halves of the flyer successively collided with the target, creating two closely spaced shocks in 
the target. 
Thus we describe the unusual velocity histories in the most impulsive launches as arising 
from loss of flyer integrity due to the intense reverberations, which can produce velocity jumps 
during flight or multiple shocks in the targets. We view these behaviors and multiple collisions 
as something to be avoided, so we did not continue to investigate the processes in detail. It is 
important to note that when we use 20 ns launch pulses, this undesirable behavior was not 
observed with flyers 25–75 μm thick. We occasionally saw PDV velocity history evidence for 
flyer break-up when the 100 μm flyers were launched by 20 ns pulses, but the PDV monitor 
allowed us to discard those occasional problematic shots. 
 
Absorption Layers 
In the results reported thus far the flyer plate was foil epoxied to a window. Other researchers 
have deployed more or less elaborate launching layers between the substrate and the flyer 
plate. Stahl and co-workers used a thin C layer.9 The C was said to help homogenize the drive 
laser beam, and lighter C atoms may provide greater specific impulse than Al. Greenaway and 
co-workers14 used an energetic ablation layer of unspecified composition that provided 
significant velocity increases at fluences near 5 J cm−2. Bowden and co-workers1 studied the 
effects of launching flyers with fluences in the 5–40 J cm−2 range having C or Ti absorption 
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layers, and C, Mg, Ge, Al, or Ti ablation layers. The best of these combinations was about 20% 
better than the worst. 
Along these lines, we tried increasing the flyer laser absorption by evaporating a thin 
(100 nm) layer of Cr on the Al foil, since Cr absorbs nearly 50% of incident near-IR light 
compared to 8% for Al.43 There was no noticeable improvement from these layers when flyers 
were launched with fluences >50 J cm−2. This makes sense since with Al, the 10 ns fluence 
needed to produce an absorbing plasma is less than 1 J cm−2. Absorbing layers are unlikely to 
significantly boost flyer kinetic energies except possibly at lower fluences in the 10 J cm−2 
range.1,39  
 
Flyer Epoxy 
We also compared two low-viscosity glues that made thin strong bonds between metal and 
glass, the UV-curable acrylic adhesive Dymax 401 (Dymax), and a water-clear epoxy Eccobond 
24 (Emerson and Cummings). Acrylic adhesives are known to significantly boost near-IR ablation 
processes at low fluences of ∼0.5 J cm−2 even more than nitrocellulose.44 As shown in Fig. 2.24, 
the launch at fluences >20 J cm−2 was no different from these two glues. Again this makes sense 
since there is simply not enough energy in glue to have much effect at these fluences. With a 
700 μm diameter flyer plate and a 1 μm thick glue layer, the glue would be less than 1 μg. Even 
if the glue produced the energy of detonating 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) (8 kJ cm−3), the extra 
energy would be just 3 mJ. 
 
Fully supported shocks in transparent targets 
Using PDV, we wish to extract three parameters for flyer/target impacts. These are the flyer 
impact face velocity in free space Uf, the velocity of the flyer/target interface up, and the 
duration τs of constant up (before the interface velocity starts its gradual deceleration). The 
value of τs is the duration of a fully supported shock in the target. Figure 2.25 shows velocity 
profiles in expanded time windows during impacts between 75 μm thick flyers and targets of 
glass, salt, fused silica, and acrylic polymer. The displayed data were selected as representative 
measurements from a library of several tens of measurements. The three quantities, Uf, up and 
τs are indicated and defined in Fig. 2.25(b). The structure of shocks in these four well-
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characterized materials has been discussed extensively. Shocked salt has a simple fluid-like 
shock response,40,45 but the other materials support shocks with more complicated multiple-
wave structures.17,46 Despite the complexity of shocks in the glasses, up appeared constant in 
both borosilicate (Fig. 2.25(b)) and fused silica (Fig. 2.25(c)) during the intervals τs. In acrylic 
polymer (Fig. 2.25(d)), up was not constant during the interval τs. Instead up increased from 1.15 
km s−1 immediately after impact to 1.25 km s−1 before the deceleration period started. The 
temporary increase in Up after impact is indicative of a material with viscoelastic response that 
loses strength after the initial impact. 
In Fig. 2.26 we explain how we obtained values for Uf, up and τs from PDV 
interferograms, by combining STFT22 and fringe-counting28 analysis methods. In Fig. 2.26, a salt 
target was impacted by an ∼1.5 km s−1 flyer 75 μm thick. Figure 2.26(a) shows the raw PDV 
interferogram. In Fig. 2.26(b) the STFT method was used to obtain velocity profiles. The values 
of Uf and up were obtained by averaging over time intervals lasting many nanoseconds, where 
these velocities were constant. 
Because the flyers were thin, the time interval τs was short, so the highest time 
resolution was needed to accurately determine τs. A fringe-counting method28 was used to 
reanalyze the interferograms. The interferogram maxima and minima found by the analysis 
routine were indicated by colored dots in Fig. 2.26(a). A velocity history obtained by this 
method is shown in Fig. 2.26(c). 
Figure 2.27 shows measured durations for shocks created by different flyer thicknesses 
in salt, glass, fused silica, and acrylic polymer, with 1.5 km s−1 impacts. Each data point was the 
average of at least ten shots, with error bars of one standard deviation. The shock durations 
ranged from 5 to 23 ns, and they increased linearly with flyer thickness. In other measurements 
not shown here, we determined the shock durations did not change significantly when the 
impact velocities were varied from 0.8 to 2.0 km s−1. 
 
Ultrafast Images of Flyer Impacts 
Figure 2.28 shows a reconstructed movie using grazing illumination, of 25 m Al flyers at Uf = 
1.3 km∙s-1 across a 125 m vacuum gap.  A representative PDV velocity history is also shown.  
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Notice the scratches and defects on the Al foils vary from image to image.  Figure 2.28a was 
obtained prior to launch.  Figures 2.28b and 2.28c were obtained during flight, with Fig. 2.28c 
obtained just 5 ns before impact.  Figure 2.28d was taken 2 ns after impact.  It shows a darker, 
nearly perfect 0.5 mm diameter disk in contact with the window.  The sudden appearance of 
this uniform 0.5 mm disk establishes the high degree of planarity of the impact process over the 
entire flyer diameter.   
  Shortly after impact (compare Figs. 2.28d and 2.28e), the flyer diameter increased 
slightly from 0.5 mm to 0.6 mm, which we attribute to the delayed arrival of the slower outer 
ring of the flyer driven by the soft edges of the launch laser beam. After the shock unloaded 
(e.g. Figs. 2.28g-j), the annular region of glass surrounding the flyer plate became brighter. This 
brighter annulus corresponds to the outer rim of the impact crater in the glass.47 As the shock 
spreads radially outward from the flyer, the crushed glass scattered more light back into the 
objective. 
 Figure 2.29 shows the timing diagram for Fig. 2.30. The strobe was set to the mean time 
of impact as measured by PDV, and the 35 images in Fig. 2.30 were obtained at this instant in 
time.  The same conditions as Fig. 2.28 were used except the flyer speed was a bit faster, 1.4 
km∙s-1.  Due to the ±0.8 ns variation in flyer plate impact time, images were randomly obtained 
no more than 1 ns before impact or no more than 1 ns after impact.  
  Figure 2.31 shows grazing illumination stroboscopic images of 25, 50 and 75 m thick Al 
flyers and a 25 m thick Cu flyer, taken ~2 ns after impact.  These images show all flyer plates as 
uniform disks in contact with the glass surface.  The thicker Al flyers and the Cu flyers are all 
about 0.1 mm smaller in diameter than the 25 m Al flyer.   
2.7 Discussion 
The Al foil flyer launch appears to results from the combination of laser energy absorbed in the 
glass substrate and a phase explosion from the flyer plate. These conclusions were unexpected 
and surprising because the literature would indicate that plasma generation from the flyer is 
driving the flyer. The following points support glass/glue absorption as the driving mechanism 
for fluences above 39 J cm-2 (150 mJ/pulse): 
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1. As shown in Fig. 2.16, the majority of the laser energy was absorbed in the glass 
substrates and did not reach the flyer surface. At the higher laser fluences, transmission 
through the glass was not even 15%. Although laser pulse transmission differed with 
different batches of glass substrates, at the pulse energies used to launch flyers in these 
studies, the majority of laser pulse energy was not transmitted through the glass. 
2. In the data shown in Fig. 2.16, the substrates that transmitted the most laser energy to 
the flyer plates launched flyers with the lowest kinetic energies. Although these results 
were different with different batches of glass substrates, it is clear there is no 
correlation between transmitted laser pulse energies and flyer velocities above 150 
mJ/pulse. 
3. Images of recovered single-layer flyers, such as those in Figs. 2.20(a) and 2.20(b), show 
that the flyers detach at the Al/epoxy interface in the center of the flyers, but not at the 
edges. This would be expected if the laser pulses vaporized Al after being transmitted 
through the glass and epoxy layers. Since there is epoxy at the edge of the flyers one 
would conclude that the fluence at this location is low enough not to ablate the foil. 
4. Images of recovered multilayer flyers such as Figs. 2.20(c) and 2.20(d) show that the thin 
2.5 μm Al light shield layer remains substantially intact after launch, and therefore, if the 
launch laser vaporizes any Al at all, it less than 2.5 μm. 
5. The launch and impact dynamics of single-layer flyers were practically identical to 
multilayer flyers (Fig. 2.22) which were shielded from the laser pulses and from heat 
generated by the laser pulses. 
But there is evidence that for all laser fluences where a flyer launched, there is ablation of the 
aluminum flyer: 
1. The glass fully transmits the laser pulse below 150 mJ/pulse, at this value the fluence is 
~39 J cm-2. Above 150 mJ/pulse the increased laser intensity more than offsets the 
increased glass absorbance. So the fluence only increases above 150 mJ/ pulse. Below 
150 mJ/pulse the laser only reaches 5 J cm-2 at an intensity of 20 mJ and 2.5 J cm-2 at 10 
mJ. 
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2. Based on literature results a phase explosion will occur from an aluminum surface 
irradiated with >5 J cm-2 of 1064 nm, 10 ns laser light.48-50 For our lowest velocity flyers, 
the 25 μm cutouts, at ~2.5 J cm-2 the flyer did not launch but at 4.2 J cm-2 it went ~0.175 
km s-1. 
3. Calculating the kinetic energy for 20 μm flyers in figure 2.14, the flyer’s energy scales 
linearly as ¼ of the input laser intensity, but only below 150 mJ/pulse.  
 
These observations indicate that the usual launch mechanism for single-layer flyers or 
for unsupported foils, that involves only laser vaporization of part of the metal flyer,51 is not the 
only mechanism involved in the launch of the simplified flyers. The single-layer flyer has the 
same behavior as flyers that were shielded by the light and heat from the drive laser pulses. 
Glass vaporization is a possible launch mechanism, since it is known that the enthalpy of 
vaporization for borosilicate glass (10.3 kJ g−1)52 is actually lower than for Al (10.9 kJ g−1). 
Another possibility is that launch thrust occurs, at least in part, from a shock wave generated in 
the glass just below the surface.12 
It is important to understand that our results do not say that flyer launching via flyer 
ablation alone never occurs. Instead we are saying that ablation alone does not drive the flyer 
plates where the laser fluence was well above the single-shot threshold (~39 J cm-2) for the 
substrate. It seems reasonable that if laser fluences were kept well below the substrate surface 
damage threshold, as in the optical fiber beam shaping technique of Greenaway and co-
workers,14 and Trott and Meeks53, or when freestanding foils without glass substrates were 
used,6,8 or when long-duration laser pulses far below substrate damage thresholds were 
used,2,3 flyer vaporization ought to be the only launch mechanism. And indeed we believe that 
this is the mechanism that launches our flyers below 39 J cm-2 (150 mJ), where absorption by 
the glass and glue was not observed. That we do not observe a flyer launch for fluences below 
the threshold for a phase explosion but where evaporation of the aluminum foil still occurs 
indicates that flyer launch may require this phenomenon.  
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Flyer Velocities 
Besides the velocity vs. laser fluence results in Fig. 2.14, there were two notable observations, 
the lower speed cut-off and the variability among flyer plate optics described in Fig. 2.15 and 
Table 2.1.  The lower speed cut-off results from edge effects.  At lower laser fluences, a portion 
of the foil will puff out from the glass substrate but a flyer will not detach.  This occurs when 
the fluence is not high enough to overcome the cohesion at the perimeter of the flyer disk.36  As 
shown in Fig. 2.14, we did not obtain much data for flyers launched below 0.5  km∙s-1.  The 
exception was the 25 m thick Al data, where we made a special effort to fabricate a flyer plate 
optic with detached discrete 700 m flyers. 36  Then we were able to launch flyers as slow as 0.1 
km s-1.  We presume that the discrete flyer arrangement would work for the other foils, but we 
have not demonstrated it. 
  At a given laser fluence, different flyer plate optics launched flyers at slightly different 
velocities.  An example is shown by the data in Figs. 2.28 and 2.29, where 25 m Al flyers were 
launched with 300 mJ pulses.  In the first case the speed was 1.3 km∙s-1 and in the second 1.4 
km∙s-1.  We believe this variability results from random differences in the glass surface quality.  
The laser drive pulses are absorbed at the glass/epoxy interface (Fig. 2.1), the amount of energy 
absorbed and the flyer speed depends on the glass surface damage threshold,36,54,55 and the 
manufacturer does not control for this property.  If we want to perform experiments at a 
particular flyer speed, we have to take a few ranging shots initially to determine the behavior of 
each flyer plate optic. 
 
Velocity and Impact Time Variation 
When 30-60 flyers were launched from a single flyer plate optic at a constant laser fluence, the 
velocities varied slightly.  As shown in Table 2.1, the fractional variations ranged from 0.56% to 
2.11%.  We believe the primary cause of velocity variations greater than 0.5% is foil quality and 
the care taken to bond the foil to the glass substrate.  The 25 m Al foils were smoother and 
shinier than the thicker foils, and easier to bond uniformly, so those generally gave the best 
results. 
  The impact time variations depend on the velocity variations, and they are proportional 
to the flight distance and inversely proportional to the flight velocity.  The choice of gap 
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thickness depends on the acceleration and reverberation damping profile of the flyer launch.10 
The reverberation damping is faster with thinner foils, and in our 1.3-1.4 km∙s-1 25 m Al flyer 
measurements, we were able to use a small gap of 125 m.  These conditions produced the 
smallest impact time variations of 0.8 ns.  In other, less favorable cases, those variations were 
seen to be as large as 7.5 ns, as seen in Table 2.1. 
 
Flyer Flatness and Tilt 
The most comprehensive information regarding flyer flatness and tilt can be derived from Fig. 
2.30, which show 35 images obtained with the strobe set to the mean time of impact.  Due to 
impact time variations, images randomly were obtained <1 ns before impact when flyer plates 
were practically invisible, or <1 ns after impact where the flyers could be easily seen.  In the 
post-impact images, the flyer plates were always uniform disks ~0.5 mm in diameter. 
To interpret the data in Fig. 2.30, consider what would be observed in the collision 
between a 0.5 mm flyer with a glass target if the two surfaces were flat and parallel. In the 
grazing-incidence geometry, when the flyer plate approaches the glass within about one visible 
wavelength   0.5 m, it creates a mirror-like surface that reduces the strobe light scattered 
back into the microscope objective, causing a dark 0.5 mm disk to appear.  When the flyer 
velocity was 1.4 kms-1, the time interval between this close approach and impact would be only 
350 ps, so we will ignore it. 
On the other hand, if the flyer were tilted, then at shorter times we would not see a disk, 
we would see a partial disk.  For instance, at an instant when only one-half of the flyer was in 
contact with the glass target, we would see a half-moon shape.  If a flyer were not flat, for 
instance if its surface had hills and valleys, then as the flyer came into contact with the glass 
target we would see dark hills and brighter valleys.  These conditions, partial disks, hills and 
valleys were never observed in Fig. 2.30.  We observed only uniform disks or no disks.  In fact, 
every post-impact image (19/38) was a nearly perfect disk.  This indicates the impact tilt is very 
small and the flyer plates are flat at impact.   
Although we cannot quantitatively determine the tilt and flatness from the data in Fig. 
2.30, we can estimate it.  In all the post-impact images in Fig. 2.30, the entire 0.5 mm flyer disk 
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must be within 0.5 m of the glass target and PDV shows flight to impact in <0.5 ns.  This 
implies a tilt of <1 mrad for every impact. 
 
Flyer Diameters 
The flyer diameters should be affected by two types of edge effects, one arising from the soft 
edges of the launch laser beam and the other from cohesive forces within the metal foils that 
inhibit tearing away a flyer disk from the foil sheet.   
  As described in Fig. 2.3, the launch laser beam had a 0.5 mm flat region and soft edges 
that extended to about 0.7 mm.  Thus based solely on this beam profile, our initial expectation 
would be that we should launch 0.5 mm flyers accompanied by an outer ring, extending out to 
perhaps 0.6-0.7 mm, that moved at slower velocities.  That appears to be the case, as shown in 
Fig. 2.28 for 25 m Al flyers.  The initial impact created a disk that was 0.48 mm in diameter (Fig. 
2.28d), but 5 ns later (Fig. 2.28e) the disk had enlarged to 0.6 mm in diameter. 
  When thicker Al or 25 m thick Cu flyers were launched, as shown in Fig. 2.31, the disks 
appearing on the glass target were noticeably smaller, about 20% smaller, than with the 25 m 
Al flyers.  Based on Fig. 2.31, we conclude that edge cohesion effects reduced the diameter of 
the planar flyer plates launched from these foils to slightly less than the 0.5 mm diameter of the 
uniform part of the launch beam. 
 
 
Reverberations in the flyers 
We have shown that with 10 ns drive laser pulses and thicker flyers, it is possible to obtain 
undesirable situations where the velocity profiles indicated the flyers lost integrity. When we 
used 20 ns pulses, the velocity profiles were indicative of intact flyers, with one exception. 
When the thickest 100 μm flyers were launched with higher laser energies, we intermittently 
saw evidence for flyer spall, or dynamic failure of the flyer during flight. If PDV is measured for 
each shot then we can discard the occasional datum when this behavior arises, but it might be 
worthwhile to stretch the launch laser pulses a bit beyond 20 ns to avoid it entirely. 
When the flyers remained intact, the reverberations created damped oscillations in the 
PDV records. The reverberations damped away in a few round trips, regardless of flyer 
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thickness, so damping took the longest time, ∼300 ns, with the thickest (100 μm) flyers. Since 
we can control the gap in our sample chamber by changing the number of 125 μm spacers, it is 
our protocol to choose the smallest gap that allows the reverberations to damp out before 
target impact. Under the conditions used to obtain data in Fig. 2.21, a 375 μm gap was 
satisfactory. 
Damping of the reverberations seems much more dependent on the number of round 
trips in the flyer than on the distance the reverberating shocks travel. The reverberations 
always damp out in about five round trips, even when the flyer thickness was doubled from 50 
μm to 100 μm. Thus the dissipation mechanism should not be associated with the distance 
traveled through the Al flyer material, but instead with the number of reflections from surfaces 
and interfaces. We suggest the damping process is related formation of material dislocations, 
but we are not certain of the precise mechanism.  
It was interesting that we could fabricate breakaway flyers that would generate closely 
spaced repetitive shocks in a sample. There might be applications for further development of 
this idea, for instance obtaining measurements on states off the principal Hugoniot. 
 
Energy transfer from the flyer to target 
With salt, borosilicate and fused silica targets, after flyer/target impact the interface begins to 
move with a constant velocity up for a time τs, the duration of the fully supported shock in the 
target. In acrylic polymer, up was not entirely constant during impact, but it was still possible to 
define an approximate shock duration τs. In Fig. 2.27, τs ranged from 5 to 23 ns. The value of τs 
was slightly larger in acrylic polymer than in the other materials, and τs increased linearly with 
flyer thickness. Based on what is known about the shock response of salt,40,45 such flyer impacts 
would be expected to produce a steady shock in salt, but in the other target materials the 
shocks most likely would not have enough time to develop steady-state56 shock profiles. 
 
2.8 Strengths and Weaknesses of Laser‐Driven Flyer‐Plates 
The laser-driven flyer-plate apparatus described here has many advantages and disadvantages 
when compared to other flyer-plate technologies and shock generation methods. Relative to 
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other flyer-plates we believe that this system is much easier for a single or small group of users 
to conduct experiments with. By keeping the system to one box there is no need for a team of 
specialists to ensure the laser operates. The homogenization optic is robust in the sense that it 
does not require sophisticated alignment to operate. Flyer fabrication is straight forward yet 
yields very consistent flight velocities and impact times. This allows for coupling of the flyer-
plates with time-resolved spectroscopic techniques. Furthermore, the system is capable of 
launching hundreds of flyers per day which allows for reproducibility experiments, something 
which is crucial, yet lacking in the shock literature.  
 The greatest faults of this system are the short duration shocks and the small flyer size. 
Because of reverberations in the flyer plates and the complication of spall when the magnitude 
of these is too great, this system is not capable of launching flyers thicker than 100 µm. This 
means that the longest shock durations are on the order of 32 ns, and that any system of 
interest must evolve to equilibrium during this time. One may not thick this is terribly important, 
but take Hugoniot measurements for instance. When conducting these it is necessary to ensure 
that the sample has reached its equilibrium state, even when a phase change is involved. If the 
kinetics of a system dictates that this occurs in a few nanoseconds as in the case of iron, then 
our flyers would be adequate. But other materials such as poly (methyl methacrylate) require 
hundreds of nanoseconds to microseconds before they reach equilibrium, which means that we 
could not do accurate Hugoniot measurements on these materials. Now imagine conducing 
exploratory research, looking for chemistry driven by a shock wave in a system with little prior 
knowledge. It will always be possible that a reaction would occur at the pressure driven into the 
material, but because the kinetics are slow nothing is observed.  
 The small flyer size impacts these experiments because of the short shock durations. To 
conduct experiments such as fluorescence spectroscopy on a sample is difficult because the 
entire spectrum must be collected in no more than 32 nanoseconds. Since the shocked area is 
~500 µm this requires that short duration, high intensity pump lasers are used. This risks 
sample degradation due to perturbative laser irradiation. One should note that we have 
successfully produced fluorescence measurements with time resolution as low as a few 
nanoseconds, but this requires the use of highly emissive dyes such as Rhodamine 6G. Larger 
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area flyers are desirable because they would allow for more sample volume to be probed 
during the shock, which would either increase signal or decrease the pump intensities 
necessary. 
2.9 Concluding Remarks 
The laser-driven flyer plate literature describes a variety of techniques, some using a laser the 
size of a shoebox, and some using a laser the size of a building, flyer plates launched from a 
bare piece of Al foil or multilayer assemblies with handmade individual disks.  
Here was described two laser launch systems, a smaller 400 mJ system where the laser 
was 17 × 78 cm2, producing a maximum fluence of 100 J cm−2, and a maximum fluence on the 
flyer surface of 60 J cm−2, and a larger 2500 mJ system where the laser was 20 × 117 cm2, 
producing a maximum fluence of 500 J cm−2, and a maximum fluence on the flyer surface of 375 
J cm−2. With the larger launch laser and its diffractive optic, we generated an exceptionally 
smooth top hat beam with much greater fluences than are possible with fiberoptics.1,14,39,53  
Characterization of these systems has been conducted and we have used PDV to 
determine the velocity range for Al and Cu flyers launched from a simple flyer plate optic 
consisting of a metal foil bonded to a glass window. With a single flyer plate optic, we can 
launch 30-60 flyers.  The launch process shows a high degree of reproducibility, in the case of 
25 m thick Al flyers the velocity variations for 36 launches were 0.56%.  Other Al flyer plate 
optics had slightly worse velocity variations of 1-1.5%.  The Cu flyers had the largest velocity 
variations of 2.11%.  We believe we could improve the velocity variations >0.5% by devoting 
more effort to fabricating more perfect flyer launch optics, but the simple methods we used 
seem adequate for most applications. 
The impact time with a glass target after flying across a vacuum gap also showed a high 
degree of reproducibility. With the 25 m Al flyers launched across a minimal 125 m gap, the 
impact time variation was just 0.8 ns.   
We used a convergent launch laser beam that did not damage the input faces of the 
glass substrates, and we found the substrate thickness that maximized the flyer kinetic energies. 
Under those conditions, the launch mechanism was surprising and unexpected: it involved 
optical damage at the glass/epoxy/flyer interface along with vaporization of a portion of the Al 
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flyer. This unexpected mechanism did not hinder our ability to vary flyer velocities by varying 
the launch laser energies, and it had some fortuitous consequences. Since the single-layer 
simplified flyers had essentially the same launch and impact dynamics as more complicated 
multilayer flyer assemblies where the same flyer was shielded from the light and the heat 
generated by the launch pulses, we concluded the simplified flyers were launched intact 
without significant melting.  
Studies of reverberations produced in the flyers confirmed that the flyers were intact, 
by showing what the velocity histories looked like when the flyers were purposely caused to 
break up. We found that we could avoid breaking the flyers, in almost all cases, by stretching 
the launch pulses to 20 ns using a convenient all reflective pulse stretcher. Although we do not 
completely understand the mechanisms that caused the reverberations to damp away, we 
found that damping was efficient enough that we could always time the target impacts to avoid 
the undesirable effects of impacting a target with a reverberating flyer. Impacts with several 
different kinds of transparent materials confirmed that fully supported, although not 
necessarily steady shock waves could be created in targets by impacts with simplified flyer 
plates. The durations of the fully supported shocks could be varied and controlled in the range 
of 5–23 ns by varying the flyer plate thicknesses. This useful and versatile apparatus has many 
applications in shock compression science and shock wave spectroscopy. 
  Ultrafast strobe photography, using an amplified femtosecond laser interfaced with the 
nanosecond launch laser, provided information about the uniformity and tilt of the flyer impact 
with a flat glass target.  In the case we studied the most, which was the best case, 25 m Al 
flyers exhibited a high degree of flatness and minimal tilt.  The tilt in this case was estimated to 
be <1 mrad. 
The simple foil sheet method does create edge effects when the flyers tear themselves 
away from the sheet.  Edge effects limit our ability to launch flyers at lower speeds <0.5 km∙s-1 
due to the inhibiting effects of foil cohesion.  Edge effects also reduce the effective flyer 
diameter by about 20% when the uniform part of the launch beam was 0.5 mm.  These effects 
can be mostly eliminated using individual flyer cut-outs, but that increases the fabrication time 
significantly. 
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The reproducibility, planarity and tilt values obtained here for laser-launched thin foils 
compare well with the most precise gas guns, and the laser-launched foil apparatus can support 
many more shots, often 100 per day.  The primary limitation of this system is the limited 
duration of the shock pulses, which are generally <20 ns.  For this reason, this apparatus is well-
suited to understanding the shorter-time behavior of shocked media in greater detail than has 
been previously possible.57-59   
 
2.10 Figures, Captions and Table 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of flyer assembly, not to scale. The borosilicate windows are 5 × 5 cm2 
and 6.35 mm thick, the foil is 25, 50, or 75 μm thick, the gap is 500 μm, and the focused top hat 
beam diameter is 500 μm. A PDV probe observes the central 120 μm of the plate. Dielectric 
breakdown of the glass and glue interface along with plasma from the aluminum phase 
explosion propel the flyer downward. 
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Figure 2.2. (a) Schematic smaller launch laser system and diagram of the custom Continuum 
laser. (b) Schematic of larger launch laser system. Key: P = polarizing beamsplitter; 1/2λ = half-
wave plate; B = beam block; PD = photodiode; BS = beamsplitter; D = diffuser; BFL = best-form 
lens; T = target; Pr = probe; PC = Pockel’s cell; L = lens; OC = Gaussian mirror output coupler; S = 
shutter; F = Faraday isolator; BE = beam expander; DO = diffractive optic; ASL = aspheric lens. 
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Figure 2.3. Beam profiles. (a) Smaller launch laser output “near-Gaussian” beam. (b) Smaller 
launch laser beam after diffuser and focusing objective. (c) Larger launch laser output. (d) 
Larger laser after diffractive optic and focusing objective. Dotted lines indicate location of cross-
sections displayed above and below each beam image. 
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Figure 2.4. (a) Temporal profiles of the 10 ns laser pulses and the 20 ns pulses produced by the 
2X pulse stretcher. (b) Spatial profile of the focused 900 μm diameter beam at the flyer. 
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of photonic Doppler velocimeter. This fiber optic based interferometer 
couples to the probe through a free space collimator. A dichroic mirror (DM) passes the 1550 
nm laser while reflecting emission from 350-950 nm.  
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Figure 2.6. Spectrograms and a line-out obtained by PDV for Al flyers launched by 20 ns pulses 
across a 500 μm gap into glass windows. The bottom of each pane is the interferogram and the 
top of a, b and c is the moving-window Fourier transform known as a spectrogram. The top of 
pane d is a line-out from pane b. These are collectively referred to as flyer velocity histories. 
The sudden acceleration of the flyer occurs 4, 8 and 12 ns after laser irradiation for 25, 50 and 
75 micron flyers respectively. The sudden deceleration coincides with window impact. The 
period of constant velocity immediately after impact gives the material velocity up and the 
shock duration. (a) A 50 μm thick flyer and Fourier transform using a 20 ns FFT window to give 
accurate flight velocity; (b) using a 2 ns FFT window the data are noisier, but more accurately 
record the impact and the ∼8 ns steady shock. (c) With a 75 μm thick flyer, the drumhead 
ringing damps away prior to impact. (d) By plotting the maximum point in the FFT at each time 
step a line out of the velocity history is created. This allows for easy determination of the 
impact time, shock duration and other features compared to the moving-window Fourier 
transform.  
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Figure 2.7. Schematic of the target, probe and emission collection system. The PDV laser passes 
through a dichroic mirror, is focused onto the sample and reflected light is collected back by the 
objective. Simultaneously, a pump laser may pass through the beamsplitter, reflect off the 
dichroic mirror and be focused by the objective. Visible Emission is collected by the objective, 
reflected off the dichroic mirror and beamsplitter and sent toward the detectors after passing 
through an emission mask. Drop-in mirrors denoted by the dotted lines can send the emission 
to a camera for alignment and imaging purposes. Otherwise, a series of drop-in mirrors along a 
common optical path allow for quick interchange between multiple detectors (D1, D2, D3). Key: 
Obj = objective; DM = dichroic mirror; BS = beamsplitter; Ac = achromatic lens; D1-D3 = 
detectors 1-3.  
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Figure 2.8. Schematic of the typical triggering system. The delay generator outputs a 10 Hz 
signal to the flash lamps and q-switch of the launch laser continuously, but triggers to the laser 
and detector are inhibited. When the user presses the trigger the shutter begins searching for 
the next 10 Hz signal. Upon registering this signal the shutter turns off the inhibit and opens the 
shutter for the following laser pulse. Because the inhibit is turned off the laser and detector 
receive trigger signals. Key: I = inhibit signal; L = laser signal; D = detector signal; F = flash lamp 
signal; Q = q-switch signal.  
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Figure 2.9.  PDV velocity history from a 1.4 km s-1, 75 mm thick Al flyer launched at a glass 
target by a laser pulse at t = 0.  After the reverberations die out the flyer travels at 1.4 km s-1 
until it impacts the target.  The impact at 354 ns is indicated by a sudden drop in velocity 
occurring in <0.5 ns. 
 
 
Figure 2.10. Schematic of transmitted laser energy measurement. The launch laser passes 
through the sample plane either through air or a single substrate with 1 µm of epoxy uniformly 
coating the surface. The laser is scattered toward a photodiode such that only the laser that 
transmits the window is observed. The photodiode signal is then digitized using an 8 GHz 
oscilloscope. 
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Figure 2.11. Block diagram of apparatus for launching flyers and detecting flyer impacts.  Key:  
PD = photodiode; PDV = photon Doppler velocimeter; BE = beam expander; BS = beamsplitter, L 
= lens; DM = dichroic mirror; DO = diffractive optic; OBJ = 10X infinity-corrected microscope 
objective; ICCD = intensified charge-coupled device camera.  
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Figure 2.12.  Schematic of two geometries for ultrafast microscopy.  The objective provides a 
1.0 mm diameter field of view. Images at bottom were taken 2 ns after a 1.0 km s-1 impact with 
a glass target.  (a)  With grazing illumination, the metal foil is observed by light scattered into 
the objective.  When the flyer arrives at the window, it appears darker because it becomes a 
mirror that scatters less light into the objective.  (b)  With coaxial illumination, the metal foil is 
observed by light backscattered into the objective.   When the flyer arrives at the window, it 
reflects more light into the objective and it appears brighter.  Key:  OBJ = 10X infinity-corrected 
microscope objective; DM = dichroic mirror; BS = beamsplitter; PDV = photon Doppler 
velocimeter; ICCD = intensified charge-coupled device camera.  
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Figure 2.13. Synchronization of femtosecond strobe with the flyer plate impact observed by 
PDV. The photodiodes PD1 - PD3 are defined in Fig. 3.  (a)  The time interval Δt1 between the 
launch pulse in PD1 and the PDV was determined by aligning the PDV beam on a mirror with a 
thin Cr coating and ablating away the coating with the launch laser to cause a sudden decrease 
in the PDV signal.  (b) The time Δt2 between the launch pulse and the strobe pulse was 
determined by inserting PD3 at the location of the ICCD camera (Fig. 2.11).  PD3 observed light 
scattered from a ground glass target from the launch and strobe pulses.  Knowing Δt1 and Δt2, 
PD1 and PD2 could be monitored online to determine and control the timing between flyer 
impact and strobe pulse.  
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Figure 2.14.  Measured velocities of flyer plates versus launch laser fluence. 
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Figure 2.15.  Impact times at a glass target (top) and variations of flyer plate velocities (bottom), 
for flyers launched from a single flyer plate optic consisting of a sheet of metal foil bonded to 
glass.  
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Figure 2.16.  (a) and (b) Transmission of 700 μm FWHM laser pulses through bare glass 
substrates of different thicknesses at two pulse durations. The transmission was limited by 
optical damage at the surface of the exit faces. The damage threshold was ∼150 mJ. The 
thickest substrates transmitted the most energy. (c) and (d) Velocities of 50 μm thick Al flyers 
launched from different thickness glass substrates. The 19.05 mm substrates that transmitted 
the most laser energy launched flyers with the lowest kinetic energies.  
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Figure 2.17. Images of bare glass substrates showing optical surface damage at the exit faces and single-
layer flyer assemblies after flyers were launched by single laser pulses at the indicated energies. The 
beam diameter was 700 μm, and the diameter of the uniform intensity region at the beam center was 
550 μm. The dark spots at the center of the flyer assembly images indicate where the glass substrates 
were damaged by a laser pulse. The inner ring with brown material shows epoxy partially decomposed 
by the laser. The outermost ring was Al foil raised off the surface when the flyer tore away from the 
assembly.  
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Figure 2.18. (a) and (b) Transmission of 700 μm FWHM laser pulses through epoxy coated, ¼” glass 
substrates at two pulse durations as measured by photodiode. Peak areas are normalized to one. The 
transmission was limited by optical damage at the surface of the exit faces. The damage threshold was 
∼150 mJ, below this full pulse transmission was observed. For both laser durations we observe a 
threshold behavior. For 10 ns pulses once the laser reaches 0.15-0.2 and for 20 ns pulses from 0.5-1 
there is substantial absorption of the laser pulse.   
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Figure 2.19. Velocities of different thickness Al flyers, launched using focusing objectives that produced 
either 700 μm or 900 μm diameter (FWHM) beams. At a given laser fluence and flyer thickness, both 
larger and smaller diameter flyers launched at the same velocity.  
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Figure 2.20. Images of flyers recovered after impact with a glass target. The flyers were 25 μm thick Al 
launched at ∼1.7 km s−1 by 200 mJ, 700 μm diameter laser pulses. (a) Impact face of single-layer flyer. 
The laser beam profile from Fig. 2.3(d) is superimposed as a guide. The Al impact surface of the flyer is 
the same 550 μm diameter as the flat region at the center of the beam. The outer ring is epoxy ∼700 μm 
in diameter. (b) Back face of the same single-layer flyer showing epoxy ring with a central disk where the 
foil is rough from laser ablation. (c) Impact face of multilayer flyer. (d) Back face of the same multilayer 
flyer shows the 2.5 μm thick light shield layer remained intact after launch.  
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Figure 2.21. Velocity profiles of launch and impact with a glass target, of 25, 50, 75, and 100 μm thick Al 
flyers using either 10 ns or 20 ns launch pulses. The laser pulse fluence was adjusted to obtain the same 
velocity of ∼1.35 km s−1 at each flyer thickness. (a) τp/τac = 1.37. (b) τp/τac = 2.69. (c) τp/τac = 0.68. (d) 
τp/τac = 1.34. (e) τp/τac = 0.46. (f) τp/τac = 0.90. (g) τp/τac = 0.34. (h) τp/τac = 0.67. 
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Figure 2.22. Comparison of velocity histories of single-layer and multilayer flyer assemblies with 
different thickness flyers launched at ∼1.5 km s−1. The overall behavior of the single-layer flyers was 
remarkably similar to flyers that were shielded from the laser pulses and from heat generated by the 
laser pulses.  
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Figure 2.23. Velocity histories of flyers under highly impulsive launch conditions. (a) Flyers 100 
μm thick were launched at glass targets by 700 μm diameter 10 ns laser pulses at the indicated 
laser energies. The histories all show a second jump in velocity, either prior to impact (0.8 J and 
1.4 J) or post impact (1.8 J and 2.0 J), indicating the flyers lost integrity. (b) Velocity history from 
a “breakaway” 100 μm flyer assembly designed to break into two 50 μm parts, that produced 
two closely spaced shocks in the target. 
 
 
Figure 2.24. Two different kinds of glues, a UV-curable acrylic (Dymax 401) and a thermosetting epoxy 
(Eccobond 24), yielded the same 25 μm Al flyer launch results with the larger launch laser. 
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Figure 2.25. Velocity histories of the impacts of 75 μm thick Al flyers with four target materials. The free-
space velocity is denoted vf and the velocity of the flyer/target interface up. The duration of the period 
when up was approximately constant, between impact and the onset of the deceleration phase, where 
shocks in the targets were fully supported, is denoted τs.  
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Figure 2.26. Illustrations of how PDV was used to determine the velocity of the incoming flyers vf, the 
velocity of the flyer/target interfaces up, and the duration of the fully supported shock τs for 75 μm thick 
flyer impacting polycrystalline salt target. (a) PDV interferogram. For fringe-counting analysis, a peak-
finding routine was used to find maxima and minima, denoted by red and blue dots. (b) A short-time 
Fourier transform using a 6.24 ns window was used to find values of vf and up averaged over several 
nanoseconds. (c) Fringe-counting analysis, where the interval between adjacent interferogram maxima 
and minima denoted 0.388 μm displacement, provides high time resolution needed to determine τs.
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Figure 2.27. Experimentally determined shock durations τs (squares) using different thickness Al flyer 
plates to impact salt, glass, fused silica, and acrylic polymer targets at 1.5 km s−1. The data were the 
average of at least ten shots and the error bars indicate one standard deviation. 
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Figure 2.28.  Ultrafast images of 25 µm thick 1.3 km∙s-1 flyers impacting a glass target.  A 
representative PDV trace is shown at bottom right.  The strobe was flashed at the times 
indicated by blue squares.  (a)  Prior to launch.  The dotted circle indicates the field of view of 
the microscope objective.  (b)  54 ns before impact.  (c)  5 ns before impact.  (d)  2 ns after 
impact.  (e)  7 ns after impact.  (f)  9 ns after impact.  (g)  33 ns after impact.  (h) 48 ns after 
impact.  (i)  80 ns after impact.  (j) 155 ns after impact. 
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Figure 2.29.  Timing diagram for Fig. 2.30.  A series of 25 µm thick Al flyers were launched from 
the same flyer plate optic at a glass target at 1.4 km s-1, and images were acquired by 
femtosecond strobe pulses arriving at the mean time of impact, as denoted by the blue square 
on this typical PDV velocity history. 
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Figure 2.30.  Ultrafast images of 25 µm thick 1.4 km s-1 Al flyers impacting a glass target, 
obtained with 35 consecutive shots from the same flyer plate optic.  The strobe pulse was set to 
the mean instant of impact.  Due to the ±0.8 ns variation in impact time, images were randomly 
obtained just prior to and just after impact.  
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Figure 2.31.  Images of flyers taken 2 ns after impacting a glass target.  The 25 µm flyer 
diameter was the same as the 0.5 mm uniform part of the launch laser beam.  The thicker Al 
and Cu flyer diameters were about 20% smaller due to edge effects resulting from cohesive 
forces as the flyers were torn away from the foil sheet. 
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flyer 
material 
thick-
ness 
(μm) 
number 
of 
shots 
launch  
laser 
energy 
(mJ) 
launch  
laser 
fluence 
(J∙cm-2) 
flight 
distance 
(μm) 
velocity 
(km∙s-1) 
% 
velocity 
variation 
impact 
time 
(ns)  
Al 25 36 300 78 125 1.31 
(±0.007) 
0.56 123.8  
(±0.81) 
Al 50 51 300 78 375 0.97 
(±0.014) 
1.46 432.4 
(±7.5) 
Al 50 51 600 156 500 1.02 
(±0.012) 
1.19 546.8 
(±5.8) 
Al 75 51 300 78 375 0.84 
(±0.010) 
1.19 490.3 
(±5.13) 
Al 75 51 600 156 375 0.92 
(±0.015) 
1.63 456.2 
(±6.86) 
Cu 25 31 600 156 375 1.13 
(±0.02) 
2.11 394.5 
(±6.3) 
 
Table 2.1.  Flyer velocities, target impact times and their variations (one standard deviation) 
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CHAPTER 3: 
 
PHOTON DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY 
 
3.1 Overview 
In chapter 2 a brief description of the photon Doppler velocimeter was given so that the 
characterization of the flyer plate apparatus could be grasped. But understanding how the 
interferogram is generated and then how to accurately convert these into velocity histories is 
not a trivial task. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss in greater detail how PDV works and 
the various methods for data analysis. Hopefully this will lend the reader both greater 
understanding of the techniques, but also some intuition for where different analysis methods 
are inadequate.  
 
3.2 PDV Fundamentals 
A photon Doppler velocimeter operates through the detected interference of Doppler shifted 
light, reflected or scattered off of a moving object, mixed with a reference laser of the initial 
wavelength.1,2 In this system, mixing is accomplished through a 3x3 fiber coupler and digitized 
using fast photodiodes and an oscilloscope.3 This interference generates a fringe, or on sinusoid 
in the intensity, every time the flyer moves ½ the laser wavelength. The fringe pattern in time is 
known as an interferogram. As shown in Figure 3.1(a), the interference pattern can be 
demonstrated through a time dependent phase shift in the reflected light from the object.4-6 
Assuming all paths are equal between the reference and signal beams, the signal must travel in 
our experiments through 3 extra paths. L1 represents the extra path before the window. The 
laser then travels through the window of length L2 and index of refraction n1. Finally, the beam 
traverses the distance from the window to the flyer over path L3 and reflects backward.  
 We treat the reference amplitude as ݁
షమഏ೔
ഊబ ௖బ௧ and the signal as ݁
షమഏ೔
ഊబ ௖బ(௧ା௧೟ೝೌ೙ೞ೔೟). Where 
the laser wavelength is λ0, and c0 is the speed of light. The transit time, ttransit, in this case is 
2(௅భ௖బ +
௡భ௅మ
௖బ +
௅యି௩೑௧
௖బ ) . Substituting above the signal in this case is therefore 
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݁
షమഏ೔
ഊబ (௖బ௧ିଶ௩೑௧ା(௅భା௡௅మା௅య)), and its frequency will be ݂ = ௖బିଶ௩೑ఒబ , which is the typical Doppler 
frequency. From this one can determine that the detected signal should follow Eq. 3.1. 
 
                            |݈ܵ݅݃݊ܽ + ܴ݂݁݁ݎ݁݊ܿ݁|ଶ = −2 cos ቆ2π ଶ௩೑ఒబ ݐ − (ܮଵ + ݊ܮଶ + ܮଷ)ቇ + 2      (3.1) 
 
The general form of this equation is cos	(߱ݐ + ߶) where ω is the angular frequency and ϕ the 
phase. Following from Eq. 3.1. ߱ = 2ߨ݂, and ݂ = ଶ௩೑ఒబ . This states that there should be a fringe 
for every ½ wavelength.2  
 The other case of interest is shown in Fig. 3.1(b). In this case the laser passes through a 
free space path length of L1 before entering a window under shock compression. The shock 
wave is traveling from right to left with a velocity of Us in the Eularian frame. The window on 
the left of the front has a path length L2-Ust and an index of refraction n1. On the right side of 
the shock front, the path length is increasing as Ust-vft and the index of refraction is n2. For this 
case ttransit is 2(௅భ௖బ +
௡భ(௅మି௎ೞ௧)
௖బ +
௡మ(௎ೞ௧ି௩೑௧)
௖బ ), and after calculating |݈ܵ݅݃݊ܽ + ܴ݂݁݁ݎ݁݊ܿ݁|
ଶ one 
finds that 
  
                                                             ݂ = 2(݊ଵ ௦ܷ − ݊ଶ( ௦ܷ − ݒ௙)/ߣ଴.  (3.2) 
 
So the detected frequency will depend on the index of refraction, flyer velocity, and shock 
velocity.6 
 This means that the mirror/window interface velocity, or particle velocity, cannot be 
determined uniquely from an interferogram without outside information! Since accurate 
detection of the interface velocity is necessary for Hugoniot measurements and determining 
pressures in target materials, this will severely limit the materials that can be characterized 
using PDV.  
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Window Corrections 
Fortunately, Eq. 3.2 can be simplified considerably by following a treatment by Jensen el. al.7 
Multiplying both sides of Eq. 3.2 by λ0 one finds that 
 
                                                          ݒ∗ = ௙ఒబଶ = ݊଴ ௦ܷ − ݊ଵ( ௦ܷ − ݒ௙).  (3.3) 
 
Where ݒ∗ is the apparent material velocity. We the assume that the index of refraction inside 
the material varies linearly with density, or  
 
                                                                      ݊ = ܽ(ߣ) + ܾ(ߣ)ߩ.  (3.4) 
 
Where ܽ(ߣ)  and ܾ(ߣ)  are coefficients and ߩ  is the material density. Using equation 3.4, 
equation 3.3 then simplifies to  
 
                                                                       ݒ∗(ݐ) = ܽ(ߣ)ݒ(ݐ).  (3.5) 
 
So the true velocity scales with the zero intercept of the index of refraction as a function of 
density.7 Although this does not free us to measure interface velocities through any material 
accurately, knowledge of the shocked index of refraction and shock velocity are no longer 
necessary. One should note that window corrections cannot be ignored.4,6,7 In the case of Pyrex 
and z-cut quartz they are small: 1.063 and 1.08 at 1550 nm respectively.7 But for other 
materials such as LiF(100) it is 1.39 and for c-cut sapphire it is 1.77.7 Since these do not 
necessarily follow any trend for a given class of material and they are large enough to make 
significant differences in the velocity measured, the correction needs to be known, not guessed.  
 
3x3 Mixing for Phase Shifted Signals 
From a single channel of interferometry one can only determine the speed of a moving 
object.1,2 Interference produces a phasor that in time rotates through the real/complex plane8. 
A single detector only measures the real portion of the phasor, and because of symmetry across 
the complex axis it is impossible to determine which direction the phasor is spinning. The 
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direction of the phasor’s phase velocity ultimately determines if an interference signal 
represents an object moving forward or backward. Euler’s formula states that eiφ = cos(φ) + i 
sin(φ). Therefore, to reproduce a complex phasor, and subsequently the direction of motion, 
one must have two signals, 90° out of phase with one another.9,10 In order to produce this in 
our system we use a 3x3 mixer which creates 3 duplicate frequency signals in time, but 120° out 
of phase with one another. Three 120° phase offset signals are also known as triature. These 
signals can be mathematically manipulated to produce 90° phase shifted, or quadrature 
signals.3,11-13 
 As depicted in Figure 3.2(a) there are 3 input and 3 output fibers in a 3x3 mixer.  Input 
fibers are represented with input energies [EA, EB, Ec] and output fibers have energies [E1, E2, E3]. 
For energy transfer between any input fiber and output fiber there is an associated phase shift 
in the signal. These are depicted in Figure 3.2(b) for one fiber and are represented as φNM 
where N is any input fiber and M is any output fiber. 
 Treating transfer coefficients ேܶெ = | ேܶெ|݁௜థಿಾ  for each of the possible combinations 
one can form a transfer matrix. 
 
                                                         ൥
ܧଵ
ܧଶ
ܧଷ
൩ = ൥
஺ܶଵ ஻ܶଵ ஼ܶଵ
஺ܶଶ ஻ܶଶ ஼ܶଶ
஺ܶଷ ஻ܶଷ ஼ܶଷ
൩ ൥
ܧଵ
ܧଶ
ܧଷ
൩  (3.6) 
	
We assume a lossless mixer, or that 	|ܧଵ|ଶ + |ܧଶ|ଶ + |ܧଷ|ଶ = |ܧ஺|ଶ + |ܧ஻|ଶ + |ܧ஼|ଶ . 
Furthermore, the coupler is designed such that coupling from any input fiber is split equally to 
each of the three exit fibers. So | ேܶெ| = |ܶ| for all transfer coefficients are equal. From this we 
arrive at the following system of equations. 
 
|ܶ|ଶ + |ܶ|ଶ݁௜(థಳభିథಲమ) + |ܶ|ଶ݁௜(థ಴భିథಲయ) = 1 
                                  |ܶ|ଶ݁௜(థಲభିథಳభ) + |ܶ|ଶ݁௜(థಳభିథಳమ) + |ܶ|ଶ݁௜(థ಴భିథಳయ) = 0  (3.7) 
|ܶ|ଶ௘೔(ഝಲభషഝ಴భ) + |ܶ|ଶ݁௜(థಳభିథ಴మ) + |ܶ|ଶ݁௜(థ಴భିథ಴మ) = 0 
 
Finally, assume that all phase shifts of equal direction are the same, ie. ߶஺ଵ = ߶஻ଶ = ߶஼ଷ = ߶ௌ, 
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߶஺ଶ = ߶஻ଷ = ߶஼ଵ = ߶ோ , and ߶஺ଷ = ߶஻ଵ = ߶஼ଶ = ߶௅ . By arbitrarily setting any one phase 
equal to zero Eq. 3.7 then has a single solution. By choosing ߶ௌ = 0 then ߶௅ = ଶగଷ  and ߶ோ =
ିଶగ
ଷ . 
In other words, because the energy is transferred from any one input fiber equally to the three 
exit fibers the phase shift between each of the exit fibers for a lossless coupler must be 
120°.11,12 
 
3.3 Interferogram Analysis 
For any one channel of detection, individual points in the measurement convey neither 
displacement nor velocity. To determine these values one must calculate either the frequency 
of oscillations (speed) or the total number of oscillations (displacement). The short time Fourier 
Transform (STFT) is most commonly used to determine the velocity of a flyer over a period of 
time from the interferogram.14 If the flyer direction needs to be ascertained then the complex 
STFT must be used instead. When the highest simultaneous time and frequency resolution is 
required then the frequency of peaks in the raw interferogram is best used to determine the 
flyers speed because it is not limited by the Fourier uncertainty limit. Last, if one wishes to 
directly determine the displacement of a flyer from an interferogram then phase analysis 
between quadrature channels can be used. Codes used to produce velocity histories using each 
of these methods can be found in appendix A.  
 In all cases, normalization and base line subtraction from the raw signals is used to 
eliminate zero frequencies from the Fourier transform following Equation 3.8.10  
 
                                                                   ܦ෩ே(ݐ) = ஽ಿ(௧)ି஻ಿ(௧)஺ಿ   (3.8) 
 
Where ܦ෩ே(ݐ) is the corrected interferrogram, ܦேis the raw signal, ܤே(ݐ) is a linear correction 
to the baseline and N designates each channel. In practice we begin this fit from the first 
detected oscillation through the end of data collection. Otherwise the initial baseline has too 
much weight in the fitting routine. ܣே is a channel dependent normalization that corrects for 
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detector sensitivities and system losses along the different detector paths. The normalization 
constants for our system were determined from a long region of constant interference intensity. 
 
Short Time Fourier Transform  
If one is interested in determining the speed of a flyer plate the most robust method is to use a 
short time Fourier transform (STFT). This produces a power spectrum ܲ(ݐ) for each time point 
within the window duration t. Because the Fourier transform is discrete this also results in a 
level of uncertainty Δf that is proportional to the window size by ߂݂ ≥ ଵସగ௧.
15 Following from the 
work by Dolan we use a Hamming window because our signal to noise is typically better than 
10:1.14  
 A sample spectrogram is shown in Figure 3.3(a) with 0.08 ns time steps and a 10 ns 
Hamming window function used for the Fourier transform. This image is quite data intensive 
because at each time point a full Fourier transform has been produced. One should note that 
because a Fourier transform is used there will be peaks in intensity at every integer multiple of 
the flyer’s speed. These are harmonics and can be easily discerned because the true flyer speed 
will not have further harmonic traces beneath it at ½ the apparent flyer velocity. Fitting the 
maximum at each time step using a parabola and taking the maximum one produces the line 
out shown in Figure 3.3(b). Because the line out only tracks the maximum velocity at each time 
point these require much less computational power to render, and it is possible to plot more 
than one on top of another.  
 One can change the STFT window size for finer determination of the flyer’s speed, but 
this will come at the cost of time resolution. Shown in Figure 3.4 are lineouts using 2, 5 and 10 
ns window durations. Focusing on impact it is clear that the velocity is much smoother for the 
larger window durations. Most notable is the reduction in oscillations after impact which aclear 
in the 2 ns line out. To determine the speed of an object accurately, a very long window should 
be used, but if one wants to measure short duration motions, such as the sustained shock, from 
a line out then a short window must be used for the highest precision. This means that data 
must often be processed multiple times in order to analyze different features.  
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Complex STFT 
Complex STFT (cSTFT) analysis of interferograms is carried out in a similar manner as for the 
standard STFT, except that the signal used must contain both real and complex components. To 
create the complex interferogram we use the 120° phase offset in our dual detection system to 
produce a pair of quadrature, or 90° out of phase signals. Through Euler’s formula these are 
then create one vector of complex interferometric data on which the cSTFT is run.  
 Dolan’s publications and Scandia report adequately cover the mathematical edifice for 
producing quadrature signals from triature signals, so only the solution is presented here in 
equations 3.9 and 3.10.10  
 
                                                              ܦ෩௑(ݐ) = sin(120°) ∗ ܦ෩ଵ(ݐ)  (3.9) 
                                                     ܦ෩௒(ݐ) = cos(120°) ∗ ܦ෩ଵ(ݐ) − ܦ෩ଶ(ݐ)  (3.10) 
 
Where ܦ෩௑(ݐ)  is one quadrature signal and ܦ෩௒(ݐ)  is the other quadrature signal. This 
transformation is exhibited in Figure 3.5. In Fig. 3.5 (a) the corrected signals are 120° out of 
phase and in Fig. 3.5 (b) they are now 90° out of phase. This change is most easily seen by 
looking at the peak position of one signal as the other crosses the zero axis. In quadrature 
detection one signal should peak when the other is at zero.  
 The quadrature signals are then used to produce a single complex interferogram 
through Euler’s formula. 
 
                                                 ݁ି௜థ = cos(߶) − ݅ݏ݅݊(߶) = ܦ෩௑(ݐ) − ݅ܦ෩௒(ݐ)  (3.11) 
 
From this the flyer direction can be ascertained via the sign of the phase velocity, or using the 
cSTFT this will be apparent through positive or negative frequency components. Looking closely 
at Fig. 3.5(b) one will notice that the frequency of oscillations slow down and then speed up 
again. From only STFT analysis one does not know if this is an object that slows down and then 
goes backward, or if it begins moving forward again. The complex interferogram in three 
dimensions is shown in Fig. 3.6. From this one can see that the phasor spins counter clockwise 
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as the flyer is moving forward, stops, and then begins spinning clockwise. This indicates that the 
flyer has changed direction.8  
 In Figure 3.7 the same data as Figure 3.3 is analyzed again using the cSTFT method. One 
will notice that the spectrogram now contains both positive and negative velocity components. 
Fitting the peak of the Fourier transform at each time step again produces a line out (Fig. 3.7(b)). 
In this case the direction of the flyer is determined inherently by the program and no user 
assumptions are necessary. For standard flyer experiments this type of analysis is unnecessary 
because the user can easily deduce which direction an object is moving. But when a flyer spalls 
in flight and multiple pieces impact one after another this gives crucial information by showing 
multiple crossovers from positive to negative velocities as each piece hits spaced in time.  
The downside to this analysis compared to the STFT method is that better signal to noise 
is necessary to work up data. In poorer quality data the program will often jump from forward 
to negative motions sporadically because of subtle changes in the relative phase of the two 
signals due to noise.  
 
Phase Analysis 
Another way to analyze the data directly is through what is called phase analysis. This 
technique has been thoroughly discussed by Dolan et. al.10 Starting with the quadrature signals 
ܦ෩௑(ݐ) and ܦ෩௬(ݐ) one can determine the complex phasors phase through equation 3.12. 
 
                                                                   ߶(ݐ) = ݐܽ݊ିଵ ቀ஽෩೤(௧)஽෩ೣ(௧)ቁ  (3.12) 
 
This in turn is related to the physical position of the flyer through equation 3.13 
 
                                                             ݔ(ݐ) = ݔ(ݐ௜) + ఒబ[థ(௧)ିథ(௧೔)]ସగ   (3.13) 
 
where ti denotes the initial time of motion and λ0 is the laser wavelength. Through 
differentiation this leads the velocity of the flyer in time. We follow the suggestion of Dolan and 
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use a Savitzky Golay filter to calculate the derivative.16 This in essence applies a smoothing filter 
to the raw data and derivative while performing the differentiation.  
 A flyer history using this technique is shown in Figure 3.8. While this method does 
inherently determine the flyer plate direction of motion, it is very sensitive to signal to noise 
and the relative phase of the two signals. Based on Dolan’s work it is possible that this would 
perform better with a third channel of detection, but in our system the cSTFT is superior in 
every case tested. 
 
Peak Finding 
For the most accurate simultaneous measurement of flyer speed and duration of motion we 
use a peak finding algorithm. This program determines the frequency of interferogram 
oscillations through the peak-to-valley time and has higher simultaneous resolution compared 
to the STFT analysis because it avoids performing a Fourier transform. Half an oscillation occurs 
every time that the flyer moves 0.388 μm and these periods determine the time resolution of 
the velocity history. So it is important to keep in mind that this process does not have a 
consistent time resolution throughout, and velocity resolution will depend on the signal to 
noise of the raw interferogram. 
The program, which can be found in appendix A, functions by first running a function to 
determine the rough position of each peak and valley. It then uses a polynomial fit about each 
peak to determine their exact position. These peak times are converted into a frequency and 
subsequently a flyer speed. A sample flyer history is shown in Figure 3.9. As shown, this analysis 
method can determine the flyer speed from launch through impact just like the other methods.  
One advantage it has over the STFT method is that it handles lower speeds better. 
Shown in Figure 3.10 is a comparison of the same data set analyzed by STFT using a 2 ns 
window and peak finding. The STFT works well where there is a high frequency signal that 
contains at least one full oscillation per window size. But at the low velocities (<0.5 km s-1), 
where there is only a partial oscillation per analysis window, the STFT suffers and had additional 
noise. Because the peak finding routine has variable time resolution based on the period of the 
fringes, this does not have any problem here.  
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The one downside to the peak finding routine is that it requires at least 5:1 signal to 
noise to operate well. But when this is achieved it is the most robust algorithm for processing 
data. 
 
3.4 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter the fundamentals of PDV analysis have been discussed. The reader should now 
understand why window corrections are necessary when measuring and impact through a 
transparent material and the advantages of 3x3 mixing for phase shifted signals. Furthermore, a 
series of analysis techniques have been discussed. The take home message is that when there is 
good signal to noise (at least 5:1) then peak finding should be used to process the data. But if 
the flyer velocity is the only measurement needed from the PDV data then a STFT routine will 
work adequately.  
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3.5 Figures and Captions 
 
Figure 3.1. Depiction of detection schemes. (a) The 1550 nm laser must pass through a system 
path L1, through a window of length L2 and refractive index n1, and then a path of L3-vft before 
reflecting back off the flyer for detection. (b) Similarly, the laser must pass through a system 
path of L1 and then a window with two indices of refraction before reflecting off the flyer. On 
the left the index of refraction is n1 and the path length L2-Ust, this is the unshocked portion of 
the window. On the right the index of refraction is n2 and the path length Ust-vft. This is the 
shocked portion of the window.  
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Figure 3.2. (a) schematic of 3x3 coupler. Intensity enters from fibers [A, B, C] and exits from [1, 
2, 3]. It is designed such that any input energy E from any fiber will be exit fibers [1, 2, 3] in 
equal parts. (b) Schematic of phase shifts. From any fiber going to each of the three other fibers 
the signal phase may change by an arbitrary amount. From fiber B the three shifts are φB1, φB2, 
φB3, corresponding to a transition from B to 1, B to 2, and B to 3 respectively. Imagining each 
fiber as the vertex of a triangle one can see that these may also be represented as a phase shift 
between the same vertex, φS, one to the left φL or one to the right φR.  
 
 
Figure 3.3. Flyer histories generated via STFT and a 10 ns Hamming window function. (a) 
Spectrogram. (b) line out from spectrogram.  
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Figure 3.4. Flyer histories generated via STFT and a Hamming window function.  By increasing 
the window size from 2 to 10 ns the velocity becomes more well defined, but transition such as 
at impact broaden.   
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Figure 3.5. Interferograms (a) 120° out of phase, and (b) 90° out of phase. Dashed lines have 
been added as guides for ease of viewing. When the signals are 90° out of phase one signal will 
be at a peak when the other crosses zero.   
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Figure 3.6. Complex interferogram. The (0,0,time) axis is displayed via a black line running 
through the center of the phasor. Direction of material motion is visible through the direction 
of the phasor’s rotation. Looking down the phasor’s axis as it spirals toward you, the phasor will 
spin counter clockwise as the flyer moves forward and it spins clockwise when the flyer moves 
backwards. The transition from forward to backward motion occurs at ~615 ns.  
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Figure 3.7. Flyer histories generated via cSTFT and a 10 ns Hamming window function. (a) 
Spectrogram. (b) line out from spectrogram. The complex Fourier transform naturally 
determines which direction the flyer is moving. In the line out one can see the flyer begins 
moving backward shortly after 600 ns.  
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Figure 3.8. Flyer histories generated phase analysis and differentiation. This analysis technique 
is very sensitive to signal to noise and in no case thus far has outperformed the complex STFT.  
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Figure 3.9. Flyer histories generated through peak finding analysis. (Top) Shown is a raw 
interferogram with dots that indicate each location where an interference peak or minimum 
was detected. (Bottom) a line out created using the peak-to-peak period from the interference 
pattern. The positive speed to negative speed crossover at ~620 ns is determined by the user 
using the interference pattern as a guide.  
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Figure 3.10. Comparison of STFT and peak analysis. There is slightly more velocity uncertainty 
from the peak analysis but this is offset by the increased time resolution and ability to handle 
low speeds without oscillations in the measured speed. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
 
SHOCK INITIATION OF NANO‐Al + TEFLON† 
 
4.1 Overview 
We have investigated shock initiation of a reactive material (RM)1 consisting of nano-Al fuel 
with a Teflon oxidizer using laser-driven flyer plates2 with velocities in the 0−3 km s-1 range, 
probed by time- and wavelength-resolved emission spectroscopy. The Al∙Teflon RM consisted 
of a near-stoichiometric conglomerate of 50 nm core−shell oxide-passivated Al nanoparticles 
with 3 μm Teflon powder (Teflon is a proprietary DuPont poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) 
polymer). A small amount of PMMA was used as a binder (PMMA = poly (methyl methacrylate)). 
Complementary measurements were made on the polymer-bonded 3 μm Teflon powder alone 
and on a solid Teflon foil. 
 When an energetic material (EM) explodes, a burst of light is produced, and studies 
have been made of emission bursts from aluminized explosives.3,4 However, the durations of 
these light bursts are generally controlled by the time it takes the detonation wave or 
combustive reaction to propagate through the explosive charge; therefore, with large explosive 
charges the burst temporal structure does not reveal the fundamental physical and chemical 
events. However, in our experiments the RM samples were so thin, ∼10 μm, that the shock 
transit time was a few nanoseconds. In this case emission bursts develop structures that can be 
used to deduce information about fundamental mechanisms. In other words, the spectroscopy 
of a thin sample can be much more responsive to shock wave structure and the onset of 
chemical reactivity. Of particular interest is the mechanism that allows the Al nanosphere fuel, 
passivated by a native oxide, to come into contact with the fluorinated oxidizer.1 
 Al∙Teflon is an extraordinarily energetic material that can release energies in the 15−20 
kJ cm−3 range (2−3 Ɵmes the energy of trinitrotoluene, TNT), reacƟng at 3300 K.1,5 Unlike 
                                                            
† Parts of this chapter are Reprinted (adapted) with permission from work published as X. Zheng, A. D. Curtis, W. L. Shaw, D. D. Dlott, “Shock 
Initiation of Nano-Al + Teflon: Time-Resolved Emission Studies,” J. Phys. Chem. C 117, 4866 (2013). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society 
I credit figure4.1b-d to Dana Dlott and figures 43.b-e and 4.6 to Xianxu Zheng.  
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conventional EMs such as TNT, Al∙Teflon can be fabricated into structural elements such as 
projectiles (i.e., Teflon bullets) or bomb casings that react upon impact with a target. The 
Al∙Teflon reaction has been described as high-velocity combustion6,7 or low-velocity 
detonation,8 and whichever picture is most accurate probably depends on the specific nature of 
the initiation process, the nanostructure, and the microstructure.9 With quite a bit of 
oversimplification, the chemical reaction can be described as6,10-12 
 
 Al + 3/2CF2 → AlF3 + 3/2C (5.1) 
 
where Al is the fuel and F the oxidizer. A stoichiometric mixture is 26% Al by weight.10 Because 
of the oxide passivation and the nano- and microstructures, the actual reactivity is quite a bit 
more complicated, as is the chemistry. For instance, Losada and Chaudhuri11 suggested that the 
most facile reaction is CF3 + Al → CF2 + AlF, where CF3 would be the chain termination groups of 
PTFE, and this faster reactivity of CF3 was directly observed in the ultrafast infrared studies of 
Zamkov and coworkers.12 
 In previous works from our laboratory,10,12-20 we studied Al∙Teflon initiated by flash-
heating with picosecond laser pulses. The oxide-passivated Al nanoparticles were laser-heated 
to high temperatures, while Teflon was not. The hot Al exploded through the oxide shells, 
allowing Al to react with surrounding colder Teflon. 
 Impact initiation would be quite diﬀerent from flash heating, first because an impact on 
a particle conglomerate causes compaction and deformation of the powdered materials,9,21-23 
and second because the shock front will heat Teflon to a greater extent than Al. The hotter 
Teflon might decompose to release CF2, CF3, or even F, which could diﬀuse through24-29 the 
oxide passivation shell to react with the Al cores. Alternatively, heat conduction from the hotter 
Teflon to Al might melt30 or vaporize18 the Al cores, allowing metallic Al to burst the passivating 
oxide shells, or as we believe in the present study, tensile and shear stresses from shock waves 
could crack open the oxide shells. 
Prior works designed to elucidate fundamental mechanisms of this type of RM, besides 
the ultrafast flash-heating studies mentioned above, focused on combustion initiated by flames 
or gradual laser heating, low-velocity initiation, where samples were impacted by falling 
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weights moving a few meters per second, or shock initiation, where the impactor velocity was 
in the kilometer per second range. The Pantoya group has studied Al∙Teflon combustion 
focusing on the eﬀects of Al particle size,31 the passivation layer,32 and the relative reactivity of 
oxidation versus fluorination reactions.33 Low-velocity impact was studied by Denisaev and co-
workers33 and the Pantoya group.34,35 Shock initiation by explosive detonators or high velocity 
impacts was studied by Dolgoborodov and coworkers,8,36 who described the explosive process 
as occurring in a relatively slow (∼1 km s-1) detonation-like regime. Recently, thermal imaging 
of impact-initiated Al∙Teflon gave a steady reaction temperature of 3300 K.5 In recent work on a 
diﬀerent type of RM, all-metallic Zr alloys, the Yoo group introduced a related experimental 
method that probes thermal emission from impact-initiated small samples using microsecond 
time resolved pyrometry, sometimes in conjunction with time resolved X-ray diﬀraction.23,37,38 
 
4.2 Experimental 
The laser launching system has been described in chapter 2. It consists of a high-energy Nd:YAG 
laser (2.5 J, 10 ns), a diﬀractive-optic beam homogenizer (Silios, Corp.), and a photonic Doppler 
velocimeter (PDV) to monitor the flyer plate velocity history. The shock spectroscopy apparatus 
for these experiments is depicted in Figure 4.1a. 
 
Shocked Samples 
Three kinds of samples were used in these experiments: Teflon powder and Al∙Teflon, both with 
a small amount of PMMA binder, and solid Teflon foil. These were in the form of a uniform 
layer on a 2 in. diameter glass substrate 6.35 mm thick. Photographs of an Al∙Teflon sample are 
shown in Figure 4.3b, c. 
 
 Teflon powder. Teflon powder samples were opaque white films. Photographs of similar 
samples can be found in ref 2, Figure 17a, b. The powder was DuPont Zonyl MP1200, with a 
mean particle size of 3 μm and a narrow size distribution where 10% of the particles were <1 
μm and 90% of the particles were <9 μm. In addition, 5% PMMA (Aldrich, MW = 1000000) 
binder was used. To prepare these samples, a stock solution was prepared with 3 g of Zonyl 
suspended in a solvent mixture consisting of methyl ethyl ketone, n-butyl acetate, 
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cyclohexanone, and 4-methylpentanone (50:15:15:20 by volume), with two drops of Pluronic 
L62 surfactant (BASF Corp.) per 30 mL of solution. This solvent mixture has been used in 
previous studies from our laboratory,39-41 because with many dissolved polymers, including 
PMMA, it can be spin-coated to make a uniform film on glass. The Teflon powder was dispersed 
for 4 h using an automobile paint shaker. Then a solution of 10% PMMA in the same solvent 
mixture was added to achieved the desired Teflon: PMMA ratio of 20, and the mixture was 
shaken for an additional 1 h. The suspension was spin-coated on glass at 200 rpm to produce a 
layer about 12 μm thick, as measured with a vernier caliper with 2.5 μm resolution or a Dektak 
profilometer. 
 Teflon Foil. Teflon foil (50 μm thick) was obtained from Lebow Co. (Goleta, CA). The foil 
was a translucent sheet. The foils were glued to glass substrates using a layer of Eccobond 24 
low-viscosity epoxy (Emerson and Cuming). 
 Al∙Teflon. The Al∙Teflon was an opaque gray layer (Figure 4.3a, b). The nano-Al 
(Novacentrix, Inc.) had a mean particle diameter of 50 nm. The manufacturer has specified the 
oxide thickness to be 1−2 nm. A 1 g sample of Al and 2 g of Zonyl were suspended in 5.5 g of the 
solvent mixture, which was shaken for 4 h. Then 2 g of 10% PMMA solution was added, and the 
suspension was shaken for an additional 1 h before being spin-coated onto glass at 200 rpm. 
After drying, the sample thickness was 12 μm. 
 
Impact Experiments 
The flyer plates were launched from 50 μm thick Al foils (Alufoil Products Co., Inc.) bonded to 
glass with Eccobond 24 low-viscosity epoxy. In some cases, 25 μm foils were used. The flyers 
were 700 μm in diameter, and they were launched onto the samples across a nominal 250 μm 
vacuum gap.2 The flyer speed was controlled by varying the launch laser pulse energy with an 
optical attenuator. The PDV apparatus2 could monitor the flyer velocities, but only with no 
sample or with transparent samples. The Teflon and Al∙Teflon samples were opaque, so impact 
velocities were estimated by measuring the laser energy/velocity relationship with calibration 
shots at various laser energies. We then assumed the flyer velocities for the impact 
experiments were the same as the calibration shot velocities. This assumption is valid insofar as 
the launch process is reproducible. It turned out that each foil/ window assembly had a slightly 
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diﬀerent laser energy/velocity relationship, presumably due to variations in the substrate 
flatness, the glue thickness, and the Al foil thickness. With a given assembly, the launch velocity 
at a given laser pulse energy was quite reproducible. Some reproducibility data2 are shown in 
the inset of Figure 4.1a for one assembly. With 33 laser shots, two shots were outliers whose 
speeds were ∼5% below average. If we ignore those two shots, the velocity is 3.29 ± 0.02 km s−1, 
where the error bounds are 1 standard deviation. On the basis of these and similar tests, we 
expect our cited values for impact velocity are accurate to ±1%, with about a 5% chance of a 
bad shot where the impact velocity would be 5% lower than the cited value. 
 We have shown previously2 that the Al∙Teflon reactions were initiated by flyer impact 
only, not by flyer heating or by reaction with the Al flyer. Heat from the laser launch deposited 
on the backside of the flyer could diﬀuse through the flyer to the sample, but using a 1D 
thermal diﬀusion model, we estimated this would take 50 μs, much longer than the duration of 
our emission measurements.2 We also did a few experiments where a 25 μm polyethylene film 
(Saran wrap) was placed between the Al∙Teflon sample and the flyer. The film insulated the 
sample from flyer heating and prevented reaction with the Al in the flyers, but the Al∙Teflon 
initiation process was hardly aﬀected. 
 
Spectroscopy System 
The collection optics, the 0.25 m spectrograph with a 50 line/mm grating and streak camera 
with a 15 ps time resolution, were described previously.14,15 In the present experiments, 
impact-induced emission was transmitted through glass substrates which absorbed emission of 
<350 nm. The vertical slit of the spectrograph and the horizontal slit of the streak camera 
together defined a roughly square region ∼100 μm on a side, so that only emission from the 
central 100 μm region of the 700 μm diameter impact region was observed.10,13 The tilt of the 
streak camera was characterized using narrow-line spectral calibration lamps, and the 
photometric response of the camera, transport optics, and spectrograph was measured using a 
calibrated blackbody source (quartz tungsten halogen lamp). Then all streak camera spectra 
were mathematically corrected for tilt, spectral response, and pixel nonuniformity. A 30% 
reflecting beamsplitter was used to pick oﬀ part of the emission before the streak camera, 
which was directed to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) with an 0.8 ns response time (Hamamatsu 
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H9858-01), digitized by an 8 GHz oscilloscope to record wavelength-integrated time-dependent 
emission transients. The optics were arranged so the PMT also saw a ∼100 mm region at the 
center of the impact region. As depicted in Figure 4.1a, a relay lens and a 10× microscope 
objective was used to create a 10× expanded image of the sample which was then masked 
using a 1 mm diameter aperture. In some of the shots, especially with the reactive Al∙Teflon 
mixture, long-lived Na emission was observed. It was confirmed that the emission came from 
the window since it disappeared when a quartz window was used. With the spectrally resolved 
streak camera data, it was easy to ignore the Na emission, but the PMT does not distinguish 
between Na emission and Al∙Teflon emission. To remove the 589 nm Na emission, we used a 
589 nm rejection filter (Semrock, Inc.). 
 
Shock Planarity and Shock Unloading 
The geometries associated with our impact experiments are illustrated in Figure 4.1b−d. The 
flyers were 50 μm thick and 700 μm in diameter, and the Teflon powder and Al∙Teflon samples 
were 12 μm thick. The probed ∼100 μm region at the center of the impact volume was 
subjected to a planar quasi-1D shock compression.2 Because the samples were inertially 
confined at the edges, the stresses created by the flyer plate can be decomposed into a 
longitudinal compressive stress and two opposing transverse shear stresses (Figure 4.1c). The 
shock was terminated by the arrival of the longitudinal release wave (dashed arrow in Figure 
4.1c), which occurred ∼15 ns after impact (vide infra). There may also be some reverberations 
within the flyer−sample− window assembly. After the longitudinal release, the sample was still 
subjected to shear strains which unload when the two shear release waves (Figure 4.1c) arrive 
from the edges. If the sample were solid Teflon, with a speed of sound of 1.3 μm ns-1, the shear 
release waves from the edges of the 350 μm radius flyer would arrive ∼230 ns after impact. We 
do not know the acoustic velocities in the particle conglomerate samples, but shear release 
should still occur on the 200 ns time scale. 
 
4.3 Shock Pressures and Temperatures 
Due to the nanostructure and microstructure, shock compression cannot be described as a 
simple process in Al∙Teflon. Here we present a simplified model that nevertheless provides 
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useful insights into the shock compression process and gives pressure and temperature 
estimates. In the model, depicted in Figure 4.1d, a 50 μm thick Al flyer impacts a Teflon slab 3 
μm thick, the thickness of the Zonyl particles. Embedded in this Teflon slab is an Al plate 50 nm 
thick, the thickness of the Al nanoparticles. The Hugoniots of Al and Teflon can be written in the 
form42 
 
  ௦ܷ 	= 	݉ ∗ ݑ௣ 	+ 	ܾ  (4.2) 
 
where Us and up are shock and particle velocities and ݉ and ܾ are material-specific parameters 
listed in Table 4.1. 
 Earlier we estimated the shock duration τ to be the acoustic round-trip time in Al. For a 
flyer with thickness L = 50μm and an Al speed of sound of 6.3 km s-1, τ = 16 ns. A more accurate 
value for an Al flyer impacting Teflon can be obtained with the relation43 
 
																																																																				߬ = 	 ௅[௕ା௠൫௏ି௨೛൯] + 	
௅
௕   (4.3) 
 
where V is the impact velocity and Up in Teflon can be determined from the Al flyer velocity 
using the Hugoniot crossing method.42-45 Equation 4.3 gives τ ranging from 17.8 to 15.7 ns as 
the flyer velocity ranges from 0.5 to 3 km s-1. 
We can compute the instantaneous pressures in Teflon and in the embedded 50 nm Al 
slab in Figure 4.1d as a function of the impact velocity using the Hugoniot crossing method. The 
results are shown in Figure 4.2a. Because Al has the higher shock impedance, the shock 
pressure piles up at the Teflon−Al interface, so the immediate pressure in Al is larger than in 
Teflon. For instance, with a 2 km s-1 impact, the Teflon pressure is 11.6 GPa and the Al pressure 
is 17 GPa. Since the ring-up time in the Al slab is so brief, ∼20 ps, after a few hundred 
picoseconds, the pressures in Teflon and Al equalize. Presumably a similar sequence of shock 
pile-up, ring-up, and pressure equilibration also occurs with Al nanoparticles adjacent to Teflon. 
The adiabatic shock temperatures T1 in Teflon and Al initially at T0 can be computed 
using Grüneisen equations of state,46 assuming an elastic solid under uniaxial strain compressed 
from initial volume V0 to V1. We make the usual assumption47 that G = Γ/V varies little with 
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temperature and density, where Γ is the Grüneisen parameter, and we assume the temperature 
variation of the specific heat Cv is small. In that case the temperature is given by 
 
                                                  ଵܶ = 	 ଴ܶ݁ீ(௏బି௏భ) + ݁ିீ௏భ ׬ ௙(௏)ୣ୶୮	(ீ௏)ఘ஼ೡ
௏భ
௏బ ܸ݀   (4.4) 
 
The function f(V) is 
 
                                                           ݂(ݒ) = ቂଵଶ ( ଴ܸ − ଵܸ)
ௗ௉
ௗ௏ +
ଵ
ଶ ܲቃ   (4.5) 
 
In Eq. 4.4, the first term is the temperature increase for a reversible adiabatic 
compression and the second term is due to the extra heat generated by irreversible single-stage 
shock compression. Our computed temperatures are shown in Figure 4.2b. At a given impact 
velocity, the more compressible Teflon is heated more than Al. We can estimate the time τth for 
this to happen using 1D thermal diﬀusion: 
 
                                                                   ߬௧௛ = ଶ௥
మ
஽    (4.6) 
 
where r is the particle radius and D the thermal diﬀusivity; D ≈ 1 cm2 s-1 for Al and D ≈ 10−3 cm2 
s-1 for Teflon. Then for 50 nm Al, τth = 12 ps, and for 3 μm Teflon, τth = 45μs. In Al∙Teflon we have 
comparable masses of Al and Teflon, so for hotter Teflon to heat Al, heat must diﬀuse from the 
interiors of the Teflon particles to the surface on the 45 μs time scale. Unlike the rapidly 
decaying Al∙Teflon pressure diﬀerential, the Al∙Teflon temperature diﬀerential decays slowly 
compared to the time scale of our emission experiments, and it is thermal diﬀusion through the 
insulating Teflon particles that is the rate limiting step in thermal equilibration. 
What should we confidently deduce about our shocked Al∙Teflon samples on the basis 
of these estimations? When the shock arrives, it generates a macroscopic stress field with 
compressive and shear components. In the particle conglomerates there must be considerable 
microscopic stress and strain inhomogeneity. The pressure diﬀerential created by the shock 
front equilibrates rapidly, in tens of picoseconds. Teflon is immediately heated to a higher 
temperature than Al, and the temperature diﬀerential equilibrates in ∼50 μs. At ambient 
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pressure, Al melts at 933 K and boils at 2792 K. According to Figure 4.2b, the Teflon particles 
will be hot enough to melt Al around 2.5 km s-1. Teflon particles similar to the ones used here 
melt at 593 K and decompose suﬃciently to become reactive at 725 K.31 According to Figure 
4.2b, Teflon will reach this temperature with impact velocities >2 km s-1. It is important to keep 
in mind that, due to the porosity of the particulate samples, the pressures we calculated here 
are overestimates, the temperatures are underestimates, and the microstructure provides the 
possibility for creating transient hot spots. 
 
4.4 Results 
Time-Integrated Emission Intensities 
The time- and wavelength-integrated intensities of emission bursts from Teflon (foil and 
powder) and Al∙Teflon, as a function of impact velocity, are shown in Figure 4.3a. It is diﬃcult to 
quantitatively interpret the diﬀerent emission intensities from these quite diﬀerent samples 
since each has a diﬀerent opacity and emissivity. The Teflon foil is translucent, the Teflon 
powder is white and opaque, and Al∙Teflon is dark gray and opaque. Nevertheless, Figure 4.3 
makes it clear that the overall emission intensities from both Teflon samples and the Al∙Teflon 
sample are similar until the impact velocity exceeds 1 km s-1, where Al∙Teflon emits bursts that 
are more than an order of magnitude more intense than those from Teflon alone. There is a 
threshold for highly exothermic reactions of Al∙Teflon at 1.1 ± 0.1 km s-1. To confirm that the 
PMMA used as a binder and the Eccobond 24 epoxy used to cement Teflon foil to the windows 
did not contribute much to the emission intensities, we made samples of each. Shock-induced 
emission from the binder or cement, in the quantities present in the samples used here, was 
negligible compared to Teflon or Al∙ Teflon emission. 
 Some insights into the shock-induced chemistry observed here can be obtained from 
the photographs in Figure 4.3b−e. Figure 4.3b illustrates the uniformity of the Al∙Teflon film on 
a glass substrate. Figure 4.3c shows an impact spot on Teflon powder. There is a debris field 
extending outward from the center to the flyer edges that is blackened, suggestive of Teflon 
decomposition to a charred carbon material. Figure 4.3d shows an impact spot on Teflon foil. 
The foil in the center is largely intact, although it is thinner than foil outside the impact region. 
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There is a lot of foil missing in the annular region just inside the flyer edges. Figure 4.3e shows 
an impact spot on Al∙Teflon. Much of the sample at the center has vanished. Presumably it has 
vaporized, and there is an extensive debris field extending outward to the flyer edges. The 
vaporized material and debris field provide support for the idea of impact-induced explosive 
reactions of Al∙Teflon. 
 
Teflon Foil 
Figure 4.4 shows PMT records and emission spectra from shocked 50 μm Teflon foil. Time zero 
is when the laser launch pulse arrives at the flyer plate, and the flyer arrival times at the sample 
ranged from 100 to 325 ns. The emission appeared promptly upon flyer impact. The emission 
has a temporal structure consisting of a faster spike lasting a few nanoseconds followed by a 
burst lasting ∼20 ns. One of these structures, at 1.52 km s-1, is shown on an expanded scale in 
Figure 4.4b, where the 15 ns shock duration is indicated. 
 The spectra in Figure 4.4c were obtained by time-integrating streak camera records 
during the emission bursts. The spectra in Figure 4.4c are noisy, but the general impression is of 
a broad continuum rising toward the red. These spectra are suggestive of a greybody emitter of 
a few thousand Kelvin, where the emission peak is in the near-infrared. However, we cannot 
confirm this because our detection system does not have enough spectral bandwidth. We 
cannot say whether the choppy parts of the spectra represent narrow-band emissions or noise, 
but this issue becomes clearer when we look at Teflon powder. 
 
Teflon Powder 
The Teflon powder emission signals in Figure 4.5 were comparable in intensity to those of the 
foil (Figure 4.3). The powder emission bursts have slightly longer durations than with Teflon foil. 
A close look at the rising edges (e.g., Figure 4.5b) suggests there is still a semblance of the fast 
spike on the rising edge, but it is much less well-defined than in the foil. At the higher impact 
velocities (e.g., 2.21 km s-1), where our shock temperature calculations indicate that Teflon has 
attained its decomposition temperature, there are weaker secondary emission bursts that 
arrive 100−200 ns aŌer impact. 
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 Emission spectra obtained during the bursts, shown in Figure 4.5c, are similar to what 
was seen with Teflon foil: a broad continuum rising toward the red. At the highest impact 
velocity, 2.21 km s-1, where the signal-to-noise ratio is the best, we believe we can discern some 
(unassigned) structure in the emission, especially between 600 and 650 nm, and possibly 
between 500 and 550 nm. Emission intensities in time windows outside the emission bursts 
were generally weak, but one particular case stood out. As shown in Figure 4.6, with Teflon 
powder in the lower impact velocity range (e.g., 0.76 km s-1), we saw several sharper emission 
bands, especially in the 0.7−2.1 μs time range. This time range is still far too short to allow heat 
from the flyer to diﬀuse to the sample, so the band emissions result from impact. These sharper 
bands contributed little to the wavelength-integrated signals seen by the PMT, which were 
dominated by the continuum component, and they clearly originate from C2 emission (Swan 
bands). When we compared Figure 4.6 to the well-known spectrum of a 2000 K butane flame, 
the bands were identical, except the CH emission ordinarily seen in flames (e.g., an intense 
band near 430 nm) was absent. The observation of C2 emission indicates the shocked Teflon 
powder has decomposed into carbon and fluorine, which is supported by the image in Figure 
4.3c. The absence of CH spectral bands indicates that decomposition of PMMA binder 
contributes little to the emission bursts. The fact that we see C2 bands in this spectrum suggests 
that at least some of the structure seen in the emission spectra in Figures 4.4c and 4.5c might 
be due to small molecules such as carbon clusters and CF oligomers in the gas phase. 
 In prior work from our group looking at picosecond flash heating of Al∙Teflon, at shorter 
times we saw continuum greybody emission, and at longer times we saw sharper bands due to 
atomic Al and AlF.10,13-15 The sharper bands originated from dense gases in the gaps between 
the window and the decomposing sample. Although the time and length scales are longer in the 
present impact experiments, it seems reasonable to attribute the C2 emissions to gas between 
the sample and the observation window. 
 
Al∙Teflon 
The emission bursts from Al∙Teflon are shown in Figure 4.7. These bursts for impacts >1 km s-1 
were ∼500 ns in duration, much longer and much more intense than with Teflon alone. They 
also had a characteristic two-peak structure with the second peak arriving at about the same 
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time as the shear release waves and with the second peak having about 1/3 the intensity of the 
first. A notable feature of the dual-burst structure is the steeply rising leading edge of each 
burst, including the second bursts. For instance, at 1.73 km s-1 (Figure 4.7a), the rise times of 
the first and second bursts were ∼10 ns. A close examination of the emission that precedes the 
explosive rise (e.g., Figure 4.7b) shows a small pedestal whose duration is about the shock 
duration. Of course this pedestal is small only in contrast to the intense Al∙Teflon emission 
bursts. The comparison in Figure 4.7b of the Al∙Teflon emission to those of Teflon foil and 
Teflon powder at impact velocities close to 1.7 km s-1 shows that, prior to the explosive reaction, 
all three samples had about the same emission intensities. The intensity comparison is not 
exact since there were small variations in alignment from measurements made on diﬀerent 
days. In Figure 4.7b, we time-shifted two of the emission transients to account for the slightly 
diﬀerent flyer velocities in the three measurements (1.73 km s-1 for Al∙Teflon, 1.76 km s-1 for 
Teflon powder, and 1.79 km s-1 for Teflon foil). The time shifts were no more than 5 ns, and the 
time shift does not alter the conclusions discussed below. 
 The Al∙Teflon emission spectra consisted of a continuum rising toward the red. The 
prominent feature at 589 nm is Na emission from the glass window. The Na emission indicates 
the glass surface was quite hot. The spectra and Na emission are consistent with a reaction 
occurring at temperatures close to the reported 3300 K for Al∙Teflon. According to Wien’s law, a 
blackbody at 3300 K would have an emission peak at 880 nm. 
 To examine the impact initiation process in more detail, we wanted to superimpose PDV 
flyer velocity histories with PMT emission transient rising edges. However, we cannot measure 
both simultaneously when the sample is opaque. Instead we used the following procedure. The 
flyer velocity histories were measured with the flyer plates impacting plain glass windows. We 
recognize that the shock unloading process might be a bit diﬀerent with flyer on glass than with 
flyer on Al∙Teflon. We would like to be able to correlate the onset of impact emission from the 
Al∙Teflon at the observation window with the arrival of the flyer plate, but we cannot do that 
with the present setup. Instead we assumed that the flyer impact coincided with the instant 
that we first detected the onset of emission. Figure 4.8 compares the PDV data with emission 
bursts at two flyer velocities with the PDV data time shifted on the basis of this assumption. The 
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data in Figure 4.8 are consistent with the idea that flyer plate impacts create the pedestal 
emission, whose intensity is about the same as that of Teflon alone, and the sudden intensity 
jump associated with the explosive reaction coincides with shock unloading. 
 We performed some experiments with 25 μm thick flyer plates, rather than the usual 50 
μm flyers, to see the eﬀects of cutting the shock duration in half. Ordinarily one expects the 
initiation pressure Pin to obey the relation48,49 
 
                                                                        ௜ܲ௡௡ ݐ = ܿ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐ   (4.7) 
 
 In related studies of Al∙Teflon initiated by flash-heating the Al nanoparticles, we found 
that this relation was obeyed where n = 1.20 Figure 4.9 shows the time- and wavelength-
integrated emission intensities with 25 μm flyers. The threshold velocity for initiating Al∙Teflon 
has increased to 1.8 km s-1, compared to 1.0 km s-1 with 50 μm flyers. Looking at results of the 
Hugoniot calculations for both Al and Teflon (Figure 4.2a), these threshold velocities 
correspond to pressures of 4.6 and 10 GPa in Teflon. Thus, cutting the shock duration in half 
results in an approximate doubling of Pin, son must be close to unity in this short-pulse shock 
regime. 
 
4.5 Discussion 
Emission from Shocked Teflon 
With the Teflon foils, emission bursts first appear at an impact velocity of ∼0.7 km s-1, which 
according to the calculations in Figure 4.2 corresponds to pressures and temperatures of 3 GPa 
and 420 K. This temperature by itself is far too low to melt Al or decompose Teflon. The Kondo 
laboratory50,51 used time-resolved Raman scattering to show that, at nanosecond shock 
pressures above ∼2.3 GPa, Teflon foils undergo extensive depolymerization, ultimately 
producing C2F4. Neither emission bursts nor depolymerization would be observed with 
hydrostatically compressed Teflon at these pressures, so the emission and the 
depolymerization must be dynamical eﬀects. 
 In the Teflon foil emission, such as the transient shown in Figure 4.4b, we see a spike <5 
ns in width followed by a 20 ns burst about twice as intense. The time between the impact with 
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the Teflon surface and the peak of the burst is about equal to the 15 ns shock duration. The 
Teflon foil is 50 μm thick, and the shock transit time across this foil is velocity dependent, but 
this transit time is about the same as the shock duration. 
 We believe the emission temporal structure in Teflon foil is related to the fact that the 
50 μm thick foil is semitransparent, whereas Teflon powder and Al∙Teflon are opaque. Referring 
to Figure 4.1c, emission from the sample−glass interface reaches the detector without being 
attenuated by the sample, but emission from the flyer−sample interface is parƟally aƩenuated 
by passing through the foil. We attribute the ∼15 ns rise of the emission burst to the time 
required for a shock to transit across the sample and the spike to emission created at the flyer− 
sample interface that was partially attenuated by the foil. 
With the opaque Teflon powder, we are seeing emission only from the sample−window 
interface. The rise of the emission transients (e.g., Figure 4.5b) is comparable to the shock 
duration, so this emission builds up during the shock and decays immediately thereafter. 
We see far too much visible emission from shocked Teflon to be explained by a simple 
shock-induced temperature increase. In fact, in the powder samples we see Swan bands that 
are similar to the carbon emission spectra from a butane flame at 2000 K. We cannot invoke a 
much greater temperature increase in the more porous Teflon particles compared to the foil, 
because the overall emission intensities of particles and foils are comparable. These 
considerations suggest the emission process in impacted Teflon must involve a complicated 
energy concentration mechanism such as triboluminescence, where light is generated by 
chemical bonds broken by mechanical means. 
 
Emission from Al∙Teflon 
The impact emission above 1 km s-1 from Al∙Teflon with 15 ns shock waves looks quite a bit like 
that from Teflon alone until the shock unloads, and then two consecutive intense emission 
bursts appear, each lasting more than 100 ns. The rise times of these two bursts can be short, 
sometimes in the 10 ns range. The dual-burst structure indicates that the material explodes 
twice. The first explosion occurs when the longitudinal release wave arrives. Apparently this 
explosion does not consume all the reactive material, and at least some of the remainder 
explodes again when the transverse release wave arrives. 
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For Al∙Teflon to explode, the Al fuel in the nanoparticle cores must breach the oxide 
passivation shells to come into contact with the fluorinated oxidizer. The emission 
measurements do not provide much information about these detailed chemical mechanisms, 
except for Figure 4.6, which proves that at least a portion of the shocked Teflon decomposes to 
produce fluorine. One possible way the Al could react is the diﬀusion of hot F atoms or F2 
molecules through the oxide layer.29,31 This is believed to an important activation mechanism in 
combustion.31,32,52 However, diﬀusion mechanisms are inconsistent with the steep rise times of 
the emission transients. 
The data lead us to propose that the tensile stresses caused by these release waves 
induce the oxide shells to crack open, allowing hot oxidizer sudden access to fuel. The second 
emission burst shows that the longitudinal stresses did not activate all the Al nanoparticle fuel, 
since there was still some left over to be activated by the subsequent shear stresses. Note this 
mechanical activation process used to explain shock initiation is diﬀerent from the “melt 
dispersion” model30,53 proposed by Levitas and co-workers to explain the unusually high speed 
of Al∙Teflon combustion, since in that model the proposal was that the Al became exposed 
when the oxide layers exploded due to forces generated by Al thermal expansion. This model is 
also diﬀerent from what our group proposed to explain laser flash-heating initiation, where the 
Al cores were vaporized, causing the core to explode the oxide shell.14,18,20,54 In our impact-
initiation studies, we suggest it is tensile stresses resulting from compressive and shear waves 
acting on relatively cold Al core−shell parƟcles that open the oxide shells. 
 
4.6 Concluding Remarks 
We have observed emission bursts from Teflon foil, Teflon powder, and Al∙Teflon, shocked with 
50 μm thick Al flyers that produce a ∼15 ns duration shock. We verified that the other minor 
constituents, PMMA binder and epoxy cement, contribute negligibly to the emission. In 
shocked Al∙Teflon, the shock heats the more compressible Teflon to a much greater extent than 
Al, so Al never even approaches its melting point. Above a 1 km s-1 threshold, the Al∙Teflon 
emission intensity increases dramatically, signaling the onset of an explosive reaction. 
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 The emission bursts from Teflon alone last for 20 ns, and their spectra are consistent 
with continuum thermal emission. At longer delay times on the order of a microsecond, when 
there is time for gas to escape the shocked Teflon powder and become trapped between the 
sample and window, prominent Swan bands are observed, which indicates at least part of the 
Teflon has decomposed into C and F. This and previous observations of shock-induced 
depolymerization provide evidence that the shocked Teflon emission is triboluminescent in 
nature, where mechanically broken chemical bonds generate the emission. 
 With Al∙Teflon, during the 15 ns duration shock, the impact emission is practically the 
same as with Teflon alone, but after the longitudinal release wave arrives, the sample emits 
two consecutive emission bursts, each lasting more than 100 ns, and the rise time of each burst 
is fast, about 10 ns. Therefore, Al∙Teflon explodes twice with a short-pulse shock. The first 
explosion is associated with the arrival of the longitudinal release wave and the second with the 
arrival of transverse release waves. The sudden onset of these explosions is far faster than 
could be explained by thermal diﬀusion from hotter Teflon to Al, and the coincidence of the 
explosion onsets with the predicted arrival of the two release waves leads us to suggest that 
the first explosion is initiated when some of the oxide shells are broken by tensile forces 
created by release of the compressive stress and the second when some of the remaining 
unreacted Al particles have their shells broken by tensile forces associated with release of the 
shear stress. 
 In the Introduction we mentioned that the idea of these experiments was to use a 
sample small enough that the temporal structure of the emission would be controlled by 
fundamental chemical and mechanical processes. If our samples were much larger, then the 
emission burst duration would be determined by chemical reaction propagation across the 
sample. The events seen here involving the initial decomposition of Teflon and the sudden 
onset of reactions upon arrival of the release waves would hardly be detectable in the impact 
initiation of a large sample, since the emission transients we see would be buried underneath 
the steady 3300 K thermal emission from the large explosion. 
 Two questions raised by the present study are how dependent the emission transients 
are on the shock duration in the short-duration shock regime we have investigated and how 
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dependent the transients are on particle sizes. We have at least a partial answer for the first 
question, since when we shortened the shock duration by a factor of 2, the pressure needed to 
initiate an explosion practically doubled. Thus, the emission transients are highly dependent on 
the details of the short-duration shock pulses. Experiments using flyer plates with progressively 
greater thicknesses and progressively larger or smaller diameters will be needed to make a 
detailed connection between what we observe and what happens in impact initiation of a 
larger charge such as an Al∙Teflon projectile. For the second question, since the Teflon particles 
are much larger than Al particles, it is probably the Teflon particle size that is rate limiting. If we 
take the duration of an explosive emission burst to be 300 ns, and the Teflon particle radius to 
be 1.5 μm, then we obtain a crude estimate of the reaction propagation speed of 500 m/s. This 
speed is a bit slower than the speed of flame propagation in loosely packed Al∙Teflon powders 
and quite a bit slower than that of a typical solid-state detonation, which would be in the 5−9 
km s-1 range.   
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4.7 Figures and Captions 
 
 
Figure 4.1. (a) Block diagram of the impact-emission apparatus, where an Al flyer was launched 
by a laser pulse across a 250 μm vacuum gap to impact a thin sample layer on a glass window. 
Key: OAP = off-axis paraboloid reflector, M = mirror, BS = beamsplitter, PDV = photonic Doppler 
velocimeter, OBJ = microscope objective, APT = aperture, PMT = photomultiplier tube. The PDV 
monitored the flyer velocity history. A ∼100 μm region at the center of the impact region was 
monitored by the streak camera and PMT. The PMT has a 589 nm rejection filter to block Na 
emission from the window surface adjacent to the reactive material. The inset shows a 
measurement of the flyer velocity reproducibility based on 33 launches from the same window 
assembly. (b) Dimensions of the flyer plate and Al∙Teflon layer. (c) The shock unloaded in ∼15 
ns when the longitudinal release wave (dashed arrow) arrived from the back surface of the flyer. 
The shear stress created by planar impact unloaded in ∼200 ns when the transverse shear 
release waves (arrows) arrived from the flyer edges. (d) Simplified model for shock pressure 
and temperature calculations. The Al flyer impacts a Teflon layer whose thickness is comparable 
to the Teflon particle diameter. Embedded in the Teflon is an Al slab whose thickness is 
comparable to the Al nanoparticle diameter. 
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Figure 4.2. Computed instantaneous pressures and temperatures immediately behind the 
shock front, created by the impact of an Al flyer on the Teflon slab and the embedded 50 nm Al 
slice depicted in in Figure 1d. In the absence of Al∙Teflon chemistry, the pressure differential is 
expected to decay away in ∼20 ps, but the temperature differential (Teflon is hotter) is 
expected to persist for ∼50 μs. 
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Figure 4.3. (a) Time- and wavelength-integrated intensities of emission bursts created by 50 μm 
thick flyer impacts. At ∼1 km s-1, the Al∙Teflon intensity dramatically increases, denoting the 
occurrence of an explosive reaction. (b) Photograph of an Al∙Teflon 12 μm thick layer on a 50 
mm diameter glass window. (c) The Teflon powder sample after impact with a 700 μm diameter 
flyer shows dark debris spread out from the center. (d) The Teflon foil sample after impact with 
a flyer plate is largely intact in the center, but shows extensive mass loss near the edges of the 
flyer. (e) The Al Teflon sample shows a debris field extending outward from the center, and 
much of the central region has vanished, presumably because it vaporized. 
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Figure 4.4. Impact emission from 50 μm Teflon foil. (a) Temporal structure of emission bursts at 
indicated impact velocities. Time zero is when the launching laser pulse reaches the flyer. The 
transients are offset vertically for clarity. (b) Emission transient from 1.52 km s-1 impact on an 
expanded time scale, showing the spike-burst structure seen at all impact velocities. The 15 ns 
shock duration is indicated by the arrow. (c) Emission spectra of the bursts. 
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Figure 4.5. Impact emission bursts from an opaque 12 μm thick layer of Teflon powder (mean 
diameter 3 μm) with a small amount of PMMA binder. (a) Temporal structure of emission 
bursts at the indicated impact velocities. The transients are offset vertically for clarity. (b) 
Emission transient from a 1.48 km s-1 impact on an expanded time scale, where the 15 ns shock 
duration is indicated by the arrow. The spike seen in Figure 4 with the translucent Teflon foil is 
much smaller or absent. (c) Emission spectra of the bursts. 
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Figure 4.6. Emission from Teflon powder impacted at 0.76 km s-1, under conditions where the 
emission burst, which arrives at ∼0.4 μs, is quite small (see Figure 5a). In the 0.7−2.8 μs time 
range, Swan bands characteristic of C2 emission are observed. There is no CH emission, which 
would be prominent near 430 nm. The emission is from gas phase reaction products in gaps 
between the decomposed Teflon and the window, and it shows that some of the Teflon has 
shock decomposed into carbon and fluorine. 
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Figure 4.7. Impact emission bursts from 12 μm thick Al∙Teflon with a small amount of PMMA 
binder. (a) Temporal structure of emission bursts at the indicated impact velocities. The 
transients are offset vertically for clarity. (b) The emission transient from 1.7 km s-1 impact on 
Al∙Teflon is shown on an expanded time scale, along with similar transients from Teflon foil and 
Teflon powder. The Teflon transients were offset in time by <5 ns to account for fractionally 
different impact velocities. During the 15 ns duration of the shock, the Al∙Teflon emission was 
similar in temporal profile and intensity to emission from Teflon alone. When the longitudinal 
release wave arrives, about 15 ns after impact, the Al∙Teflon emission jumps suddenly, 
indicating the onset of an explosive chemical reaction. (c). Emission spectra during the bursts. 
The peak at 589 nm is Na emission from the glass surface heated by the exploding Al∙Teflon. 
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Figure 4.8. Comparisons of flyer plate velocity histories obtained using photon Doppler 
velocimetry with emission transients from Al∙Teflon. The emission traces were arbitrarily scaled 
in the vertical direction. They were offset in time to align the instant of impact (denoted by the 
dashed vertical lines) with the first detectable emission from the sample at the sample−window 
interface. (a) Impact velocity 1.1 km s-1. (b) Impact velocity 1.7 km s-1. The onset of the intense 
emission bursts denoting explosive reactivity coincides with the time when the flyer velocity 
drops to zero. 
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Figure 4.9. (a) Time- and wavelength-integrated intensities of emission bursts created by 25 μm 
thick flyer impacts. The Al∙Teflon explosion threshold is slightly above 1.7 km s-1, whereas with a 
50 μm flyer, the threshold is ∼1.0 km s-1. 
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CHAPTER 5: 
 
IGNITION OF NANOCOMPOSITE MoO3 + Al‡ 
 
5.1 Overview 
Composite materials containing components capable of highly exothermic reactions and mixed 
on the scale of 100 nm or finer have been developed for applications in explosives, propellants, 
and pyrotechnics.1 A large surface area of the reactive interface associated with the nano-scale 
mixing between the fuel and oxidizer makes such materials sensitive to different ignition stimuli. 
Most of the quantitative measurements reported to date and characterizing reactions leading 
to ignition of reactive nanomaterials have relied on thermal analysis.2-10 Measurements 
associated with faster processes have also been reported, including time-resolved mass 
spectrometry following ignition of nano-thermites,11-13 micro-14 and nano-calorimetry,15,16 and 
measurements of optical emission and pressure generated by the material coated on an 
electrically heated filament.17,18 In all of the above measurements, the heating rates were 
sufficiently low and the ignition delays were sufficiently long to ensure the temperature 
uniformity within the ignited nanocomposite structure. A model describing exothermic 
reactions for the thermally initiated, fully dense nano-thermite particles has been proposed 
quantifying individual reaction steps and predicting a thermal runaway to occur in vicinity of 
the experimental ignition temperature.19 However, additional processes, including the release 
of oxygen prior to ignition17,18,20-22 and a burst of ions produced by the rapidly heated nano-
thermites,23 possibly associated with the oxygen release, have been reported but have not 
been well understood. Such processes can affect ignition and ensuing combustion of reactive 
nanomaterials; the effect may depend on the rate of heating and respective ignition delay. 
Different ignition stimuli are expected to be important for different potential 
applications of the newly developed reactive nanomaterials. In particular, rapid initiation 
                                                            
‡ Parts of this chapter are recreated with permission from work published as W. L. Shaw, D. D. Dlott, R. A. Williams, and E. L. Dreizin, “Ignition of 
Nanocomposite Thermites by Electric Spark and Shock Wave,” Propellants Explos. and Pyrotech. 39, 444 (2014). ©2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag 
GmbH&Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 
I credit figures 5.1-5.3, 5.5-5.8 and 5.12 to Rayon Williams. 
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processes, such as electric spark or shock wave may produce a situation when the igniting 
nanomaterial is not uniformly heated; in addition, shocks may cause both bulk and local 
deformations, and fractures. Some parts of the sample may be substantially hotter than others, 
fresh direct contacts between fuel and oxidizer may be generated at the mechanically affected 
locations generating hot spots and leading to localized ignition. Such localized ignition may not 
necessarily be well described by the earlier kinetic models, dealing with a homogeneously 
heated material. Furthermore, for the samples that are heated relatively slowly, the 
nanostructure may be lost when they burn and their temperature exceeds the melting points of 
the major components; conversely, the nanostructure may be preserved in very rapid reactions, 
occurring faster than the characteristic times required to change the material structure and 
morphology. Thus, the heating rate and the method of initiation of the nanocomposite reactive 
material may affect both its ignition kinetics and combustion dynamics. 
In this paper, ignition of fully-dense, nanocomposite thermite particles prepared by 
Arrested Reactive Milling (ARM)24 is studied experimentally using two methods leading to a 
very fast initiation. In one experiment, the particles placed on a conductive substrate are 
ignited using an electric spark (or an electro-static discharge, ESD). In the other experiment, the 
particles are struck by a supersonic flyer plate and are ignited as a result of the induced shock. 
In both cases, the observed ignition delays are of the order of 100 ns, which is insufficient for 
the temperature equilibration in the ignited particles. Results of both experiments are 
described and compared to each other. The implications of the present results are briefly 
discussed. 
 
5.2 Material 
The nanocomposite powder used in this work, metal-rich thermite 8Al∙MoO3 produced by ARM, 
has been used in several recent studies focused on its ignition and combustion.17,24-26 It was 
prepared using an aluminum powder, nominal particle size under 44 mm, 99.5% purity by 
Atlantic Equipment Engineers and molybdenum oxide powder, nominal particle size under 44 
mm, 99.95% purity by Alfa Aesar. The starting powders were blended together and milled in 
hexane in an argon atmosphere for 30 min using a Retsch PM 400 MA planetary mill. Additional 
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details characterizing the milling procedure and parameters are similar to those reported 
elsewhere.27 
 A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the prepared powder particles is shown 
in Figure 5.1. The metal and oxidizer appear to be well mixed with no visible formation of 
aluminum oxide or reduced metallic phase. The material consists of irregularly shaped, roughly 
equiaxial composite particles ranging from about 0.5 to 50 mm. The particle size distribution 
obtained using a Beckman-Coulter LS230 Enhanced Particle Analyzer is shown in Figure 5.2, 
indicating 21.8 mm as the specific volumetric mean particle size. 
 
5.3 Experimental 
Spark Ignition 
A detailed description of the experimental set up used for this work was given previously.28,29 
Figure 5.3 shows the apparatus including the Model 931 Firing Test System (FTS) by Electro-
Tech Systems Inc., used to generate spark discharges. 
A monolayer of 8Al∙MoO3 powder was used in all present experiments. A small amount 
of powder was placed on a double-sided carbon tape attached to an 18-mm diameter custom-
made polished brass support. Excess powder was blown away, and the powder remaining on 
the tape formed a monolayer, as was confirmed by inspection of the prepared samples using an 
SEM. The sample holder was grounded. A needle-electrode was fixed approximately 0.2 mm 
above the powder surface, following a standard methodology (MIL-STD-1751A). A spark was 
triggered using FTS. All experiments were performed in room air. 
The discharges with different energies were produced using a 2000-pF capacitor 
charged to a voltage varied from 3 to 8 kV. Typically, five experiments were performed for each 
voltage. 
An inductance coil model 110 A with a 1 V/10 A ratio by Pearson Electronics was used to 
measure the spark current. Current traces were recorded by a LeCroy WaveSurfer 64Xs Series 
oscilloscope. As in the previous work,28 the powder resistance, Rp, was determined based on 
the current traces recorded for the same ESD settings for the sample holders with and without 
powder. For each experiment, the current trace, showing a decaying oscillatory pattern, was 
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matched with that calculated for an R-C circuit connected in series (where the capacitance, 
C=2000 pF). The traces were matched to each other by adjusting the circuit impedance, R, so 
that the equivalent resistance for each experiment was obtained. The circuit impedance was 
assumed to remain constant during the discharge. The current traces were matched with a 95% 
confidence interval. The difference between resistances for the powder-loaded and empty 
sample holders was assumed to represent Rp. Joule heating energy was obtained by numerical 
integration of I2(t)RpΔt, where I is the recorded ESD current, t is time, and Δt is the time step of 
the data acquisition. 
In all present experiments, ignition was accompanied by multiple streaks of ejected and 
individually burning particles. The emission produced by the igniting powder was measured 
with a Hamamatsu, H3164-10 photomultiplier tube (PMT) with 0.8 ns rise time equipped with a 
486-nm interference filter. The PMT output was recorded with a LeCroy WaveSurfer 64Xs Series 
oscilloscope. 
 
Shock Apparatus 
Aluminum laser-driven flyer plates were used to shock individual 10–20 mm 8Al∙MoO3 thermite 
particles, and the resulting optical emission was time resolved. The apparatus for launching 
laser-driven flyer-plates, shown schematically in Figure 5.4a, has been described in chapter 2. 30 
Using homogeneous flat top laser pulses with up to 2500 mJ energies, we launched 50 mm 
thick, 700 mm diameter aluminum flyer plates from a sheet of Al 1145 foil epoxied to a glass 
window.30 The Al disks fly in vacuo across a 350 mm gap before colliding with the target. As 
they fly, the edges of the plates become distorted, but upon impact the flyers have an 
estimated 160 mm diameter planar region in the center, much larger than the target particles. 
This type of impact process produces a planar shock in the thermite particles. The shock 
duration is dependent on the material being impacted, but with the flyers used here, the 
duration was about 10 ns. 
The targets consisted of 8Al∙MoO3 thermite particles adhered to a glass window by a 
thin layer of cement. The targets were prepared by spin coating a 0.75 mm thick layer of UV 
curable acrylic cement (Dymax 401) onto a 6.35-mm thick BK7 glass window. The 8Al∙MoO3 
thermite powder, suspended in hexane, was deposited onto a glass slide and the hexane was 
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allowed to evaporate. The thermite was then tapped off the slide onto the cement layer. A UV 
lamp was used to cure the glue and fix the particles, while the sample was attached to a spin 
coater. The quantity of thermite was chosen so that the thermite layer was mainly in the form 
of isolated individual particles. A microscope image of a typical target is shown in Figure 5.4b. 
This apparatus (Figure 5.4a) allows us to target an individual, size-selected thermite 
particle, launch a flyer plate at a selected velocity, monitor the velocity history of the flyer, and 
detect the time-resolved emission from the shocked thermite. The velocity histories of the flyer 
plates were measured using a photonic Doppler velocimeter (PDV)31,32 operating at 1550 nm 
laser wavelength.30 The PDV was detected by electronics, including a digital oscilloscope, with a 
combined bandwidth of 7.4 GHz, which is capable of monitoring speeds up to 5.4 km s-1. The 
PDV data were analyzed using a short-time Fourier transform analysis. There was an estimated 
1 ns uncertainty in measuring the timing of flyer impact. 
A 10X microscope objective and a dichroic beamsplitter was used to observe the 
thermite particles, direct the PDV beam onto the flyer, collect the returned PDV signals, and 
collect the thermite emission. The PDV beams were collimated and 60 mm in diameter, so 
enough of the PDV beam passed by the thermite particles (Figure 5.4a) to monitor the flyer 
plates. 
In our apparatus, we could insert a mirror (not shown) that allowed us to observe the 
target with a homebuilt video microscope. We translated the target until a particle of suitable 
size was centered in the image, and we stopped down an iris to so that we observed only the 50 
mm diameter region immediately adjacent to the selected single thermite particle. An image of 
a roughly 20 mm thermite particle within the iris aperture is shown in Figure 5.4c. We then 
removed the mirror and directed light from the thermite particle into a photomultiplier tube 
(Hamamatsu, H1072020) with a 0.8 ns rise time. The PMT signals were digitized using the same 
oscilloscope that detected the PDV signals. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) and PDV time 
delays were determined using a method detailed previously.30 This synchronization procedure 
involved simultaneous measurements of 10 ns laser pulses by both devices, and we have 
estimated the synchronization error between flyer impact and emission rise time to be 5 ns. 
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We should note that when we cite the size of the irregularly-shaped thermite particles, 
we refer to the diameter of the minimum circle that could be circumscribed around the particle 
image. Thus particles with the same cited diameter may have significantly different masses and 
volumes. 
 
Shock-Particle Interaction 
When the laser-driven flyer-plate impacts a particle, the pressure, density, and temperature of 
the particle jump as the shock front passes through the sample. We do not have an accurate 
equation-of-state for these thermite particles, or a truly accurate way to describe a shock in 
such a nanostructured medium. However, we can illustrate the shock properties by describing 
what would happen if the particles were pure Al and unreactive, and the flyer speeds were 
either 1 km s-1 or 2 km s-1. Using the well-known Hugoniot-crossing method33 and the principal 
Hugoniot of Al,34 we find that with a 1 km s-1 flyer, the shock transit time across a 20 mm thick 
particle would be 3.5 ns, the pressure would be 8.2 GPa and the compression would be 8.5%. 
Following a calculation previously presented,35 we can also estimate the peak temperature 
during the shock. With a 1 km s-1 flyer, a particle initially at 300 K would be briefly heated to 366 
K. The corresponding values for a 2 km s-1 flyer would be 3.1 ns transit time, 17.8 GPa pressure, 
15% compression, and 493 K. These conditions are crude estimates for the temperatures of 
shocked thermite particles on short times scales that precede the onset of exothermic 
reactivity. Given that it takes only 3.1 ns for the particle to be shocked, the heating rate is close 
to 6.3 X 1010 K s-1. 
 In the actual shocked thermite particles there may be multiple shock reverberations at 
the interfaces between grain boundaries. There may be defects or voids, which the shock may 
collapse. There may be frictional heating at moving edge dislocations. There will be reflections 
from the thermite-glue-glass interface. All these factors can create nanometric regions with 
transient temperatures that exceed the bulk temperature rises, i.e. the complicated 
nanostructure and microstructure of the thermite particles can promote the creation of hot 
spots. 
 Figure 5.4d shows an image of a target after the 20 mm particle shown in Figure 5.4c 
was impacted by the 700 mm diameter flyer plate at 1 km s-1. Besides the Al crater left over 
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from the flyer plate, one can see a smaller faint image in the central region that is about the 
same size as the original thermite particle. We believe this region denotes debris from the 
shock-reacted thermite particle. 
 
5.4 Results 
ESD Ignition of 8Al∙MoO3 Monolayers 
Ignition experiments carried out for 8Al∙MoO3 powder monolayers always produced multiple 
burning particles resulting in an emission signal similar to that shown in Figure 5.5. An initial 
fast rise is followed by slower increasing emission intensity. The slow rise segment becomes 
more apparent and extends to longer times at greater spark energies. The time axis is broken 
between 30 and 90 ms, while the signal continues to decrease. The overall duration of the 
recorded emission signal, corresponding to the time of combustion varied from ca. 120 to 200 
ms and did not apparently depend on the spark energy. These times are determined from the 
emission traces, such as shown in Figure 5.5, while the signals exceeded three times the 
amplitude of fluctuations observed at the zero emission level (prior to the spark). Images in 
Figure 5.6 show a photograph of burning particle streaks observed in a typical experiment and 
partially burned particles captured on a Cu foil placed approximately 2 mm from the powder. 
 In the photograph, the brightness and contrast for the top part are additionally 
enhanced to clarify the images of few particle streaks extending beyond the brightest area of 
the image. The maximum streak length is close to 50 mm. Considering the overall emission time 
of about 150–200 ms, this suggests that the fastest burning particles move at a speed of about 
300 ms1, approaching the speed of sound in air. This could indicate that the particles are 
carried by the spark-generated shock. 
The partially burned particles captured on the Cu foil appear molten and form 
splattered imprints on the surface. The sizes of the captured particles change in a wide range, 
which appears to be similar to the original size distribution of the nanocomposite thermite (see 
Figure 5.2). A large particle with portions containing what appears to be a composite structure 
similar to the original nanocomposite material is seen on the right. Multiple smaller particles 
are seen on the left, for which almost no internal structure could be resolved. 
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A close inspection of the recorded spark current and emission traces showed that the 
onset of the emission signal is delayed compared to the spark current. These delays are clearly 
observed in Figure 5.7, showing the initial parts of the emission traces overlapped with the 
respective ESD current signals. These short delays were ignored in an earlier paper36 where the 
focus was on much longer ignition delays observed when the powder was placed in a thick layer 
and ignited after an aerosolized cloud of the ejected particles was formed. 
The emission signals were further processed to obtain ignition delays defined as the 
difference between onset times for the spark current and PMT voltage, 90% of the fast rise 
time for the PMT signal, and integrated emission intensities determined using the PMT voltage 
traces. For consistency the onset instants for the current signals were defined when their values 
were at 10% of the maximum. The 10% and 90% values of the fast rise represent 10% and 90% 
of the time difference between the onset of the emission signal and the inflection point 
between its fast and slow rise segments, respectively. The results of the processing are shown 
in Figure 5.8 as a function of the spark’s Joule energy. The Joule energy was consistently 
increased at greater spark voltages. 
The ignition delay decreases from ca. 240 to 160 ns with the increase in the spark’s 
energy. Similarly, a reduction in the 90% fast rise time was observed with the increasing energy. 
Integrated emission intensities showed an opposite trend and were observed to increase at 
greater spark energies. 
 
Shock Ignition of Individual 8Al∙MoO3 Particles 
A time-resolved emission transient for the impact velocity of 1.34 km s-1 is plotted in Figure 5.9. 
Time zero is the moment of flyer impact measured by PDV with a 5 ns uncertainty. In addition, 
the flyer plate speed as measured by PDV is shown. Below flyer speeds of ca. 0.5 km s-1, there 
were no obvious signs of thermite emission, but above 0.5 km s-1 the thermite particles 
produced intense emission bursts, so 0.5 km s-1 is taken as an impact velocity ignition threshold. 
This velocity threshold almost certainly depends on the shock duration as controlled by flyer 
thickness, and might be lower for thicker flyers. 
 Above this velocity threshold, the emission transients consist of two bursts, with the 
first burst lasting 30 ns, followed by a delay of a few hundred ns and a second burst lasting a 
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few ms. As the flyer plate impact velocity was increased, the intensity of both bursts increased. 
The first, short high amplitude burst and flyer speed are shown with and expanded time scale in 
the inset in Figure 5.9. The PDV data show the flyer at t<0 moving at constant speed through 
the vacuum. Abruptly at t=0 the flyer speed declines due to the impact. After this initial decline 
there is a 10 ns period of constant velocity when the shock is steady. Following this 10 ns shock, 
the flyer undergoes a more gradual deceleration over ca. 30 ns. Figure 5.9 shows that the rapid 
rise of the first emission burst is coincident with the flyer impact. The initial emission burst ends 
at about the time the flyer comes to rest or perhaps slightly later and has been discussed in a 
previous publication.37 Note that because the flyer is made of a solid slab of oxide passivated Al 
and contains no oxidizer, participation of the flyer metal in the redox reaction is highly unlikely. 
Thus the entire measured emission signal exceeding the background level observed with inert 
targets is attributed to the reaction of the thermite particle. 
 Figure 5.10 shows the emission intensities for three different impact velocities. As the 
flyer speeds increase, the onset of the second burst moves to shorter time and the rise of the 
second burst becomes faster. We did a number of experiments where flyers impacted only 
glass, or only glass and acrylic cement. Although there was a detectable amount of emission 
from these other materials, the emission intensities from impacted thermite particles vastly 
exceeded that of glass or acrylic cement. The signal from the cement and glass was 
undetectable during the time the first short burst was observed for the thermite particle. The 
signal rose and showed a detectable baseline during the time the second burst was observed. 
The amplitude of the baseline was about 15 times smaller than the signal produced by an 
ignited thermite particle. 
 In Figure 5.11 we show the flyer-speed dependence of three properties of the second 
emission bursts, the time delays between impact and the second bursts (Figure 5.11a), the rise 
times (10–90%) of the second bursts (Figure 5.11b), and the integrated areas of the second 
bursts (Figure 5.11c). The time delay is the time when the second emission burst reaches 10% 
of its maximum. The rise time is the 10–90% rise of the second emission burst. 
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 The ignition delay stays in a narrow range of ca. 150– 200 ns for all except the lowest 
impact energy, for which the delay is much longer. The rise time is consistently decreasing and 
the integrated signal increasing with the impact energy. 
 
5.5 Discussion 
Heating Times and Burn Rates 
Both initiation techniques considered herein result in very fast heating of the nanocomposite 
thermite particles. A simple estimate discussed above for the shock initiation indicates the 
heating rate on the order of 1010–1011 K s-1. Although the temperature achieved as a result of 
shock compression is relatively low, as mentioned above, localized hot spots with substantially 
greater temperature are likely to be formed; for those even greater heating rates are expected. 
For the spark ignition experiment, the heating rate can be roughly estimated assuming that the 
emission signal becomes noticeable at 486 nm when at least portions of the material are 
heated to ca. 1000 K. Because this occurs after the delays varied around 150–250 ns (see Figure 
5.8), the heating rates are estimated to be 0.5–1 X 1010 K s-1. For spark ignition, the heating 
occurs locally because most of the heat release occurs at the points of maximum resistance, i.e., 
at the contact between the conductive substrate and the particle. For the composite material, it 
is also possible that the Joule energy is partially released at heterogeneities and material 
boundaries within the particle. The time required for the temperature to equilibrate within a 
10-mm aluminum particle is estimated to be approximately 1 ms, which is much longer than 
any of the ignition delays reported herein. An even longer thermal equilibration time is 
anticipated for the composite particle. Thus, if local hot spots are formed in the impact or spark 
initiated particles, it is likely that the ignition is also localized and combustion begins around 
those hot spots. 
 A very rapid initiation with the characteristic ignition (and thus local heating) times 
shorter than the time required for the temperature equilibration within the particle appears to 
be the principle difference between the present experiments and laser ignition measurements 
reported for the same material recently.24 When the particle was heated while passing through 
a CO2 laser beam, its heating time was close to 50–70 ms and the heating rates were on the 
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order 106–107 K s-1. Thus, the particle temperature was uniform before its ignition and, likely, 
during its combustion. Remarkably, the burn times reported in Ref. 27 are of the order of 
several ms, much longer than the present data: few ms for the shock ignition and 120–200 ms 
for the spark ignition. Note that in spark ignition experiments multiple particles are ignited and 
the measured emission time characterizes combustion of the largest particles ignited after the 
longest delays. In other words, the actual particle combustion times in the spark ignition 
experiments were likely noticeably shorter than the entire duration of the measured emission 
signal. 
The difference in burn times observed here and in laser ignition experiments is likely 
associated with the mode of combustion. When laser ignited particles are heated above the 
melting point of aluminum, it is likely that the nanostructure present in the starting material 
disappears and the particle burns as a molten drop of aluminum attached to a solid or molten 
particle of MoO3. A relevant rapid loss of nanostructure upon heating of agglomerated 
nanoparticles of aluminum was documented previously.38 It was reported to begin above 1300 
K for oxide-passivated Al nanoparticles. The characteristic nanostructure loss times and 
temperatures may be different for the fully-dense nanocomposite particles addressed here. It is 
suggested that the characteristic ignition times in the present experiments are so short that the 
nanostructure of the starting material may be preserved. In this case, the reaction will be driven 
by heterogeneous diffusion of components occurring over a very large surface area existing in 
the nanocomposite material. The rapid rise in temperature causes this reaction to accelerate 
dramatically before a finite product layer between Al and MoO3 is grown, which could lead to 
the very short reaction times observed. Note also that in the shock ignition experiment, the 
flyer plate remains in contact with the particle, which could quench the reaction before its 
completion. Additional work is necessary to fully understand the present combustion 
mechanisms. 
 
Ignition Delays and Emission Rise Times 
In shock ignition, the observed ignition delay corresponds roughly to the timing of transverse 
decompression waves from the flyer plate.35 These generate shear forces, which might initiate a 
reaction in 8Al∙MoO3 nanocomposite material. It is intriguing that the ignition delays observed 
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in both shock and spark ignition experiments (see Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.11) are close to each 
other. Thus, these delays may represent an intrinsic time necessary for the heterogeneous 
reaction to accelerate in this material. This time must be a function of the chemical composition 
and structure. Experiments with different materials would be useful in clarifying the processes 
governing the observed ignition delays in both experiments. 
Similarly, it is interesting to compare the rise times for the optical signals observed in 
both experiments. Because the spark cathode and anode spots are reported to be in the range 
of several mm,39,40 it is likely that the spark directly heats one particle initially; after that 
particle ignites, the heating propagates to the rest of the sample. The rapid emission ramp is 
likely to be indicative of the ignition of the particle directly heated by the spark; the slower 
rising part of the emission signal characterizes the reaction propagation to the rest of the 
sample (see Figure 5.5). The rise times presented in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.11 are close to each 
other; however, they are somewhat shorter for the spark ignition tests. If these times represent 
ignition of an individual particle, the shorter times for the spark ignition tests can be readily 
interpreted recalling that the electrostatic discharge remains active during this time, while the 
shock loading of the particle has been completed. In addition, as noted above, the shock ignited 
particles remain in contact with the flyer plate, resulting in additional heat losses, although 
such losses are relatively small for the short times considered. 
 
Ignition Temperatures 
An ignition delay reported in Figure 5.8 can be used to estimate the initial particle temperature 
for the spark ignition tests. This estimate must assume the homogeneous particle heating; thus 
the temperatures achieved in the hot spots are expected to be higher. The temperature was 
estimated considering an adiabatic Joule heating of a particle with diameter equal to the mean 
volumetric particle size of 21.8 mm during the 150–240 ns ignition delay. The real-time 
recorded spark current signal was used, and the powder impedance was assumed to remain 
constant. The results of this estimate are shown in Figure 5.12. Estimated temperatures 
compare well with the range of 800–900 K, for which ignition of the same 8Al∙MoO3 powder is 
observed when it is coated on an electrically heated wire.17,18 Based on this estimate, it is 
reasonable to expect that such heterogeneous reactions as considered in the multi-step ignition 
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model for a similar nanocomposite thermite19 are also active in the present experiments. 
However, because of the lack of pre-ignition reactions, Al and MoO3 remain in nearly intimate 
contact, and the rate of these reactions can be substantially increased. 
 
5.6 Concluding Remarks 
Nanocomposite 8Al∙MoO3 thermite particles with mm-sized dimensions were ignited using both 
shock compression and spark ignition techniques with very high heating rates on the order of 
109 –1011 K s-1. These ignition methods result in a very fast combustion with characteristic burn 
times reduced by 1–3 orders of magnitude compared to the burn times measured previously 
for the same material ignited in the CO2 laser beam,24 where it was heated at a much lower 
rate of about 106 –107 K s-1. It is proposed that the greater burn rates achieved after a very 
rapid ignition are associated with the preserved nanostructure and respectively very high 
heterogeneous reaction rate achieved at the high combustion temperatures. Ignition delays 
observed in both shock and spark ignition experiments are close to each other and vary in the 
range of 120–200 ns. The times of characteristic rapid increase in the optical emission of the 
ignited particles are also close to each other for the two experiments; however, these times are 
somewhat shorter (less than one ms) for the spark ignition tests compared to few ms observed 
for the shock initiated particles. The spark-ignited nanocomposite thermite particles are 
observed to be ejected from the substrate at the speeds approaching the speed of sound in 
surrounding air. The mechanisms of processes responsible for the measured ignition delays, 
emission rise times, combustion duration, and particle ejection by the spark will be investigated 
in future experiments, in which the range of materials tested will be expanded. 
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5.7 Figures and Captions 
 
 
Figure 5.1. SEM images showing the particle shapes and surface morphology for the prepared 
8Al ∙MoO3 nanocomposite powder. 
 
 
Figure 5.2. Particle size distribution for the prepared 8Al ∙MoO3 nanocomposite powder. 
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Figure 5.3. Schematic of the experimental set-up for ESD ignition. 
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Figure 5.4. (a) Schematic of the laser-driven flyer plate system. (b) Image of a thermite target, 
consisting of many individual particles scattered on an optical window. A thin 0.75 mm layer of 
cement was used to fix the particles. (c) Microscope image of a 20 mm 8Al ∙MoO3 thermite 
particle through a 50 mm aperture. (d) Reacted thermite in the center of a crater created by 
impact with a 700 mm diameter Al flyer plate. 
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Figure 5.5. An ESD spark current trace and a PMT voltage corresponding to the emission of the 
burning sample recorded in an ignition test with a monolayer of nanocomposite 8Al ∙MoO3 
powder. The spark voltage is 8 kV. 
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Figure 5.6. (a) A photograph of the burning particle streaks recorded in an ESD ignition test with 
the spark voltage of 8 kV. (b) An SEM image taken with backscattered electrons showing 
partially burned particles captured on a Cu foil placed 2 mm away from the spark-ignited 
powder. 
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Figure 5.7. Optical emission and spark current traces showing onset differences for 8Al ∙MoO3 
powder monolayer ignited at different ESD energies. 
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Figure 5.8.  Ignition delay, 90% fast rise time and integrated emission as a function of Joule 
energy for 8Al ∙MoO3 powder monolayer ignited by spark. 
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Figure 5.9. Characteristic shock induced emission trace and flyer speed as a function of time for 
a 10–20 µm 8Al ∙MoO3 particle. The impact velocity is 1.34 km s-1. 
 
 
Figure 5.10. Emission traces for 8Al ∙MoO3 particles ignited by impacts at different speeds. 
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Figure 5.11. Properties of the second emission burst as a function of flyer impact speed. (a) 
Delay is the time between impact at t=0 and the 10% point of the second burst rise. (b) Rise 
time is the time for 10–90% rise of the emission burst. (c) Integral is proportional to the time-
integrated emission burst intensity. 
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Figure 5.12. Estimated temperature to which the volumetric mean particle size is heated by the 
spark current during the delay time for 8Al ∙MoO3 powder monolayer. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
 
SHOCK INITIATION OF MULTI‐LAYER NANO‐THERMITES§ 
 
6.1 Overview 
In this study, we investigated the fundamental mechanisms of impact initiation of a reactive 
material (RM) that was a thermite1 consisting of alternating nanometer-thick stacks2 of planar 
stoichiometric Zr and CuO layers.3  The alternating stacks (see Fig. 6.1a) that produced this 
reactive nanolaminate (RNL) were produced by dual-beam magnetron sputtering.3  This 
synthesis method produces sharp, flat interfaces, as characterized by transmission electron 
microscopy 3.  
The reactivity this material, initiated by gradual heating, has been studied recently by x-
ray diffraction and differential thermal analysis.3,4   In the present study, the RNL was initiated 
by short-duration (nanosecond) quasi one-dimensional (planar) shocks created by impacts with 
laser-driven flyer plates5,6 having velocities in the 0.45 to 1.76 km s-1 range.  The initiation and 
ignition processes were probed using an apparatus that detects the time-resolved emission 
with high dynamic range in time and amplitude.   
Some rough estimates of the temperatures and pressures produced by impacts in this 
velocity range can be made for Zr as follows.  Based on the Zr Hugoniot7, the impact of Al flyers 
at 0.45 and 1.76 km s-1 would generate pressures of 5 GPa and 20 GPa.  Using methods outlined 
in ref.8 and a Zr Grüneisen parameter 0 = 0.95,8 we computed (unreacted) temperature jumps 
at peak compression of 15K and 120K.  The temperature jumps are small because both Zr and 
CuO have low compressibility.  The thermite reaction may be expressed as, 
 
                                                        Zr + 2CuO  2Cu + ZrO2 + (20.01 kJ cm-3).   (6.1) 
 
 This is a highly exoergic reaction.  For comparison, the heat of detonation of TNT is 7.6 
kJ cm-3.9  The closely-related reaction 2Al + 3CuO, with an exothermicity of 20.8 kJ cm-3,10 has 
                                                            
§ This chapter consists of unpublished work. I credit figure 6.1 to Dana Dlott. 
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been studied in greater detail, and the flame temperature is known to be  ~2700K.11  We do not 
know the flame temperature for the Zr reaction, but the theoretical adiabatic flame 
temperature is 2843K.10   
RNL thermites are one example of a class of RM called “multifunctional reactive 
materials”.12  A practical example of such multifunctionality, shown here to motivate the study 
of RNL impact initiation by short-duration shocks, is depicted in Figs. 6.1b,c.  Those figures 
illustrate an explosive encased in a casing.  The usual iron case (Fig. 6.1b) is “deadweight”, in 
that it does not contribute to the energetic release, although it does create hazardous shrapnel.  
If the same bomb were encased in RM (Fig. 6.1c), when the charge exploded, the impact of 
fragments with a target could cause secondary explosions at the target.  In this way, destructive 
energy would be more efficiently transferred to targets at large distances, allowing the use of 
smaller explosive charges. 
When a small fragment impacts a hard target surface, the fragment experiences a short-
duration shock.  The duration is approximately the shock transit time across the fragment.  For 
typical shock speeds on the order of several m ns-1, a small (i.e. submillimeter) fragment 
would be shocked for a time interval of nanoseconds.  In our experiments, the flyer plates are 
composed of Al foils 50 m thick, that generate shocks whose durations sh are about 10 ns.6   
The mechanisms of shock initiation of RM are not understood in detail.  In fact most 
prior studies have focused on gradual thermal initiation.13  As scheme 1 above illustrates, the 
thermite reaction may be viewed as an O-atom transfer process.  In the combustion of 
conventional thermites made from particles that are m or larger, reaction rates are mass-
transfer limited, being determined by the transport of O-atoms from the oxide to the metal.  As 
described previously, in a RNL, the reaction proceeds by transport of O-atoms across a barrier 
oxide interfacial layer consisting of ZrO2 and O-depleted CuO a few atomic layers thick.3,4 This 
barrier oxide layer grows in thickness as the reaction progresses.  To bring the RNL reaction to 
completion in the assembly used here, where Zr layers 129 nm thick were sandwiched between 
two 233 nm CuO layers, O-atoms must be transported distances approximately one-half the Zr 
layer thickness, or ~65 nm.  The RNL reaction initiated by gradual heating in a calorimeter (at 
~0.1 K s-1) gives rise to a strongly exothermic reaction at ~350 °C, far below the melting points 
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of Zr (1855°C) or CuO (1326°C).3  The low onset temperature for reaction is believed to result 
from the high O-atom diffusivity in the barrier oxide, and it has been explained using the 
temperature-dependent self-diffusion coefficient of O-atoms in ZrO2.3,4 
A nanothermite reaction initiated by a nanosecond-duration impact process would be 
expected to occur on multiple time scales.  In fact, in previous studies of impact-initiation of Al 
+ MoO3 nanothermites,14 two time scales were observed.  The first step was nanosecond time 
scale initiation, and the second was microsecond time scale ignition.  There may be even slower 
steps, for instance when the RM is initiated in the presence of atmospheric oxygen (which was 
not done here). 
The possibility of RM chemistries occurring over a vast range of time scales motivated us 
to develop an emission detection system with a long record length.  The system used here 
sampled emission transients on time scales ranging from 1 nanosecond to milliseconds or 
longer, allowing us to monitor all stages of the impact-initiated nanothermite reaction.  
In the rest of this paper, we describe the experimental apparatus for impact-initiated 
emission measurements.  We show that km s-1 impacts of flyer plates with the RNL produces 
the ZrO2 product expected from reaction scheme (1), and therefore most of the emission we 
observe occurs as the result of Zr + CuO chemistry.  We show that impact initiation of RNL 
occurs in three temporally-distinct stages.  Finally, we use the results of velocity-dependent 
flyer impact emission experiments to deduce the initial steps of the initiation process and to 
determine the time scales for nanothermite energy release. 
 
6.2 Experimental 
Preparation of the RNL samples used here has been discussed in detail previously.3  The 
reactive nanolaminates were deposited at North Carolina State University (NCSU) by dual-beam 
magnetron sputtering onto 1/16” thick glass substrates obtained from Delta Technologies 
(Corning alkaline earth boroaluminosilicate glass) through a mask that created 19 discrete 
circular patches, each 5 mm in diameter (see Fig. 6.2).3  The mask was used to create discrete 
patches, because a single flyer plate impact causes an entire contiguous region to react.  Each 
RNL sample consisted of three pairs of alternating CuO and Zr layers, whose thicknesses were 
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233 nm and 129 nm, respectively, for a total thickness of 1086 nm.  We also prepared and 
studied nominally nonreacting reference samples of pure Zr or pure CuO that were 700 nm 
thick. 
 The flyer plate launcher and emission detection system5,6,15 at the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) depicted in Fig. 6.2 was described in chapter 2.  The flyers in these 
tests consisted of Al foils 700 m in diameter and 50 m thick.  They were launched using 
stretched, 20 ns duration pulses.6  The 1/16” nanothermite substrate was supported by a 3/16” 
BK7 glass window (McMaster) that was part of a vacuum (<10-3 bar) housing with optical access.  
The RNL samples were impacted in vacuum.  The flyer plate velocity histories were monitored 
using the photon Doppler velocimeter (PDV) described in chapters 2 and 3.5,6,16-20  The flyer 
speeds were controlled by varying the launch laser pulse energy.  Since the nanolaminates were 
opaque to the PDV laser beam, for each laser pulse energy used, we translated the sample to a 
transparent region and fired test flyer plates to establish the flyer velocities.  Even though we 
did not directly measure the impact velocities with the RNL samples, previous tests have shown 
this test flyer procedure should yield accurate impact velocities, since we have shown that flyer 
velocities have been reproducible from launch to launch to within ±1%.5   
 The PDV beam was directed into the sample, and the reflection sent back into the PDV 
using a dichroic probe assembly (Fig. 6.2).  The dichroic probe directed the visible (400 to 900 
nm) emission from the sample along a different path, into the detection system.  A video 
microscope was used to align the sample and flyer plate.  Since the shock generated by the flyer 
plate was nonuniform around the flyer edges, the emission detection system was arranged to 
image only a small region near the center of the impact.  This was done by making an image of 
the emitting RNL and masking the image with a 1.8 mm diameter aperture, as depicted in Fig. 
6.2.  Since the image was made using a 15X magnification system consisting of a 10X 
microscope objective (Nikon) with a focal length of 20 mm, and a 300 mm focal length 
achromatic lens (Edmund Optics), the region being monitored was 120 m in diameter, at the 
center of the impact region. With this masking procedure, the emission transients were not 
sensitive to reaction propagation in the radial direction within the 5 mm diameter sample 
regions. To measure the emission transients, a drop-in mirror was removed so the emission 
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would bypass the video camera and be directed into a fast (rise time 0.57 ns) photomultiplier 
(PMT) tube module (Hamamatsu H10720-20), having an S-20 radiant sensitivity extending from 
the near-UV to 850 nm.  Since the glass optics blocked near-UV <370 nm, the PMT detected 
wavelength-integrated emission in the 370-850 nm range.  The signals from the PMT were 
digitized using a 1.5 GHz, 5GS/s 10-bit oscilloscope digitizer (model NI PXIe-5162, National 
Instruments) with 2 GB of onboard memory.  Each transient record was processed using a 
log(time) algorithm.  This algorithm divided each decade in time (e.g. the “10 to 100 ns decade” 
10-8 to 10-7 s) into 20 data points, and made each data point the linear average of the transient 
record within that time interval.  The result of this procedure was that in the later decades, a 
huge number of data points were acquired and averaged.  For example, in the 10-100 s 
decade, each of the 20 displayed points was the linear average of 22,500 data points.  Binning 
the data together in log(time) greatly improved the longer-time signal-to-noise ratios.   
 We synchronized the detection of the flyer impact at the RNL with the rise of the 
impact-induced emission.5  The flyer impact on the RNL appears to the PDV as a sudden jump in 
velocity of the opaque RNL sample, albeit with a subnanosecond time lag due to the shock 
transit across the ~1 m thick RNL.  The PDV and PMT each have finite signal delays between 
the arrival of the optical signals and the electronic detection, due to optical and electron 
transport through fiber optics, electron multipliers, coaxial cables, etc.  We previously 
developed a method5 to measure the delay difference by simultaneous detection with the PDV 
and PMT, of the explosion of a thin metal mirror at the sample position caused by a laser pulse.  
Based on this experimentally-measured delay, we could produce plots such as Fig. 6.3, which 
compares the RNL surface velocity profile with the short-time emission rise on a common time 
scale.  We estimate the accuracy of the common time scale as 2 ns.  
 Figure 6.3 shows that when a 1.76 km s-1 flyer plate impacted the RNL at t = 0, the RNL 
velocity jumped within 1-2 ns to 1.25 (±0.02) km s-1.  This velocity remained constant for a 
period of 8 ns, which was the duration sh of the steadily-driven shock6 in the RNL.  After that 
time, the nanolaminate decelerated back to zero velocity over a time interval of ~50 ns.  The 
RNL velocity profile in Fig. 6.3 also shows a gradual rise for ~2 ns prior to impact at t = 0.  We 
believe this gradual rise prior to impact resulted from the RNL being not totally opaque to the 
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1.55 m light from the PDV.  The PDV weakly senses the flyer plate as the flyer-RNL separation 
became a few wavelengths of light.  Figure 6.3 also shows a weak impact emission during the 8 
ns shock.  Right at the end of the shock, when the RNL velocity began to decline, the emission 
increases abruptly.  The large emission rise occurs at the time the RNL transitioned from being 
shock-compressed to being under tension and shear. 
 
6.3 Results 
Evidence for Shock Induced Chemistry 
Raman spectra of the RNL after impacts with Al flyer plates at 1.22 km s-1 were obtained using a 
microRaman system at UIUC with a laser spot size of 30 m.  An example of these 
measurements is shown in Fig. 6.4, which compares the post-mortem Zr∙CuO  RNL to literature 
Raman spectra21 of ZrO2 and CuO.  Figure 6.4 shows that the post-mortem spectrum has 
prominent ZrO2 transitions at 175 cm-1, 186 cm-1 and 475 cm-1.  The post-mortem spectrum 
shows little or possibly no CuO, based on the CuO transitions at 297 cm-1 and 345 cm-1.  Most of 
the Raman intensity in the post-mortem spectrum at 297 cm-1 and 345 cm-1 can be explained as 
resulting from overlapping ZrO2 transitions in the same spectral region. These Raman 
measurements show that a flyer plate impact converted Zr to ZrO2 and depleted the CuO, 
although the precise extent of the thermite reaction cannot be determined.  
 
Shock Induced Emission 
Figure 6.5 shows log(time) plots of the shock-induced emission intensity transients from the 
RNL samples, with flyer impact velocities from 0.45 to 1.76 km s-1.  Emission intensities were 
minimal until the flyers reached a velocity threshold of 0.75 km s-1.  At this velocity and above, 
emission transients with three distinct emission bursts were observed.  The first two bursts 
were always less intense than the third, but the first two became relatively more intense with 
increasing flyer velocity.  With increasing flyer velocity, the third burst moved to shorter time 
and grew in intensity.   
 Besides measuring the intensities of the three bursts, we computed the time-integrated 
intensities, which are proportional to the number of emitted photons.  Because of the log(time) 
plotting method, the longer-time bursts are much larger than they may seem.  Figure 6.6 shows 
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two examples, the 0.75 km s-1 threshold transient and the above-threshold 1.76 km s-1 transient, 
along with the computed (normalized) intensity integrals.   
 Near threshold, at 0.75 km s-1, the first two bursts are 0.01% of the total time-integrated 
emission, while the third burst is 99.99%.  The first burst starts at ~10 ns, right after the shock 
ends, and it persists until 30 ns.  The second burst, that peaks at 60 ns, begins immediately 
following the end of the first burst.  The third burst starts at 1 s, peaks at 7 s, and ends at 100 
s.   
 Far above threshold, the first two bursts are 3% of the total time-integrated emission, 
while the third burst is 97%.  The first burst again starts at ~10 ns, right after the shock ends, 
but it lasts much longer at these higher flyer velocities, with a total duration of ~200 ns.  The 
second burst, that peaks at 300 ns, again begins immediately after the end of the first burst.  
The third burst starts at ~0.5 s, peaks at 2 s, and ends at 30 s.   
 Figure 6.7 compares the thermite emission at threshold to the emission from the 
nominally nonreactive Zr and CuO samples.  Because the samples had different optical 
properties and slightly different thicknesses, and the optical alignments were slightly different 
for each experiment, the intensity comparisons between the three different samples were not 
quantitative, but were reasonably comparable.  Figure 6.7 shows the time-integrated emission 
from the RNL was clearly much greater than from CuO or Zr alone.  The RNL emission was ~150 
times greater than from CuO and ~12 times greater than from Zr alone.  These measurements 
establish that the vast majority of emission observed from the shocked RNL samples at 
initiation threshold originates from the thermite reaction.   
 Figure 6.6 showed that the third emission burst, that accounted for the vast majority of 
the total emission, moved to shorter time and became more intense when the flyer velocities 
were increased.  Figure 6.8 shows that the total integrated emission in the third burst changed 
little with flyer velocity above threshold.  Figure 6.8 also shows, like Fig. 6.7, that emission from 
the unreactive CuO and Zr samples was much smaller than from the thermite.   
 Figure 6.7 shows that near threshold, the first emission burst was observed only from 
CuO.  The second emission burst was observed from RNL, Zr and CuO, albeit with quite different 
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onset times and intensities.  The third emission burst was observed from RNL and from Zr, but 
the Zr burst was much weaker. 
 
6.4 Discussion 
Shock Induced Chemistry 
The Raman results in Fig. 6.4, for the post-mortem shocked RNL sample, indicate the presence 
of ZrO2 and little or no CuO, so these results definitively establish that the flyer plate caused the 
thermite reaction of scheme (1).  Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show that the emission from the RNL 
samples was vastly greater than from Zr or CuO alone.  These results establish that the third 
emission burst, which accounts for most of the emission from the impacted RNL, originates 
from an impact-initiated thermite reaction.  Figure 6.8 shows that initiating the RNL samples 
more violently, with faster and faster flyer plates, hardly affects the total amount of light 
emitted.  As shown in Fig. 6.6, with the slower flyer plate the third emission burst results from a 
longer-duration, lower-intensity burn and with the faster flyer plate, the third burst results 
from a shorter-duration, higher-intensity burn.  But the total emission was about the same.  
These results strongly suggest that the impact-initiated thermite reaction goes nearly to 
completion.  The third emission burst is the signature of a highly-exothermic thermite reaction 
that is known to occur in the 2000K-3000K temperature range.11 
 A question that we cannot answer yet is whether the impact-initiated thermite reaction 
is similar to, or quite different from the steady combustion of the same material.  We note that 
the thermite reaction observed here occurs long after the shock has unloaded, so it occurs in a 
material that is at ambient pressure and only marginally hotter than ambient temperature.  For 
this reason, the reaction we observe is probably not dissimilar to what has been seen when 
thermites were initiated by 300 ns duration spark discharge.14  But the reaction we see is 
significantly different than what has been observed in calorimeters with slow heating, 
presumably because the thermites are heated so gradually that they never really ignite. 
 Examining the time dependence of the third emission burst provides information about 
thermite kinetics in the limit of very fast initiation, in the RNL geometry that minimizes the 
distance scale for O-atom transport from metal oxide to metal. 
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 Examination of the third emission bursts in Fig. 6.5 shows that the third burst moves to 
shorter time when the flyer velocity is increased above the 0.75 km s-1 threshold, but that 
above 1.27 km s-1 the third emission burst does not get any faster.  Thus at this impact speed 
and above, the thermite reaction in the RNL geometry appears to have reached its maximum 
possible rate.   
 Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show that the impact-initiated thermite reaction never happens 
faster than 0.5 s.  At its maximum rate, the reaction is over, and presumably nearly complete, 
at 20 s. 
 
 
Mechanism of Impact-Induced Chemistry 
With the present data, we cannot fully assess whether the “O-atom self-diffusion through a 
ZrO2 barrier oxide” model,3 that has successfully explained the exothermic chemistry of the 
Zr∙CuO  RNL with slow heating,3,4 is a reasonable description of the impact-initiated thermite 
reactions we observe.  That would require, at the very least, additional studies of shock 
initiation of RNL samples as a function of layer thickness.   
 We can estimate the O-atom self-diffusion coefficient D needed to be consistent with 
our results as follows.  At the higher flyer velocities, such as the 1.76 km s-1 impact results 
shown in Fig. 6.6b, the thermite reaction appears to be near completion at t  20 s.   If we 
assume that is the time for O-atoms to diffuse through a barrier oxide layer of thickness d, that 
is one-half the thickness of the Zr layer, then the time needed for O-atoms to diffuse that 
distance is given by, 
                                                                       
22dt
D
 .      (6.2) 
 Equation (6.2)  follows from the well-known result for one-dimensional diffusion in a 
half-space, 
1 2
2
d Dt  22.  When d = 65 nm, based on a 20 s time for completion, D = 4.2 x 
10-6 cm2 s-1.  A comprehensive bibliography of diffusion in oxides23 gives several expressions for 
O-atom diffusion in ZrO2, depending on the temperature range and experimental method used.  
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We will use the highest temperature data available, which covers the range of 1100-2050°C.  In 
this range, D was given by,23 
                                                                          0 exp( / )D D Q RT           (6.3) 
where D0 = 185 cm2 s-1 and Q = 57.6 kcal mol-1.  Equation (2) shows that D = 4.2 x 10-6 cm2 s-1 
occurs at T = 1650K.  1650K seems a bit low for the thermite reaction, on the basis of the 
measured temperatures for Al∙CuO11 and computed temperatures for Zr∙CuO  in the 2800K 
range10, but it is not unreasonable or impossible.  Thus we can conclude that our results are not 
inconsistent with a diffusion-controlled thermite reaction. 
 
Mechanism of Impact Initiation 
The first emission burst, which was present during and shortly after the shock, is the signature 
of the nanosecond time scale impact initiation process.  Figure 6.7 shows that at threshold, this 
first emission burst originates from CuO alone, and it is weak or absent from Zr.  The 
nanosecond emission is in the visible region, which suggests it originates from emitters with a 
high color temperature, whose temperatures are thousands of Kelvin.  But at threshold, the 
intensity of the first burst is ~15 times smaller than the third burst (Fig. 6.6a).  This behavior, a 
high temperature but a small total amount of emitted light is consistent with hot emitters 
whose surface areas are 15% or less of the total RNL mass.   
To explain the shock initiation process at threshold, we propose that the initial step 
involves the creation of “hot spots” in the brittle ceramic CuO material. Hot spots are small 
regions where the shock energy is concentrated by mechanical processes.24,25  For brittle 
materials such as CuO, the tensile strength is far lower than the compressive strength, so when 
CuO comes under tension it will crack and fragment, and a possible mechanism for hot spot 
creation in this unreactive brittle dielectric material is frictional heating at moving edge 
dislocations.26-28  We note that this is not a radical proposal.  The involvement of hot spots in 
many kinds of shock initiation processes is well established due to a massive body of work,24,25 
even though the evidence for hot spots is largely indirect, as it is here.   
In the hot-spot initiation picture, based on Fig. 6.6a we can say the hot spots reached 
their maximum temperature toward the end of the shock.  They then cooled down over the 
next 200 ns.  At that time the second emission burst began, followed by the third burst.  We do 
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not have enough information to explain the detailed nature of the second burst, although we 
can speculate that it involved exothermic chemistries of the reactants that were prepositioned 
to react, i.e. reactants very near the interfacial regions.  Those reactions would, in turn, lead to 
widespread self-sustaining combustion of the thermite material. 
 
6.5 Concluding Remarks 
We have performed km s-1 impact experiments on a RNL, where the impacts produced 8 ns 
duration shocks.  We detected the emission from the RNL, and from its individual unreactive 
components Zr and CuO using an emission detection apparatus with a high dynamic range in 
time and in amplitude. The emission measurements showed that the Zr∙CuO  RNL emission 
turned on suddenly at 0.75 km s-1.   The emission arrived in three distinct bursts, with the third 
burst containing >97% of the total emission.  The third burst was absent or minimal with the 
nominally unreactive Zr or CuO samples, so the third burst was associated with a thermite 
reaction.  Post mortem Raman analysis of impacted RNL confirmed this association, since it 
showed the presence of ZrO2 and reduced quantities or absence of CuO.  Impacting the RNL 
with progressively faster flyer plates did not change the total amount of emission (Fig. 6.8), so it 
appears the thermite reaction was driven to completion with flyers at and above 0.75 km s-1.  
We should note that the velocity threshold might be different for different duration shocks.  
Often such thresholds decrease slightly as the shock duration increases.   
 The thermite reaction at threshold began at 1 s and ended at 100 s.  Increasing the 
flyer speed increased the rate, but above 1.27 km s-1 the rate stopped increasing.  At this 
maximum rate, the reaction started at 0.5 s and ended at 30 s.  These times were compared 
to reaction rates computed based on a model for O-atom diffusion from CuO to Zr through a 
barrier oxide of ZrO2.  A temperature of 1750K was needed to explain the diffusion coefficient 
needed to agree with our results.  That temperature seems low but not unreasonable.  
 The first emission burst is associated with the impact initiation process.  The first burst 
was seen with CuO but not with Zr.  It has a high color temperature but a low total intensity.  
This combination would occur if the impact initiation process occurred via localized hot spots 
were generated a small fraction of the impacted CuO material.  The origin of the second 
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emission burst has not been confirmed, but it is possibly associated with thermite chemistries 
of interfacial regions where the reactants are prepositioned for rapid reaction. 
 Thus, the picture of shock initiation of nanothermites that emerges from this work is 
that the initiation process occurs via shock-induced hot spots created in the brittle oxide 
material.  The hot spots are present in the 10-300 ns time interval.  The hot spots ignite a 
thermite reaction which cannot occur faster than 0.5 s. This picture suggests that the shock 
sensitivity of nanothermites might be controlled by varying the mechanics properties of the 
oxide component, such as its brittleness and melting point.  
 
6.6 Figures and Captions 
 
 
Figure 6.1.  (a)  Schematic of the reactive nanolaminate (RNL) sample.  The Zr layers were 129 
nm thick and the CuO layers 233 nm thick.  (b) Depiction of an explosive charge with a 
deadweight iron casing.  (c)  Depiction of an explosive charge with a reactive nanomaterial 
casing.  When a casing fragment impacts a target, a short-duration shock is generated in the 
fragment, causing a secondary explosion at the target. 
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Figure 6.2.  Schematic of the experimental apparatus.  A laser launched an Al flyer 700 µm in 
diameter and 50 µm thick at the reactive nanolaminate (RNL) sample in vacuum.  The dichroic 
probe separated the 1550 nm light from the photon Doppler velocimeter (PDV) from the 400-
850 nm visible emission from the shocked sample.  A 15X image of the sample was made and 
apertured so only a 120 µm diameter region at the center of the flyer plate was observed by 
the fast photomultiplier tube (PMT).  A drop-in mirror could direct the sample image to a video 
camera for alignment.  The sample consisted of discrete circular RNL patches, each 5 mm in 
diameter.   
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Figure 6.3.  Simultaneous observation of RNL velocity history and RNL impact-induced emission, 
using the photon Doppler velocimeter (PDV) and photomultiplier tube (PMT).  The RNL was 
impacted by a 1.76 km s-1 flyer.  At t = 0, the RNL began to move at a constant speed of 1.25 km 
s-1.  The constant speed persisted for 8 ns before the shock started to unload and the RNL 
began to decelerate.  The fast emission rise began at the end of the 8 ns shock. 
 
 
Figure 6.4.  (a)  Post-mortem Raman spectra of the Zr∙CuO  RNL sample after impact with a 1.22 
km s-1 flyer plate.  (b)  Reference Raman spectrum of ZrO2 21.  (c)  Reference Raman spectrum 
of CuO.21  The RNL post-mortem Raman spectrum indicates the presence of ZrO2 and the near 
absence or absence of CuO, demonstrating that a thermite reaction was initiated by the flyer 
plate. 
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Figure 6.5.  Emission signals from RNL impacted by flyer plates at the indicated velocities.  Note 
the log(time) axis.  Above a 0.75 km s-1 threshold, three emission bursts were observed.  The 1st 
burst appeared at ~10 ns, immediately after the shock.  The 2nd burst appeared immediately 
after the first.  The 3rd and most intense burst, attributed to a thermite reaction, appeared in 
the time interval between 0.5 µs and 30 µs. 
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Figure 6.6.  Expanded view of the emission transients from RNL impacted at (a) the 0.75 km s-1 
threshold and (b) 1.76 km s-1, showing the time-integrated intensities.  The third emission burst 
accounted for >97% of the total emission. 
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Figure 6.7.  Emission transients and time-integrated intensities for flyer plate impacts at the 
0.75 km s-1 threshold, for Zr∙CuO  RNL, and for similar thicknesses of Zr or CuO.  The 1st 
emission burst associated with shock initiation originates from CuO.  The 3rd emission burst is 
much more intense in the RNL than in Zr or CuO, and is associated with ignition of an impact-
initiated thermite reaction.  
 
 
Figure 6.8.  Total time-integrated emission intensities at the indicated flyer velocities.  A sharp 
threshold is observed at 0.75 km s-1 for the Zr∙CuO  RNL.  The integrated emission intensity does 
not increase significantly above threshold.  The RNL emission greatly exceeds the CuO or Zr 
emission. 
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CHAPTER 7: 
 
MECHANOCHEMISTRY FOR SHOCK WAVE ENERGY DISSIPATION** 
 
7.1 Overview 
Explosives and bullets are dangerous weapons on a battlefield.  Even when protective armor 
stops the bullet or shrapnel, the shock wave passing through the armor may still cause injuries.1 
These types of injuries are problematic since they are not necessarily localized at the point of 
impact, and because chronic effects may result, such as traumatic brain injury.2,3 The 
mechanism for shock wave injuries is still debated, but it is related to both the magnitude of 
the shock and its duration. To address shock related damage, research in recent years has been 
focused on using porous or impedance-mismatched materials and polymers for shock wave 
energy dissipation (SWED). 4-8 Those methods function to absorb the energy from a shock wave 
by shock ring up and material densification.  
A proposed novel method for achieving this goal utilizes negative-volume chemistries in 
mechanochemically-active materials. We have tried a number of such materials and have 
identified one class of promising compounds that involve shock-induced neutral-to-ionic charge 
transfer.  An interesting exemplar of this class of compounds is co-crystalized tetrathiafulvalene 
and chloranil (TTF-CA),9 which consists of stacks of alternating electron donors and acceptors. 
This material has been previously shown to undergo a pressure-induced neutral-to-ionic 
transition in a diamond anvil cell.10 Such transitions reduce the amount of free volume because 
ionic attractions between charged molecules are greater than van-der-Waals attractions 
between neutral molecules. In this study we used laser-driven flyer plates to investigate the 
SWED properties of TTF-CA co-crystals under shock compression.  We demonstrate an 
irreversible chemical transformation due to impact, and we introduce a novel diagnostic that 
allows us to observe the reshaping and attenuation of a shock front as it propagates through a 
SWED material.  
                                                            
** Parts of this chapter are recreated from work published as W. L. Shaw, Y. Ren, J. S. Moore, and D. D. Dlott, “Mechanochemistry for Shock 
Wave Energy Dissipation” IOP conference proceedings (Accepted). 
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7.2 Experimental 
Our apparatus for launching and monitoring laser driven flyer plates has been described in 
chapter 2 along with previous publications.11,12  A schematic of the sample target arrangement 
is shown in Fig. 7.1. The laser driven Al flyer plates were 700 µm in diameter and 75 µm thick. 
The flyer plates traveled 500 µm before impacting the sample, which was enough time for 
reverberations inside the flyer plate caused by the short-duration launch laser pulses to damp 
out.12 The photon Doppler velocimeter (PDV) described in chapter 2 and 3 was used to monitor 
the velocity histories of both the flyer plate and the ultrathin Au mirror. The PDV probed a 
region 60 µm in diameter at the center of the flyer plate. 
Co-crystals of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and chloranil (CA) were grown by dissolving 
equimolar amounts in 60 °C acetonitrile and slowly cooling the solution to 0 °C.  After washing 
with cold acetonitrile, the co-crystals were dried in vacuum for 24 h.  The flaky dark-green TTF-
CA crystals were ground into a fine powder.  The powder, which was insoluble in water, was 
suspended in an equal weight of a poly (vinyl alcohol) solution (5% in water).  Then 15 times 
extra mass of water was added for solution bulk.  The suspension was shaken for one hour 
using a paint shaker and stirred for twenty-four hours to break up agglomerates.  An adhesive-
backed polyimide tape (Caplinq) was attached to a 50x50 mm2 Pyrex window 6.35 mm thick 
(Chemglass). Circles 2 mm in diameter were cut into the tape using excimer laser ablation.  The 
circle regions were cleaned by removing the leftover polymer disks and dissolving residual 
silicone adhesive with silicone remover (Motsenbocker). This yielded a 2” substrate with about 
sixty wells having well-defined depths (±1 µm) determined by the purchased film thickness. 
Electron beam deposition was used to coat 150 nm of Au onto the window. The TTF-CA 
suspension was drop-coated over each Kapton well and allowed to dry, to produce a composite 
that was 5% binder. Using a series of successively finer polishing papers, the excess TTF-CA 
material was removed until the sample was flush with the polyimide film.  The sample layer 
thicknesses and thickness variations were confirmed with a Sloan Dektak3 ST stylus 
profilometer. Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were measured using a Nicolet Magna 
760 spectrometer with an IR microscope attachment (PIKE Technologies, µMAXTM). 
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7.3 Shock Propagation Measurements 
An interferogram from the PDV apparatus for a flyer plate impacting a bare Pyrex window with 
an ultrathin Au mirror is shown in Fig. 7.2a. Time zero was the instant when the mirror began to 
move.  With the bare Pyrex window, time zero was essentially the instant of flyer plate impact. 
We then determined tf, the time when the mirror reversed direction (see Fig. 7.2a), using the 
phases of two independent detection channels. This time tf is significant because it is the time 
the flyer plate stopped delivering energy to the window.  The interferogram could be 
transformed into the particle velocity history, up(t), of the ultrathin mirror using Eq. (7.1), 
 
 
2
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Where n = 1.0627 is the correction factor for measuring the particle velocity in Pyrex,13 ν(t) is 
the fringe frequency, and λ = 1550 nm is the PDV wavelength. For this work the fringe 
frequency was calculated using the period between fringe peaks found using the peak position 
as discussed in chapter 3.  Figure 7.2b shows the velocity history up(t) derived from Fig. 7.2a, 
using Eq. (7.1).  The particle velocity from Fig. 7.2b may be converted into an energy flux, the 
energy per unit area per unit time transmitted through the mirror, at the center of the flyer 
plate, using Eq. (7.2),  
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where ρ0 = 2.23 g cm-3 is the initial window density, and the parameters s = 5.034 km s-1 and c = 
-0.1759 were obtained by a linear fit to the Pyrex Hugoniot14 in the 0.57 to 1.5 km s-1 range. The 
time integral of Eq. (7.2) yields the fluence, the energy per unit area transmitted through the 
mirror,  
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When studying dissipative media, we found that the flux measurements could be 
improved considerably by signal averaging.  It was not possible to average the interferograms, 
because the relative phases of the different channels varied randomly from shot to shot.  
Instead we averaged the velocity histories.  At each sample thickness, we obtained ten or more 
interferograms.  Each interferogram was converted to a velocity history, yielding an aggregate 
set of points, [up(t)1, up(t)2, … up(t)n]. We then used this aggregate set to compute the flux 
curves in Fig. 7.3.  This reduced the high-frequency noise in the flux measurements that 
resulted from uncertainties in the peak-finding routine used to extract velocity profiles from the 
interferograms. 
 
7.4 Results 
With the intent of understanding how a dissipative medium such as TTF-CA attenuates and 
reshapes a shock front, we measured the flux exiting the sample layer for different thickness 
sample layers.  This method allows us to reconstruct how the shock evolved as it passed 
through the sample.  Figure 7.3 shows results for flyer impacts that produced a velocity of 0.75 
km s-1 in the Pyrex window.  With the window only (i.e. no sample), the flux jumped suddenly 
upon impact to a value of 0.8 TW m-2. The flux then stayed approximately constant for about 16 
ns.  The duration of constant flux was determined by the flyer plate thickness of 75 µm. 
When the TTF-CA had a minimal thickness of 20 µm, the initial jump in the flux rose to 
only 0.4 TW m-2, about half the flux observed without TTF-CA.  But after ~5 ns the TTF-CA 
became ineffective in attenuating the shock.  A fraction of the attenuated energy reappeared 
after the shock, as if it were absorbed by TTF and then reemitted with a time delay.  These 
effects were more prominent for thicker TTF-CA layers.  The attenuation of the initial jump 
occurred at even lower fluxes in the thicker layers, and the reemitted energy appeared later. 
To examine the role of chemistry in the SWED process, a post mortem analysis of 
shocked samples was made. Fig. 7.4a shows the reflection FTIR of TTF-CA before and after a 
0.75 km s-1 impact. There was a dramatic change in the vibrational spectrum.  Many IR 
transitions disappeared and some new ones arose, most prominently at 1400 cm-1.  Figures 
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7.4b and 7.4c show that after a 0.75 km s-1 impact, the dark green TTF-CA changed to red.  Both 
of these observations are indicators of an irreversible shock-induced chemical reaction. 
 
7.5 Discussion 
In this study, we described a method for quantitative measurements of a shock wave 
propagating through a dissipative medium.  Using a target arrangement consisting of a flyer 
plate, a sample layer, an ultrathin mirror and a window (Pyrex) with a known Hugoniot we 
developed equations that allowed us to convert the velocity profiles of the mirror measured by 
PDV into shock power, expressed as a flux, and shock energy expressed as a fluence.  The flux is 
the shock energy per unit time per unit area transmitted through the mirror, and the fluence is 
the shock energy per unit area transmitted through the mirror.  Both of these quantities are 
useful in assessing the effectiveness of candidate SWED materials, depending on whether the 
destructive power of the shock is viewed as resulting from the rate at which energy is delivered 
to a target or the total energy delivered to a target. 
We showed we could monitor the dynamic progress of the shock as it propagated 
through a dissipative medium.  That was accomplished by measuring the flux using samples 
with varying thicknesses.  By observing the flux as the shock exited different thickness layers, 
we could reconstruct the dynamical reshaping of the shock within the dissipative medium. This 
dynamic reshaping was observed in the case of TTF-CA.  The dissipative properties of TTF-CA 
stem in part from powder compaction.  However, powder compaction would not explain the 
gradual re-release of shock energy at longer times observed in Fig. 7.3.  Since the dissipation 
effects of TTF-CA were dramatically greater than similar, unreactive powders, and since an 
irreversible shock-induced chemistry was observed, characterized by a color change and the 
appearance of new infrared bands in the infrared spectrum, shock wave dissipation occurred as 
a result of mechanochemistry.   
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7.6 Figures and Captions 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1. Schematic of the sample target apparatus. A top-hat laser pulse launched 75 µm 
thick Al flyers across a 500 µm gap. The shock exiting the sample layer passed through the 
ultrathin Au mirror into the Pyrex substrate.  The motion of this mirror measured by PDV was 
used to determine the shock wave energy flux transmitted through the sample. 
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Figure 7.2. (a) PDV interferogram from an ultrathin Au mirror deposited on a Pyrex window 
during a flyer plate impact, measured at the center of the flyer plate.  The mirror begins to 
move backwards (toward the flyer plate) at time tf.  (b)  Velocity history of the Au mirror, 
truncated at time tf, derived from (a).  (c)  Energy flux passing through the mirror, computed 
using the data in (a) and Eqs. (1) and (2).  (d)  Energy fluence passing through the mirror, 
computed using (c) and Eq. (3).  The fluence at time tf is the total time-integrated energy per 
unit area through the mirror. 
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Figure 7.3. The shock energy flux transmitted through the ultrathin Au mirror, for different 
thicknesses of TTF-CA. 
 
 
Figure 7.4. (a) FTIR spectra for pristine TTF-CA before flyer impact and for recovered samples 
after impact. (b) Photograph of a TTF-CA sample well surrounded by polyimide walls prior to 
impact. (c) The same sample after 0.75 km s-1 impact. 
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CHAPTER 8: 
 
SHOCK COMPRESSION ON A METAL‐ORGANIC FRAMEWORK†† 
 
8.1 Overview 
Metal-organic frameworks can have extremely high surface areas with tunable porosities and 
variable chemical and physical properties.1-3 The issues of chemical, thermal and mechanical 
stabilities are critical to their effect use for a variety of applications, particularly in 
understanding what requirements are necessary to provide structural integrity and porosity 
after removal of solvates.4,5 Importantly, shock compression of porous materials, including 
MOFs, is of substantial interest for a wide range of solid state and materials science.6-9 Of 
special interest is the possibility of creating new lightweight protective materials for dissipation 
of shock wave energy.7  
The effects of shock compression on nanoporous materials, however, are only poorly 
understood. To date, studies of the mechanical properties of MOFs have been primarily of 
static or quasistatic compression by utilization of diamond anvil cell (DAC)10,11 or 
nanoindentation12,13 (which is more controllable and less destructive).  Shock compression 
(ranging from a simple hammer blow to explosions), however, have been only rarely examined 
for its effect on MOFs: the one prior example is an indirect shock compression of Cu-BTC (BTC = 
1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate) framework solid using a gas gun at undefined shock intensity.14   
Evaluation of crystallinity after shock from the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) found that 
crystal stability was enhanced by inclusion of ferrocene in the pores, but no further information 
about the nature of structural changes was discussed.  
 
8.2 Experimental 
In the experiments reported here, we directly compress a thin film of desolvated MOF 
microcrystals using laser-driven aluminum flyer plates which are driven at velocities of up to 4 
km s-1 (Fig. 8.1).15-17 The flyer plate flight and impact were characterized by photon Doppler 
                                                            
†† This chapter is in the publication process. Authors are Z. Su, W. L. Shaw, Y. Miao, S. You, D. D. Dlott, and K. S. Suslick. I credit figures 8.2, 8.4, 
and 8.6-8.9 to Zhi Su and Yurun Miao.  
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velocimetry (PDV). A simple MOF, ZIF-8 (zeolitic imidazolate framework), was chosen as the 
target material because of its excellent chemical and thermal stability.18,19 The framework of 
ZIF-8 is constructed of Zn(II) ions coordinating four bridging 2-methylimidazolate (2-MeIm) 
ligands and has ≈50% internal free volume. Under quasistatic compression, individual ZIF-8 
microcrystals can maintain this porous structure up to around 2 GPa, but by 4 GPa those 
crystals have lost ≈60% of their initial total volume.20 
 
Flyer Plate Experiment 
The apparatus for launching and monitoring flyer plates has been described previously in 
chapter 2.21,22 In this experiment the Al flyer plates were 75 µm thick and produced 10 ns 
duration planar impacts into Pyrex windows. Their overall diameter is 500 µm and the region of 
planar impact is the central 400 µm diameter region of the flyer. 21 These were launched across 
a 375 µm gap to allow launch reverberations in the flyers to damp away prior to impact. The 
sample chamber was evacuated to >1000 mtorr vacuum to eliminate effects of air compression 
by the flyers. 
 
Shock Pressures 
The pressure of the re-compressed material is measured using the Rankine-Hugoniot relation 
 
                                                      ߂ܲ(ݐ) = ܲ(ݐ) − ଴ܲ = ߩ଴ ∗ ௦ܷ(ݐ) ∗ ݑ௣(ݐ)        (8.1) 
 
where P is the final pressure, P0 is the initial pressure, ρ0 the initial density, Us the shock velocity, 
and up is the particle velocity 23. The particle velocity is calculated from the PDV interference 
pattern using the relationship between the fringe frequency and mirror velocity 24,25, 
 
                                                                             ݑ௣(ݐ) = ݊ ∗ ݒ(ݐ) ఒଶ         (8.2) 
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where n=1.0627 is the correction factor for measuring the particle velocity moving in Pyrex, 
ݒ(ݐ) is the fringe frequency, and ߣ is the PDV wavelength (1550 nm). The shock velocity is 
calculated from the Us-up Hugoniot relationship  
 
                                                                           ௦ܷ(ݐ) = ܽ + ܾ ∗ ݑ௣(ݐ)               (8.3) 
 
for Pyrex, assuming the up range from 0 to 1.5 km s-1 is linear and using fits of a = 5.034 km s-1 
and b = -0.1759.26 
 One should note that we cannot measure directly the initial shock pressure inside of the 
material because we do not know the Hugoniot equation of state for ZIF-8. We measure the 
material pressure once the embedded gold mirror moves at which point the material is 
compressing into the glass. The pressure we measure is that of the ZIF-8/Pyrex interface while 
the material is experiencing a secondary compression.  
 
In situ Spectroscopy 
To observe ZIF-8 fluorescence and emission under impact we use a Nd: YLF laser (Quantronix, 
DP-H) which is intra-cavity doubled and where the output coupler has been replaced with a 
70% transmitting mirror for 1053nm. The collinear 1053 nm and 527 nm beams are then 
combined using a nonlinear crystal (Castech) to generate 100 µJ/pulse at 351 nm. A pair of long 
pass filters (Edmund Optics, #69-890 and #69-886) and a color filter is used to remove 
remaining 1053 and 527 nm light from the laser beam. The laser enters the system through a 
beamsplitter (Thorlabs, BSX10) and then reflects off a dichroic beamsplitter (Semrock, FF875-
Di01-25x36) which passes the 1550 nm PDV and reflects visible light. The fluorescence pump 
beam is then focused onto the sample in a 120 µm FWHM spot and the emission collected 
using a microscope objective (Edmund Optics, #88-379). The fluorescence or sample emission 
then reflects off the dichroic beamsplitters and residual laser beam is removed using a color 
filter. The emission is focused into a home built prism spectrograph and then into a streak 
camera (Hamamatsu, C7700) or 32 channel PMT spectrometer. For these experiments the 
streak camera and PMT spectrometer have 0.6 and 0.8 ns time resolution respectively. 
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ZIF-8 Thin Films 
ZIF-8 microcrystals (~ 1.2 µm) were synthesized according to previous reports.20 ZIF-8 crystals 
with 5 wt% in water polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) were mixed with excess water solution. The 
mixture was sonicated for 20 minutes and stirred overnight to disperse the particles.  This was 
then drop-cast on gold-coated (150 nm Au) plate glass (2"x2"x1/4", Chemglass Life Sciences), 
and dried in the air at room temperature. After drying, the samples were heat to 210 oC for 10 
hours in a vacuum oven to remove residual water. The samples were then pre-compressed by a 
hydraulic clamp to 3 MPa in order to eliminate the possible free spaces between crystals. 
Powder XRD was conducted to confirm that no decrease in crystallinity occurred during this 
pre-compression process. Samples were stored in a desiccator to minimize the adsorption of 
water from air. 
 
Diamond Anvil Cell 
A diamond anvil cell equipped with type II diamonds with culet size of 500 µm was used to 
generate high pressures. Desolvated ZIF-8 crystals (1 mg) were carefully loaded into DAC, and 
the ruby crystals were added as pressure indicator. Argon, as pressure transmitting media, was 
filled into the DAC in a cryogenic bath of liquid nitrogen. The DAC was sealed with minimal 
possible pressure (e.g., 0.5 GPa) at low temperature before warming up to room temperature.27 
 
Instrumentation 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using a Hitachi S-4800 field emission 
microscope at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV.  The samples were sputtered with a very thin 
layer of Au/Pd. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was performed on Philips X’pert MRD system. 
ZIF-8 film height determination was performed on the P-6 stylus profilometer (KLA-Tencor). 
ATR-FTIR was performed on a Perkin-Elmer SpectrumBX instrument fitted a SensIR 
Technologies DuraSamplIR II ATR unit, while the other IR spectra were performed on a 
customized IR spectrometer associated with an optical microscope (Pike Technology, µMax ).  
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8.3 Results and Discussion 
In this work, ZIF-8 microcrystals were synthesized according to previous reports and drop-
casted on gold-coated Pyrex glass (Fig. 8.2 and 8.3).19 We have observed the morphological 
changes and fragmentation of ZIF-8 microcrystals after low shock loading pressure, and the 
amorphization and structural collapse after high shock loading pressure. Furthermore, we 
determined that flyer plate shock compression is much more devastating compared to static 
and quasistatic compression with comparable loading pressure but with a much different 
exposure time (nanoseconds vs. minutes). 
The optical microscopic images taken before and after flyer plate shock experiments 
show the formation of well-defined points of impact (Fig. 8.4 and 8.2). From the experimentally 
measured impact velocity, we can calculate the effective maximum compression pressure using 
the Rankine-Hugoniot equation; for example, with a flyer plate velocity of 0.8 km/s the 
resulting compression pressure is ≈2.5 GPa (Fig. 8.9).  At 0.8 km s-1, the coated thin gold layer is 
not destroyed and the glass substrate keeps its integrity; at higher velocities (over 1.3 km s-1), 
however, the gold layer and glass substrate are damaged and an obvious crater is created at 
the site of flyer plate impact.  
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to examine the effects of these shock 
impacts on the ZIF-8 layer and indicate that an irreversible morphological change was induced 
by the flyer plate shock compression (Fig. 8.4e-h). The initial ZIF-8 crystals have rhombic 
dodecahedral morphology with average size around 1.2 µm. After dynamic compression, the 
ZIF-8 crystals were crushed and fragmented into small fragments at a flyer plate velocity of 0.8 
km/s, and subsequently agglomerated at higher velocities up to 1.6 km s-1. These morphological 
changes in the ZIF-8 induced by the flyer plate shock compression are irreversible. 
To better understand these morphological changes, we examined the powder X-ray 
diffraction (PXRD) of the ZIF-8 samples after shock impact.  After shock compression at 0.8 km s-
1, the same major diffraction peaks as the initial ZIF-8 crystals are observed, but with significant 
broadening and loss of intensity (Fig. 8.6). This suggests that the long term order of ZIF-8 
structure was mostly maintained, but broadened peaks indicate that both the ZIF-8 crystal 
particle size and crystallinity were substantially decreased, which is consistent with SEM images. 
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If we compare the PXRD spectra of the flyer plate shocked ZIF-8 sample (at 0.8 km s-1, i.e. ≈2.5 
GPa) to a sample exposed to 2 GPa static compression generated by a hydraulic piston 
pelletizer,20 much more damage and much greater amorphization has been observed after 
static compression (after static compression, the PXRD shows nearly complete amorphization 
with only one highly broadened and weakened peak at 6.6o corresponding to Zn–2-MeIm–Zn 
unit20). The lessened effect of dynamic compression may be the result of the short time 
duration of the shock compared to the hydraulic piston (nanoseconds vs. minutes).  Complete 
amorphization is still achievable by dynamic compression, however, at higher impact velocities.  
For example, after dynamic compression at a flyer plate velocity of 1.3 km s-1 (≈5 GPa), the 
diffraction pattern lacked any sharp features (Fig. 8.6c), demonstrating complete amorphization 
of the ZIF-8 crystals.  
The IR spectra offer more information about structural changes in ZIF-8 after shock 
compression.28,29 The spectrum of initially desolvated ZIF-8 is consistent with results previously 
reported in the literature (Fig. 8.7a). The major IR absorption bands (1800 – 650 cm-1) are 
associated with the vibrations of ligand’s methyl group and the imidazole ring.28,30 The 
absorption band at 1580 cm-1 have been ascribed to the conjugated double bond (C=N or C=C) 
ring stretching, and the complicated bands in the range of 1350-1500 cm-1 are assigned to other 
ring stretches. The bands between the region of 900-1350 cm-1 and below 800 cm-1 have been 
associated to the in-plane and out-of-plane bending of the imidazole rings, respectively. 
After shock compression at low flyer plate velocity (0.8 km s-1, Fig. 8.7b), the FT-IR 
spectrum shows only minor differences compared to the initial ZIF-8 spectrum, which suggests 
that the ZIF-8 structure was maintained after lesser shock compression, consistent with the 
PXRD (Fig. 8.6b). With the increased flyer plate velocity (1.3 km s-1, Fig. 8.7c), broadened peaks 
are observed which indicate that site-to-site variation among the 2-methylimidazolates in the 
solid have been generated, presumably due to the distortion of local structure and breakage of 
long term order. Even so, at the 1.3 km s-1 flyer plate velocity, ZIF-8 maintained most of its local 
chemical coordination environment, even when its long term order had been completely lost 
(as indicated by the PXRD, Fig. 8.6c). 
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After the highest velocity flyer plate impact (1.6 km s-1, Fig. 8.7d), significant changes are 
observed, including the appearance of several new absorption bands (1608, 1510, 1257, 1040 
and 830 cm-1), some of which may represent splitting of bands from unshocked ZIF-8 (Fig. 8.7d).  
ZIF-8 crystallizes in the highest symmetry space group (cubic, I-43m); the PXRD shows complete 
amorphization of ZIF-8 after strong shock compression (Fig 8.6c).  The onset of new peaks in the 
IR indicates that the chemical environment of the ligands has changed and the higher symmetry 
of ZIF-8 has been at least partially lost.  For example, the split peak around 1600 cm-1 (peak i, 
Fig. 8.7d) suggests a lowered symmetry of the vibrational modes of imidazole rings conjugated 
double bonds; as another example, the new band at 1510 cm-1 (peak ii, Fig. 8.7d) reflects a 
lowered symmetry and coupling of the imidazole ring stretching modes coupled to ring-CH and 
CH3 deformations.31 The new band at 1257 cm-1 (peak iii, Fig. 8.7d) is consistent with the ring-
methyl stretch not normally seen in high symmetry 2-MeIm ligation, but is observed with lower 
symmetry 4-methyimidazolate ligation, which is again consistent with shock compression 
breakage of the high symmetry structure of ZIF-8.31 In addition, the other two new bands at 
1040 and 830 cm-1 (peaks iv and v, Fig. 8.7d) are associated with lowered symmetry of 
imidazole rings.31  
One may also make an interesting comparison of the IR spectra of highly symmetric 
bridging 2-methylimidazolate ligands vs. lowered symmetry environments.  The FT-IR spectra of 
uncompressed ZIF-8 and one-dimensional Ag (I)-2-MeIm coordination polymer (Fig. 8b vs. 8c) 
are extremely similar.32  In contrast, the increased complexity of the shock-compressed ZIF-8 IR 
spectrum compares to the lowered symmetry of the non-ligated 2-methylimidazole (2-MeImH), 
as seen in Fig. 8.8a vs. 8.8d. 
To compare the effects of static vs. dynamic compression, a diamond anvil cell (DAC) 
was utilized to generate ≈7 GPa static compression on ZIF-8 crystals (Fig. 8.9). Under the static 
compression, all the absorbance bands are blue-shifted around 30 cm-1 and pressure-
broadened (Fig. 8.9). Upon release of the static compression, the IR spectrum reverts mostly 
back to the initial ZIF-8 spectrum (Fig. 8.9), which suggests little permanent structural change 
occurs under these static compression conditions at 7 GPa.  This contrasts with the effects of 
shock compressed ZIF-8 with a flyer plate velocity of 1.6 km s-1 that corresponds to a maximum 
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generated shock pressure of ≈8 GPa), where permanent structural changes are observed in the 
IR spectra.  It appears that shock compression was more destructive than static compression in 
the region of 7-8 GPa: an irreversible change after shock compression vs. a reversible change 
after static compression. 
To further investigate the dynamic effects of shock impact on ZIF-8, we developed an in-
situ time-resolved photoemission spectrometer to monitor the shock compression induced 
emission and photoluminescence. 
With low velocity impacts (<1.6 km s-1), no significant photoemission from the ZIF-8 is 
observed (Figure 8.10).  In contrast, at higher velocities (>1.6 km s-1), we observe strong 
photoemission (≈ 50 ns after impact, Figs. 8.10 and 8.11). In general, the stronger the shock (i.e., 
the higher the flyer plate velocity), the stronger the emission.  The relatively long delay of the 
photoemission after the shock demonstrates that the origin of the emission is not a 
triboluminescence created by charge separation during fracture, but rather it implies that the 
emitting species are the result of exothermic recombination of shock-induced radicals. The 
detailed nature of the emitting species remains under investigation, but the photoemission 
clearly demonstrates significant structural change must be occurring in ZIF-8 during shock 
compression. 
As a comparison, we also examined photoluminescence (PL) from the ZIF-8 with and 
without flyer plate shock impact induced with a laser pulse excitation at 350 nm (Figs. 8.10 and 
S11). As previously reported, unshocked ZIF-8 has characteristic maximum PL emission around 
460 nm, which has been assigned to the π-π* transition of 2-MeIm ligand in ZIF-8.29  For low 
velocity shocks (<1 km s-1), the PL is essentially unchanged from PL in the absence of shock, 
which implies no significant structural changes to ZIF-8 under weak shocks, consistent with the 
results of PXRD and IR. In sharp contrast, at high velocity flyer plate impact (≥ 1.9 km s-1), 
photoluminescence quenched immediately after the shock (Figs. 8.10 and 8.12), consistent with 
the major structural changes occurring under high velocity shock impact.    
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8.4 Concluding Remarks 
In summary, we have utilized a tabletop laser system to investigate the shock compression of 
MOFs induced by high velocity flyer plate impacts. We find that ZIF-8 crystals can maintain their 
crystalline structure up to shocks of ≈2.5 GPa (flyer plate velocities of 0.8 km s-1), but lose long 
range crystalline order at ≈5 GPa (1.3 km s-1) and undergo morphological changes and 
fragmentation. Full structural collapse with loss of local symmetry occurs with shocks ≈8 GPa 
(1.6 km s-1). Time-resolved in-situ emission and photoluminescence further confirms that 
structural and chemical changes occur to ZIF-8 under strong shock compression. The detailed 
structure of the amorphized product after shock compression, however, remains to be further 
investigated. These experiments clearly demonstrate that major structural changes occur in ZIF-
8 during strong shock and imply that ZIF-8 could absorb shock wave energy through large 
structural changes (free volume collapse and endothermic bond breakage) and subsequent 
photoemission. Such shock wave energy dissipation by MOFs may prove useful as protective 
materials to absorb shock wave energy.  
 
8.5 Figures and Captions 
 
Figure 8.1.  Micro-flyer plate apparatus with fluorescence/photoemission monitoring.  Al flyer 
plates (700 µm diameter, 75 µm thick) were launched by a 10 ns duration laser pulse (YAG 
laser) across a 375 µm gap to impact the ZIF-8 sample which coats a gold layer (150 nm thick) 
on a Pyrex substrate.  Photoluminescence was measured in situ with a time resolution of 0.6 ns.  
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Figure 8.2. (Left and middle): Photograph of top-view of ZIF-8 film before and after flyer plate 
shock experiment. (Right): the backward view of the damaged glass substrate: from the subtle 
destruction to serious damage caused by the flyer plate at velocities from 0.8 km s-1 to 1.6 km s-
1. 
 
 
Figure 8.3. A typical surface height profile of ZIF-8 thin film. Markings allow for accurate sample 
thickness measurements at impact locations. 
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Figure 8.4. Optical images (a-d) of ZIF-8 layer on glass substrate and SEM images (e-h) of ZIF-8 
crystals after shock compression at variable flyer plate velocities: (a, e) initial, without shock; (b, 
f) 0.8 km s-1 (2.5 GPa), (c, g) 1.3 km s-1 (5 GPa), and (d, h) 1.6 km s-1 (8 GPa). 
 
 
Figure 8.5. The calculated maximum generated compression pressure vs. flyer plate velocity. 
The deviations were generated by the difference in samples and variation in impact conditions 
or signal to noise of the photon Doppler velocimetry.   
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Figure 8.6. PXRD for ZIF-8 crystals after shock compression at variable flyer plate velocities of 
(a) 0 km s-1, (b) 0.8 km s-1 and (c) 1.3 km s-1. respectively. 
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Figure 8.7. FT-IR spectra for ZIF-8 crystals after dynamic compression with variable flyer plate 
velocities of (a) 0 km s-1, (b) 0.8 km s-1 (2.5 GPa), (c) 1.3 km s-1 (5 GPa), and (d) 1.6 km s-1 (8 GPa). 
The vertical lines indicate the new peaks generated after shock compression. 
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Figure 8.8. IR spectra of (a) 2-methylimidazole, (b) Ag-2-methylimidazolate one-dimensional 
coordination polymer, (c) Initial ZIF-8 crystals, and (d) ZIF-8 crystals after dynamic shock 
compression at flyer plate velocity of 1.6 km s-1. The dotted lines were for illustrating the new 
peaks, compared to the IR spectra of initial ZIF-8 crystals. 
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Figure 8.9. The comparison of the IR spectra: (a) the initial ZIF-8 crystals; (b, c) ZIF-8 crystals in 
DAC with pressure around 7.0 GPa and after full release; (d) ZIF-8 crystals after dynamic 
compression at flyer plate velocity of 1.6 km s-1. The dotted lines were for illustrating the new 
peaks, compared to the IR spectra of initial ZIF-8 crystals. 
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Figure 8.10. The time-resolved in-situ photoluminescence (PL) of ZIF-8 film excited by a 
florescence pump laser at 350 nm under the condition with and without the shock impact 
(denoted as red and blue lines, respectively), and the shock-induced emission in the absence of 
any florescence excitation (black line). The experiment was carried out with variable flyer plate 
velocities, 0.9 km s-1 (a) and 1.9 km s-1 (b). The 0 time defined as when the flayer plate 
impacted on the ZIF-8 films and the intensity integrated from 400 to 700 nm with radiometric 
calibration. The duration of the PL in the absence of shock reflects the duration of the 
excitation pulse. 
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Figure 8.11. Observed shock-induced photo-emission (intensities integrated from 400 to 700 
nm with radiometric calibration) after flyer plate impact on ZIF-8 films (45 µm thick). 
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Figure 8.12. The time-resolved in-situ photoluminescence (PL) of ZIF-8 film (thickness of 67 ± 7 
µm) at variable flyer plate velocities from 0.9 km s-1 to 2.1 km s-1. The PL, both with and without 
flyer plate shock impact (shown as blue and red solid line, respectively), were generated by 
laser pulse excitation at 350 nm; the duration of the PL in the absence of shock reflects the 
duration of the excitation pulse. Emission intensities are integrated from 400 to 700 nm with 
radiometric calibration and normalized to the maximum emission observed without shock 
impact for each film.  Arrows indicate approximate time of flyer plate impact; shock 
propagation through the film is complete by ~20 ns after impact.  
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APPENDIX A: 
 
PDV PROGRAMS 
 
This chapter presents the programs used to analyze interferograms generated with the 
photonic Doppler velocimeter. These programs run using Matlab 2015b. They are designed to 
run using two channels of PDV data and one channel carrying trigger information. These should 
each be stored in ASCII format in two columns. The first column carries time; the second must 
be voltage.  
Flyer Speed Program 
This program is used to determine a flyer history, one should note that it measures speed, not 
velocity. Therefore, the flyer will never have a negative velocity using this program except 
where the user defines.  
% Title:    pdvSpeed 
% Author:   William Shaw 
% Date:     2016-02-23 
% Update:   2016-07-08 
% Version:  1.2 
  
% Purpose: To create a spectrogram using PDV dual channel 
% detection. The lineout inherently only caries speed. NOT VELOCITY 
clear 
  
%% User Input 
% User Parameters 
time_resolution = 20; % Number in nanoseconds 
velocity_cutoff_low = 0.0; %Program will filter velocities below this. 
yMax = 3.00; %Sets the maximum velocity visible on plots. 
  
%Analysis Options 
windowCorrection = 1; % Set to 1 to add window correction after a point. % Does not correct spectrogram 
userDirectionChange = 0; % Set to 1 to change direction after a point. %Does not correct spectrogram. 
sample_rate = 0.08; % changes how often to calculate a FFT for the spectrogram. In nanoseconds. So 0.04 is every 40 ps, or every data point. 
  
  
% Pick the file to analyze 
[file_name, path] = uigetfile('*Ch3.txt', 'Select the file for PDV analysis'); 
disp(file_name); 
  
  
%% Read files 
% read channel 3 
fileID = fopen(strcat(path, file_name)); 
textscan(fileID,'%s',31); 
file3 = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,1])'; 
k = 0; 
while ~feof(fileID) 
    curr = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,5000])'; 
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    if ~isempty(curr) 
       k = k+1; 
       file3 = [file3; curr]; 
    end 
end   
fclose(fileID); 
  
% Split into time and amplitude 
time = file3(:,1) + abs(file3(1,1)); 
amp3 = file3(:,2); 
  
% Change file name to channel 1 
file_name = file_name(1:end-7); 
file_name = strcat(file_name, 'Ch1.txt'); 
  
% Read file 1 
fileID = fopen(strcat(path,file_name));  
textscan(fileID,'%s',31); 
file1 = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,1])'; 
k = 0; 
while ~feof(fileID) 
    curr = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,5000])'; 
    if ~isempty(curr) 
       k = k+1; 
       file1 = [file1; curr]; 
    end 
end   
fclose(fileID); 
amp1 = file1(:,2); 
  
% Change file name to channel 2 
file_name = file_name(1:end-7); 
file_name = strcat(file_name, 'Ch2.txt'); 
  
% Read the file 
fileID = fopen(strcat(path,file_name));  
textscan(fileID,'%s',31); 
file2 = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,1])'; 
k = 0; 
while ~feof(fileID) 
    curr = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,5000])'; 
    if ~isempty(curr) 
       k = k+1; 
       file2 = [file2; curr]; 
    end 
end   
fclose(fileID); 
amp2 = file2(:,2); 
  
clear curr fileID file_name k path ans file1 file2 file3 
  
  
%% Make basic corrections to the interferrograms 
% This section of code determines when motion begins, and then uses a 
% linear fit to the remaining interferogram so that oscillations will be centered 
% around zero. 
  
  
% Calculate the root mean squared of the noise. 
s=0; 
for i=1:(0.05*length(time)) 
    s=s+amp1(i,1)^2; 
    i=i+1; 
end 
rMS1=sqrt(s/(0.05*length(time))); 
s=0; 
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for i=1:(0.05*length(time)) 
    s=s+amp2(i,1)^2; 
    i=i+1; 
end 
rMS2=sqrt(s/(0.05*length(time))); 
  
% Calculate rough beginning time for signal. 
i = 1; 
while (abs(amp1(i)) < 5*rMS1 || abs(amp2(i)) < 5*rMS2) && i < length(amp1) 
    i = i+1; 
end 
% Find the first "real" data point. This is when the signal first reaches 2 
% times the RMS of the noise. 
while (sqrt(amp1(i)^2) > 2*rMS1 || sqrt(amp2(i)^2) > 2*rMS2) && i < 1 
    i = i-1; 
end 
  
% Calculate the average voltage from the beginning of signal to the end of 
% the record. 
fitvals1 = polyfit(time(i:length(amp1),1),amp1(i:length(amp1),1),1); 
fitvals2 = polyfit(time(i:length(amp2),1),amp2(i:length(amp2),1),1); 
meanvals1 = polyval(fitvals1,time); 
meanvals2 = polyval(fitvals2,time); 
  
% Baseline Subtract and normalize interferograms 
camp1 = (amp1-meanvals1)./0.35; 
camp2 = (amp2-meanvals2)./0.27; 
  
clear s fitvals1 fitvals2  meanvals1 meanvals2 
  
  
%% Determine time axis shift.   
% This adjusts the time axis so that t=0 corresponds with the laser irradiating 
% the foil. 
[maximum, maximum_index] = max(amp3); 
time_vector = time(1:maximum_index); 
index90 = length(time_vector(time_vector<=maximum*0.9)); 
time90 = time(index90).*1e9; 
time_offset = -time90 + 46.52; 
  
clear maximum maximum_index time_vector index90 time90  
  
  
%% Process Data 
% Calculate spectrogram parameters based on user inputs 
sample_frequency = 1./(time(2)-time(1)); 
time = time.*1e9 + time_offset; 
r = round(sample_frequency.*(time_resolution*10^-9)); 
  
% Calculate Spectrogram 
test = round(sample_rate/0.04); 
if test == 0 
    test = 1; 
end 
  
[STFT1,f,t] = spectrogram(camp1,hamming(r),r-test,10*r,sample_frequency); 
[STFT2,f,t] = spectrogram(camp2,hamming(r),r-test,10*r,sample_frequency); 
STFT = ((abs(STFT1)+abs(STFT2))./2); 
  
% Since we have the real spectrogram we need to shift the axis and 
% adjust the total frequency range. 
velocity_axis = f.*0.775./1e9; 
time_lineout = (t*1e9 + time_offset)'; 
if velocity_cutoff_low > 0 
    filter = length(velocity_axis(velocity_axis<velocity_cutoff_low)); 
    STFT(1:filter,:)=0; 
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    clear filter 
end 
  
  
% Create single line spectrogram 
[mx locs]=max(STFT,[],1); 
velocity_lineout=velocity_axis(locs); 
  
% Fit the FFT at each time step to better resolve the velocity. I use a 
% polynomial since this is much, much less computationally expensive then a 
% gaussian fit.  
velocity_lineout_fit = velocity_lineout; 
for i=1:length(velocity_lineout) 
    if velocity_lineout(i) > 0.1 
        p = polyfit(velocity_axis((locs(i)-2):(locs(i)+2)),STFT((locs(i)-2):(locs(i)+2),i),2); 
        peakPosition = -p(2)./(p(1)*2); 
        velocity_lineout_fit(i) = peakPosition; 
    end 
end 
  
  
clear frequency_resolution f fs r sample_frequency t time_offset 
clear mx locs 
  
  
%% Apply Corrections 
  
% Allow the user to make a window correction (default is for Pyrex) if the 
% user paramter is equal to 1. 
if windowCorrection ==1 
    %Plot 
    figure(2); 
    h3=subplot(4, 1, [3 1]); plot(time_lineout, velocity_lineout_fit,'k:.'); ylabel('velocity (km/s)'); ylim([0 yMax]); 
    title('WINDOW CORRECTION - Click at the first point to apply'); 
    h4=subplot(4,1,4);plot(time, camp1, time, camp2); ylabel('mix volts(V)'); ylim([-max(camp1) max(camp2)]); 
    linkaxes([h3 h4],'x'); xlim([0 time(length(time))]); xlabel('time (ns)'); 
    datacursormode on; 
    title('WINDOW CORRECTION - Click at the first point to apply'); 
      
    %Have the user select where to begin the correction 
    [xm ym] = ginput(1); %xmouse, ymouse 
  
  
    [~, xidx] = min(abs(time_lineout-xm)); %closest index x 
    velocity_lineout_fit([xidx:end],1) = velocity_lineout_fit([xidx:end],1)./1.0627;       
end 
  
% Allow the user to set velocities to negative numbers beyond a selected 
% point if the user parameter is equal to 1. 
if userDirectionChange == 1 
    %Plot 
    figure(2); 
    h3=subplot(4, 1, [3 1]); plot(time_lineout, velocity_lineout_fit,'k:.'); ylabel('velocity (km/s)'); ylim([0 yMax]); 
    title('DIRECTION CHANGE - Click at the first point to apply'); 
    h4=subplot(4,1,4);plot(time, camp1, time, camp2); ylabel('mix volts(V)'); ylim([-max(camp1) max(camp2)]); 
    linkaxes([h3 h4],'x'); xlim([0 time(length(time))]); xlabel('time (ns)'); 
    datacursormode on; 
    title('DIRECTION CHANGE - Click at the first point to apply'); 
     
    %Have the user select where to begin the correction 
    [xm ym] = ginput(1); %xmouse, ymouse 
    [~, xidx] = min(abs(time_lineout-xm)); %closest index x 
    velocity_lineout_fit([xidx:end],1) = velocity_lineout_fit([xidx:end],1).*-1;  
end 
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%% Plot Data 
% Plot spectrogram 
figure(1); 
h1 = subplot(4, 1, [3 1]); imagesc(time_lineout, velocity_axis, STFT); set(gca, 'ydir', 'normal'); ylabel('velocity (km/s)'); ylim([0 
yMax]);set(h1,'XTick',[]); 
h2 = subplot(4, 1, 4); plot(time, amp1, time, amp2); ylabel('volts (V)'); 
linkaxes([h1 h2], 'x'); xlim([0, time(length(time))]); xlabel('time (ns)'); 
  
%Plot the line out 
figure(2); 
h3=subplot(4, 1, [3 1]); plot(time_lineout, velocity_lineout_fit,'k:.'); ylabel('velocity (km/s)'); ylim([0 yMax]);set(h3,'XTick',[]); 
h4=subplot(4,1,4);plot(time, amp1, time, amp2); ylabel('volts(V)'); 
linkaxes([h3 h4],'x'); xlim([0 time(length(time))]); xlabel('time (ns)'); 
datacursormode on; 
  
clear h1 h2 h3 h4 velocity_cutoff_low yMax 
clear cutoff_duration FirstMotion i p peakPosition rMS1 rMS2 velocity_lineout 
 
Velocity and phase program 
This program determines mirror motions using a complex Fourier transform and via phase 
analysis. These techniques inherently carry information regarding the directionality of the flyer 
plate, and therefore produce velocity histories.   
% Title:    pdvComplex 
% Author:   William Shaw 
% Date:     2017-07-08 
% Version:  1.2 
% Purpose: To create the complex spectrogram and phase history using PDV dual channel 
% detection. The lineout inherently carries velocity information in this 
% case.  
  
clear 
%% User Input 
% User Parameters 
time_resolution = 10; % Number in nanoseconds 
velocity_cutoff_low = 0.10; %Program will filter velocities below this. 
cutoff_duration = 115; %Time in nanoseconds to filter from start of signal. 
yMax = 2.00; %Sets the maximum velocity visible on plots. 
  
%Analysis Options 
window_correction = 1; % Set to 1 to add window correction after a point. % Does not correct spectrogram 
sample_rate = 1.0; % changes how often to calculate a FFT for the spectrogram. In nanoseconds. So 0.04 is every 40 ps, or every data point. 
  
% Pick the file to analyze 
[file_name, path] = uigetfile('*Ch3.txt', 'Select the file for PDV analysis'); 
disp(file_name); 
  
  
%% Read files 
% read channel 3 
fileID = fopen(strcat(path, file_name)); 
textscan(fileID,'%s',31); 
file3 = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,1])'; 
k = 0; 
while ~feof(fileID) 
    curr = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,5000])'; 
    if ~isempty(curr) 
       k = k+1; 
       file3 = [file3; curr]; 
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    end 
end   
fclose(fileID); 
  
% Split into time and amplitude 
time = file3(:,1) + abs(file3(1,1)); 
amp3 = file3(:,2); 
  
% Change file name to channel 1 
file_name = file_name(1:end-7); 
file_name = strcat(file_name, 'Ch1.txt'); 
  
% Read file 1 
fileID = fopen(strcat(path,file_name));  
textscan(fileID,'%s',31); 
file1 = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,1])'; 
k = 0; 
while ~feof(fileID) 
    curr = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,5000])'; 
    if ~isempty(curr) 
       k = k+1; 
       file1 = [file1; curr]; 
    end 
end   
fclose(fileID); 
amp1 = file1(:,2); 
  
% Change file name to channel 2 
file_name = file_name(1:end-7); 
file_name = strcat(file_name, 'Ch2.txt'); 
  
% Read the file 
fileID = fopen(strcat(path,file_name));  
textscan(fileID,'%s',31); 
file2 = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,1])'; 
k = 0; 
while ~feof(fileID) 
    curr = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,5000])'; 
    if ~isempty(curr) 
       k = k+1; 
       file2 = [file2; curr]; 
    end 
end   
fclose(fileID); 
amp2 = file2(:,2); 
  
clear curr fileID file_name k path ans file1 file2 file3 
  
  
%% Create mixed signals and phasor. 
% Calculate the root mean squared of the noise. 
s=0; 
for i=1:(0.05*length(time)) 
    s=s+amp1(i,1)^2; 
    i=i+1; 
end 
rMS1=sqrt(s/(0.05*length(time))); 
s=0; 
for i=1:(0.05*length(time)) 
    s=s+amp2(i,1)^2; 
    i=i+1; 
end 
rMS2=sqrt(s/(0.05*length(time))); 
  
% Calculate rough beginning time for signal. 
i = 1; 
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while (abs(amp1(i)) < 5*rMS1 || abs(amp2(i)) < 5*rMS2) && i < length(amp1) 
    i = i+1; 
end 
% Find the first "real" data point. This is when the signal first reaches 2 
% times the RMS of the noise. 
while (sqrt(amp1(i)^2) > 2*rMS1 || sqrt(amp2(i)^2) > 2*rMS2) && i > 1 
    i = i-1; 
end 
  
% Calculate the average voltage from the beginning of signal to the end of 
% the record. 
fitvals1 = polyfit(time(i:length(amp1),1),amp1(i:length(amp1),1),0); 
fitvals2 = polyfit(time(i:length(amp2),1),amp2(i:length(amp2),1),0); 
meanvals1 = polyval(fitvals1,time); 
meanvals2 = polyval(fitvals2,time); 
  
% Baseline Subtract and normalize interferograms 
camp1 = (amp1-meanvals1)./0.35; 
camp2 = (amp2-meanvals2)./0.27; 
  
  
% X and Y quadrature signals and the complex phasor. 
mixX = sin(-120*(pi/180))*camp1;                %Correct Equation 
mixY = cos(-120*(pi/180))*camp1-camp2;          %Correct Equation 
complexAmp = mixX - 1i.*mixY; 
  
% Calculate the phase, position in time, and velocity via the position 
% derivative. This typically has HORRIBLE signal to noise. Just use the 
% cSTFT.  
  
Phase = unwrap(atan2(mixY,mixX)); 
Phase_Xt = (1550*10^-9)/(4*pi)*(Phase-Phase(i))+0; 
Phase_dXdT = savitzkyGolayFilt(Phase_Xt, 2, 1, 25)*1/((40*10^-12)^1); 
Phase_Velocity = Phase_dXdT.*-10^-3; 
  
clear s fitvals1 fitvals2  meanvals1 meanvals2 
  
  
%% Determine time axis shift 
[maximum, maximum_index] = max(amp3); 
time_vector = time(1:maximum_index); 
index90 = length(time_vector(time_vector<=maximum*0.9)); 
time90 = time(index90).*1e9; 
time_offset = -time90 + 46.52; 
  
clear maximum maximum_index time_vector index90 time90  
  
  
%% Process Data 
% Calculate Spectrogram Parameters 
sample_frequency = 1./(time(2)-time(1)); 
time = time.*1e9 + time_offset; 
r = round(sample_frequency.*(time_resolution*10^-9)); 
FirstMotion = time(i); 
  
% Calculate Spectrogram 
test = round(sample_rate/0.04); 
if test == 0 
    test = 1; 
end 
  
[STFT,f,t] = spectrogram(complexAmp,hamming(r),r-test,10*r,sample_frequency); 
  
% Since we have the complex spectrogram we need to shift the axis and 
% adjust the total frequency range. 
STFT = abs(fftshift(STFT,1)); 
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velocity_axis = f.*0.775./1e9; 
time_lineout = (t*1e9 + time_offset)'; 
if velocity_cutoff_low > 0 
    filter = length(velocity_axis(velocity_axis<velocity_cutoff_low)); 
    STFT((length(velocity_axis)/2-filter/1+2):(length(velocity_axis)/2+filter/1-
1),length(time_lineout(time_lineout<(FirstMotion))):length(time_lineout(time_lineout<(FirstMotion)))+(cutoff_duration/(0.04*test))) = 0; 
    clear filter 
end 
velocity_axis = flipud(velocity_axis - velocity_axis(end/2,1)); 
  
  
% Create single line spectrogram 
[mx locs]=max(STFT,[],1); 
velocity_lineout=velocity_axis(locs); 
  
% Fit the FFT at each time step to better resolve the velocity. I use a 
% polynomial since this is much, much less computationally expensive then a 
% gaussian fit.  
velocity_lineout_fit = velocity_lineout; 
for i=1:length(velocity_lineout) 
    p = polyfit(velocity_axis((locs(i)-2):(locs(i)+2)),STFT((locs(i)-2):(locs(i)+2),i),2); 
    peakPosition = -p(2)./(p(1)*2); 
    velocity_lineout_fit(i) = peakPosition; 
end 
  
  
clear frequency_resolution f fs r sample_frequency t time_offset 
clear mx locs 
  
%% Apply Corrections 
  
% Allow the user to make a window correction (default is for Pyrex) if the 
% user paramter is equal to 1. 
if window_correction ==1 
    %Plot 
    figure(2); 
    h3=subplot(4, 1, [3 1]); plot(time_lineout, velocity_lineout_fit,'k:.'); ylabel('velocity (km/s)'); ylim([0 yMax]); 
    title('WINDOW CORRECTION - Click at the first point to apply'); 
    h4=subplot(4,1,4);plot(time, mixY, time, mixX); ylabel('mix volts(V)'); ylim([-max(camp1) max(camp2)]); 
    linkaxes([h3 h4],'x'); xlim([0 time(length(time))]); xlabel('time (ns)'); 
    datacursormode on; 
    title('WINDOW CORRECTION - Click at the first point to apply'); 
      
    %Have the user select where to begin the correction 
    [xm ym] = ginput(1); %xmouse, ymouse 
  
  
    [~, xidx] = min(abs(time_lineout-xm)); %closest index x 
    velocity_lineout_fit([xidx:end],1) = velocity_lineout_fit([xidx:end],1)./1.0627;       
end 
  
  
%% Plot Data 
% Plot spectrogram 
figure(1); 
h1 = subplot(4, 1, [3 1]); imagesc(time_lineout, velocity_axis, STFT); set(gca, 'ydir', 'normal'); ylabel('velocity (km/s)'); ylim([-yMax yMax]); 
h2 = subplot(4, 1, 4); plot(time, mixY, time, mixX); ylabel('mix volts (V)'); 
linkaxes([h1 h2], 'x'); xlim([0, time(length(time))]); xlabel('time (ns)'); 
  
%Plot single line spectrogram 
figure(2); 
h3=subplot(4, 1, [3 1]); plot(time_lineout, velocity_lineout_fit,'k:.'); ylabel('velocity (km/s)'); ylim([-yMax yMax]); 
h4=subplot(4,1,4);plot(time, mixY, time, mixX); ylabel('mix volts(V)'); ylim([-max(mixY) max(mixY)]); 
linkaxes([h3 h4],'x'); xlim([0 time(length(time))]); xlabel('time (ns)'); 
datacursormode on; 
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figure(3); 
h3=subplot(4, 1, [3 1]); plot(time, Phase_Velocity,'k:.'); ylabel('velocity (km/s)'); ylim([-yMax yMax]); 
h4=subplot(4,1,4);plot(time, mixY, time, mixX); ylabel('mix volts(V)'); ylim([-max(mixY) max(mixY)]); 
linkaxes([h3 h4],'x'); xlim([0 time(length(time))]); xlabel('time (ns)'); 
datacursormode on; 
  
clear h1 h2 h3 h4 velocity_cutoff_low yMax 
clear cutoff_duration FirstMotion i p peakPosition rMS1 rMS2 velocity_lineout 
 
Peak finding program 
The following script and function are a program that determines mirror motions using a 
complex Fourier transform and via phase analysis. One should note that it measures speed, not 
velocity. Therefore, the flyer will never have a negative velocity using this program except 
where the user defines. Special thanks to Eli Billauer who wrote the pekdet function for matlab. 
% Title:    pdvPeak 
% Author:   William Shaw 
% Date:     2017-07-07 
% Version:  1.1 
  
% Purpose: To create a velocity hisotry using PDV dual channel 
% detection and peak finding routines. This will also plot the 
% interferrograms and velocity history. 
  
% Output: 
% file_name: the file processed. This will also display in the command 
% window. 
  
% h1: Axis handle for subplot 1 
  
% h2: Axis handle for subplot 2 
  
% m1: Column 1 is time, column 2 is the velocity vector 
  
% m3: Column 1 is time, column 2 is the interferrogram from channel 1,  
% column 3 is the interferrogram from channel 2 
  
% m4: Column 1 is time, column 2 is the high peak positions 
  
% m5: Column 1 is time, column 2 is the low peak positions 
  
  
  
clear 
%% User Input 
% User Parameters 
  
% This number determines the multiplier*the noise that the first "real"  
% signal must be above when searching for signal. Usually 5 works well, do  
% not go below 2. 
firstPointThreshold = 5;  
  
% This will determine the size of change required for a peak to count  
% during the initial data sweep. Usually 10 works well, do not go below 2 
% or over 50. 
numRoughThreshold = 10;  
  
% This will determine the size of change required for a peak to count  
% during the final data sweep. Usually 10 works well, do not go below 2 
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% or over 50. 
numFineThreshold = 5;  
  
% The following values adjust axis limits for plotting. 
xMin = -50; 
xMax = 500; 
yMin = 0; 
yMax = 3; 
  
%Analysis Options 
shiftTimeZero = 0; % Set to 1 to shift initial motion to t=0. 
windowCorrection = 1; % Set to 1 to add window correction after a point. 
userDirectionChange = 1; % Set to 1 to change direction after a point. 
  
  
  
% Pick the file to analyze 
[file_name, file_path] = uigetfile('*Ch1.txt', 'Select the file for PDV analysis'); 
  
%% Create velocity history and apply corrections 
[m1,m3,m4,m5]=pdvPeakFunction(file_name, file_path, firstPointThreshold, numRoughThreshold, numFineThreshold); 
  
% Shift time to begin at the first detected motion if the user parameter is 
% equal to 1. 
if shiftTimeZero == 1 
    timeShift = m1(1,1); 
    m1(:,1) = m1(:,1)-timeShift; 
    m3(:,1) = m3(:,1)-timeShift; 
    m4(:,1) = m4(:,1)-timeShift; 
    m5(:,1) = m5(:,1)-timeShift; 
end 
  
% Allow the user to make a window correction (default is for Pyrex) if the 
% user paramter is equal to 1. 
if windowCorrection ==1 
    %Plot 
    figure(1); 
    h1 = subplot(2, 1, 
1);plot(m3(:,1),m3(:,2),'b',m4(:,1),m4(:,2),'c.',m5(:,1),m5(:,2),'g.','markers',22);ylim([min(m3(:,2))*1.2,max(m3(:,2))*1.2]);ylabel('volts');set(h1,'X
Tick',[]); 
    hold on; plot(m3(:,1),m3(:,3),'Color',[0 0.5 0]); hold off; 
    title('WINDOW CORRECTION - Click at the first point to apply'); 
    h2 = subplot(2, 1, 2);plot(m1(:,1),m1(:,2),'k:.');ylim([yMin yMax]);ylabel('Velocity (km/s)'); 
    linkaxes([h1 h2],'x'); xlim([xMin, xMax]); 
    title('WINDOW CORRECTION - Click at the first point to apply'); 
      
    %Have the user select where to begin the correction 
    [xm ym] = ginput(1); %xmouse, ymouse 
    [~, xidx] = min(abs(m1(:,1)-xm)); %closest index x 
    m1([xidx:end],2) = m1([xidx:end],2)./1.0627;   
end 
  
% Allow the user to set velocities to negative numbers beyond a selected 
% point if the user parameter is equal to 1. 
if userDirectionChange == 1 
    %Plot 
    figure(1); 
    h1 = subplot(2, 1, 
1);plot(m3(:,1),m3(:,2),'b',m4(:,1),m4(:,2),'c.',m5(:,1),m5(:,2),'g.','markers',22);ylim([min(m3(:,2))*1.2,max(m3(:,2))*1.2]);ylabel('volts');set(h1,'X
Tick',[]); 
    hold on; plot(m3(:,1),m3(:,3),'Color',[0 0.5 0]); hold off; 
    title('DIRECTION CHANGE - Click at the first point to apply'); 
    h2 = subplot(2, 1, 2);plot(m1(:,1),m1(:,2),'k:.');ylim([yMin yMax]);ylabel('Velocity (km/s)'); 
    linkaxes([h1 h2],'x'); xlim([xMin, xMax]); 
    title('DIRECTION CHANGE - Click at the first point to apply'); 
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    %Have the user select where to begin the correction 
    [xm ym] = ginput(1); %xmouse, ymouse 
    [~, xidx] = min(abs(m1(:,1)-xm)); %closest index x 
    m1([xidx:end],2) = m1([xidx:end],2).*-1;   
end 
  
%% Plot 
figure(1); 
h1 = subplot(2, 1, 
1);plot(m3(:,1),m3(:,2),'b',m4(:,1),m4(:,2),'c.',m5(:,1),m5(:,2),'g.','markers',22);ylim([min(m3(:,2))*1.2,max(m3(:,2))*1.2]);ylabel('volts');set(h1,'X
Tick',[]); 
hold on; plot(m3(:,1),m3(:,3),'Color',[0 0.5 0]); hold off; 
title('Final Data'); 
h2 = subplot(2, 1, 2);plot(m1(:,1),m1(:,2),'k:.');ylim([yMin yMax]);ylabel('Velocity (km/s)'); 
linkaxes([h1 h2],'x'); xlim([xMin, xMax]); 
  
  
%% Clear excess variables 
clear yMin yMax ym xMin xMax xm xidx windowCorrection userDirectionChange timeShift shiftTimeZero numRoughThreshold 
numFineThreshold firstPointThreshold file_path 
 
% Title:    pdvComplex 
% Author:   William Shaw 
% Date:     2017-07-08 
% Updated 2016-07-08 
% Version:  1.1 
% Purpose: To carry the functions called in pdvPeak 
  
function [m1,m3,m4,m5]=pdvPeakFunction(fileName,filePath,firstPointThreshold,numRoughThreshold, numFineThreshold) 
%pdvPeakFunction Summary of this function goes here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 
  
%Load the amplitude and amplitude time vectors 
[rTime,rVolts1,rVolts2,rVolts3] = fLoadFile(fileName,filePath); 
  
%Basic Data smoothing, find the noise level, and the starting position of 
%the signal. Calculate the mean of the oscillations beyond the initial 
%motion 
[sVolts1,sVolts2,sVolts3] = fSmoothData(rVolts1,rVolts2,rVolts3); 
[rMS1] = fRMS(rTime,rVolts1); 
[rMS2] = fRMS(rTime,rVolts2); 
[i] = fStartPoint(rTime,rVolts1,rVolts2,rMS1,rMS2,firstPointThreshold); 
timeGoldMove=rTime(i,1); 
ampGoldMove=rVolts1(i,1); 
  
fitvals1 = polyfit(rTime(i:length(rVolts1),1),rVolts1(i:length(rVolts1),1),0); 
fitvals2 = polyfit(rTime(i:length(rVolts2),1),rVolts2(i:length(rVolts2),1),0); 
meanvals1 = polyval(fitvals1,rTime); 
meanvals2 = polyval(fitvals2,rTime); 
  
  
%Find the absolute time offset based on trigger 3 
[z zloc]=max(rVolts3); %identify the maximum value 
sden2=rVolts3(1:zloc); %remove all data after maximum value 
hm=length(sden2(sden2<=z.*0.9));  %identify value of 90% for time 0 
z=rTime(hm);   %report correction for time 0 value in nanoseconds 
tAbsolute=-z+46.52;    %time correction offset 
rTime = rTime + tAbsolute; 
  
%Do a rough calculation of peak positions using numRoughThreshold times the noise level 
[high1,low1] = peakdet(sVolts1(i-0.001*length(rTime):end),(rMS1*numRoughThreshold),rTime(i-0.001*length(rTime):end)); 
[high2,low2] = peakdet(sVolts2(i-0.001*length(rTime):end),(rMS2*numRoughThreshold),rTime(i-0.001*length(rTime):end)); 
peakPositions1 = sortrows([rTime(i),sVolts1(i);high1(:,1),high1(:,2);low1(:,1),low1(:,2)]); 
peakPositions2 = sortrows([rTime(i),sVolts2(i);high2(:,1),high2(:,2);low2(:,1),low2(:,2)]); 
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% Run the finer smoothing code and find the peak positions again using a 
% finer value about the noise. Thresholds in this case are determined by 
% the user input to "threshold" in the program. 
[sVolts1_test] = fSmoothData2(rTime,rVolts1,peakPositions1,0.2); 
[sVolts2_test] = fSmoothData2(rTime,rVolts2,peakPositions2,0.2); 
if length(sVolts1_test) == length(rTime) 
    sVolts1 = sVolts1_test; 
end 
if length(sVolts2_test) == length(rTime) 
    sVolts2 = sVolts2_test; 
end 
[high1,low1] = peakdet(sVolts1(i-0.001*length(rTime):end),(rMS1*numFineThreshold),rTime(i-0.001*length(rTime):end)); 
[high2,low2] = peakdet(sVolts2(i-0.001*length(rTime):end),(rMS2*numFineThreshold),rTime(i-0.001*length(rTime):end)); 
  
%Call the fitting program that uses a third 2nd order polynomial to fit the 
%data about each peak found above. This gives the most precise position for 
%each max or min. 
[high1,low1] = fFitPeaks(rTime,rVolts1,high1,low1); 
[high2,low2] = fFitPeaks(rTime,rVolts2,high2,low2); 
peakPositions1 = sortrows([high1(:,1),high1(:,2);low1(:,1),low1(:,2)]); 
peakPositions2 = sortrows([high2(:,1),high2(:,2);low2(:,1),low2(:,2)]); 
  
%Calculate the velocity from the peak positions 
timePeaks1=sortrows([rTime(i),sVolts1(i);high1(:,1),high1(:,2);low1(:,1),low1(:,2)]); 
startIndex = length(timePeaks1(timePeaks1(:,1)<=rTime(i),1)); 
velocity1=0.3875./diff(timePeaks1(startIndex+1:end,1)); 
velocityTime1=timePeaks1(startIndex+1:end,1);velocityTime1(length(velocityTime1))=[]; 
  
timePeaks2=sortrows([rTime(i),sVolts1(i);high2(:,1),high2(:,2);low2(:,1),low2(:,2)]); 
startIndex = length(timePeaks2(timePeaks2(:,1)<=rTime(i),1)); 
velocity2=0.3875./diff(timePeaks2(startIndex+1:end,1)); 
velocityTime2=timePeaks2(startIndex+1:end,1);velocityTime2(length(velocityTime2))=[]; 
  
%Sort into velocity, velocityTime vectors 
velocityGoldMove = 0; 
timeVelocity=sortrows([velocityTime1,velocity1;velocityTime2,velocity2;rTime(i),velocityGoldMove]); 
velocityTime=timeVelocity(:,1); 
velocity=timeVelocity(:,2);%/1.0627; Window correction removed 
ans = smooth(velocity(3:end),3); 
velocity(3:end) = ans; 
  
%Store data in matrix form for output 
m1(:,1)=velocityTime(velocityTime>=0,1); 
m1(:,2)=velocity(velocityTime>=0,1); 
% m1(:,3)=pressure(velocityTime>=0,1); 
% m2(:,1)=fluxTime(:,1); 
% m2(:,2)=flux(:,1); 
% m2(:,3)=fluence(:,1); 
m3(:,1)=rTime; 
m3(:,2)=rVolts1; 
m3(:,3)=rVolts2; 
m4(:,1)=peakPositions1(:,1); 
m4(:,2)=peakPositions1(:,2); 
m5(:,1)=peakPositions2(:,1); 
m5(:,2)=peakPositions2(:,2); 
  
  
function [rTime,rVolts1,rVolts2,rVolts3] = fLoadFile(fileName1,path)  
warning('off','MATLAB:polyfit:RepeatedPointsOrRescale'); 
ws=warning('off','all'); 
% Import from the file 
fileID = fopen(strcat(path,fileName1));  
textscan(fileID,'%s',31); 
file = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,1])'; 
k = 0; 
while ~feof(fileID) 
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    curr = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,5000])'; 
    if ~isempty(curr) 
       k = k+1; 
       file = [file; curr]; 
    end 
end   
fclose(fileID); 
rTime = file(:,1)*10^9; %take the data from the file and make time/volts vectors 
rVolts1 = file(:,2); % call 'r' for raw 
  
fileName2 = fileName1(1:end-7); 
fileName2 = strcat(fileName2,'Ch2.txt'); 
  
% Import from the file 
fileID = fopen(strcat(path,fileName2));  
textscan(fileID,'%s',31); 
file = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,1])'; 
k = 0; 
while ~feof(fileID) 
    curr = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,5000])'; 
    if ~isempty(curr) 
       k = k+1; 
       file = [file; curr]; 
    end 
end   
fclose(fileID); 
rVolts2 = file(:,2); % call 'r' for raw 
  
fileName3 = fileName1(1:end-7); disp(fileName3); 
fileName3 = strcat(fileName3,'Ch3.txt'); 
  
% Import from the file 
fileID = fopen(strcat(path,fileName3));  
textscan(fileID,'%s',31); 
file = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,1])'; 
k = 0; 
while ~feof(fileID) 
    curr = fscanf(fileID,'%f',[2,5000])'; 
    if ~isempty(curr) 
       k = k+1; 
       file = [file; curr]; 
    end 
end   
fclose(fileID); 
rVolts3 = file(:,2); % call 'r' for raw 
  
  
function [sVolts1,sVolts2,sVolts3] = fSmoothData(rVolts1,rVolts2,rVolts3) 
sVolts1 = smooth(rVolts1,5); %moving average smooth over every 5 points 
sVolts2 = smooth(rVolts2,5); 
sVolts3 = smooth(rVolts3,5); 
  
  
  
% Measure the RMS of the first 5% of points 
function [rMS] = fRMS(rTime,rVolts1) 
s=0; 
for i=1:(0.02*length(rTime)) 
    s=s+rVolts1(i,1)^2; 
    i=i+1; 
end 
rMS=sqrt(s/(0.02*length(rTime))); 
  
  
  
% Find the starting point 
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% Find the first point where the smoothed signal is greater than 5x the rMS 
function [i] = fStartPoint(rTime,rVolts1,rVolts2,rMS1,rMS2,firstPointThreshold) 
i=1; 
while (sqrt(rVolts1(i)^2) < firstPointThreshold*rMS1 || sqrt(rVolts2(i)^2) < firstPointThreshold*rMS2) && i < length(rTime) 
    i=i+1; 
end 
  
  
% Calculate the RMS just before this point and then move back to where the signal equals this. This is the 'Starting Point' 
s=0; 
for j=1:(0.01*length(rTime)) 
    s=s+rVolts1((i-j-50),1)^2; 
    j=j+1; 
end 
rMSc1=sqrt(s/(0.001*length(rTime))); 
  
s=0; 
for j=1:(0.01*length(rTime)) 
    s=s+rVolts2((i-j-50),1)^2; 
    j=j+1; 
end 
rMSc2=sqrt(s/(0.001*length(rTime))); 
  
  
while (sqrt(rVolts1(i)^2) > 2*rMSc1 || sqrt(rVolts2(i)^2) > 2*rMSc2) && i > 1 
    i=i-1; 
end 
  
  
% Smoothing data function. This uses a variable amount of smoothing to make peak detection easier. 
function [sVolts] = fSmoothData2(rTime,rVolts1,peakPositions,num) 
peakPositionsIndex = []; 
for i=1:length(peakPositions(:,1)) 
    peakIndex = find(rTime >= peakPositions(i,1),1,'first'); 
    peakPositionsIndex = [peakPositionsIndex;peakIndex]; 
end 
  
indexDifference = [peakPositionsIndex(1);diff(peakPositionsIndex)]; 
  
sVolts = smooth(rVolts1(1:peakPositionsIndex(1)),(indexDifference(1)*num)); 
  
smoothDistance = round((indexDifference(2)*num)); 
for i = 2:(length(peakPositions(:,1))) 
    if round((indexDifference(i)*num)) > (1+1/4)*smoothDistance 
        smoothDistance = round((1+1/4)*smoothDistance); 
    elseif round((indexDifference(i)*num)) < (1-1/4)*smoothDistance 
        smoothDistance = round((1-1/4)*smoothDistance); 
    else 
        smoothDistance = round((indexDifference(i)*num)); 
    end 
    test = smooth(rVolts1((peakPositionsIndex(i-1)-smoothDistance):(peakPositionsIndex(i)+smoothDistance)),smoothDistance); 
    sVolts = [sVolts;test(smoothDistance+1:end-smoothDistance-1)]; 
end 
test = smooth(rVolts1((peakPositionsIndex(end)+1)-100:end),(50)); 
sVolts = [sVolts;test(101:end)]; 
  
  
  
  
% Correct the peak positions using Gino's code 
function [newHigh,newLow] = fFitPeaks(xData,yData,high,low) 
%Title: findPeaks 
%Author: Gino Giannetti & William Shaw 
  
%Date: 2014-6-10 
%Updated 2014-12-31 
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%Purpose: find maximums and minimums of input data more accurately than 
%         peakdet method using curve fitting. For use in shock compression data. 
%         Note-uses peakdet in the process (Removed dependency 2014-12-31) 
  
%Input: high and low are previous max and min arrays found by peakdet.  
%       xData and yData are the raw x and y data  
%       indFirstMove is the index in the x and y data where the object in 
%       question first moves 
  
%Output: new maximum and minimum arrays of the data 
  
% Setting up while loop 
  
oldPeaks = sortrows([high(:,1),high(:,2);low(:,1),low(:,2)]); 
newHigh = []; 
newLow = []; 
a=0; 
b=0; 
k=1; 
  
warning('off','MATLAB:polyfit:RepeatedPointsOrRescale'); 
while (k <= (length(oldPeaks(:,1)))) 
  
% Finding section to curve fit 
    switch k 
        case 1 
            a = ((oldPeaks(k,1)-oldPeaks(k+1,1)))/2 + oldPeaks(k,1); 
            b = ((oldPeaks(k+1,1)-oldPeaks(k,1)))/2 + oldPeaks(k,1);  
        case length(oldPeaks(:,1)) 
            a = ((oldPeaks(k,1)-oldPeaks(k-1,1)))/2 + oldPeaks(k-1,1); 
            b = ((oldPeaks(k,1)-oldPeaks(k-1,1)))/2 + oldPeaks(k,1); 
        otherwise 
            a = ((oldPeaks(k,1)-oldPeaks(k-1,1)))/2 + oldPeaks(k-1,1); 
            b = ((oldPeaks(k+1,1)-oldPeaks(k,1)))/2 + oldPeaks(k,1); 
             
    end 
     
    c=length(xData(xData<=a)); 
    d=length(xData(xData<=b)); 
     
    if c<0 
        c=1; 
    end 
     
    if(isempty(c) || isempty(d)) 
        display('peak could not be found'); 
    end 
     
    if c > length(xData) || d > length(xData) 
        k=k+1; 
    else 
        xTemp = xData((c):(d)); 
        yTemp = yData((c):(d)); 
     
        % curve fitting polynomial  
        p = polyfit(xTemp,yTemp,2); 
        peakPosition = -p(2)./(p(1)*2); 
        if peakPosition > xData(end) 
            peakIndex = 1; 
        else 
            peakIndex = find(xData >= peakPosition,1,'first'); 
        end 
         
        % Don't allow peak positions to change by more than 1 ns 
        positionChange = peakPosition-oldPeaks(k,1); 
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        if abs(positionChange) < 1 
            Temp = [peakPosition,yData(peakIndex)]; 
        else 
            Temp = [oldPeaks(k,1), oldPeaks(k,2)]; 
        end 
         
        %Assign high or low value. 
        if (p(1)<=0) 
            newHigh = [newHigh;Temp]; 
        else  
        newLow = [newLow;Temp]; 
        end 
     
        k=k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
warning('on','MATLAB:polyfit:RepeatedPointsOrRescale'); 
  
function [maxtab, mintab]=peakdet(v, delta, x) 
%PEAKDET Detect peaks in a vector 
%        [MAXTAB, MINTAB] = PEAKDET(V, DELTA) finds the local 
%        maxima and minima ("peaks") in the vector V. 
%        MAXTAB and MINTAB consists of two columns. Column 1 
%        contains indices in V, and column 2 the found values. 
%       
%        With [MAXTAB, MINTAB] = PEAKDET(V, DELTA, X) the indices 
%        in MAXTAB and MINTAB are replaced with the corresponding 
%        X-values. 
% 
%        A point is considered a maximum peak if it has the maximal 
%        value, and was preceded (to the left) by a value lower by 
%        DELTA. 
  
% Eli Billauer, 3.4.05 (Explicitly not copyrighted). 
% This function is released to the public domain; Any use is allowed. 
  
maxtab = []; 
mintab = []; 
  
v = v(:); % Just in case this wasn't a proper vector 
  
if nargin < 3 
  x = (1:length(v))'; 
else  
  x = x(:); 
  if length(v)~= length(x) 
    error('Input vectors v and x must have same length'); 
  end 
end 
   
if (length(delta(:)))>1 
  error('Input argument DELTA must be a scalar'); 
end 
  
if delta <= 0 
  error('Input argument DELTA must be positive'); 
end 
  
mn = Inf; mx = -Inf; 
mnpos = NaN; mxpos = NaN; 
  
lookformax = 1; 
  
for i=1:length(v) 
  this = v(i); 
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  if this > mx, mx = this; mxpos = x(i); end 
  if this < mn, mn = this; mnpos = x(i); end 
   
  if lookformax 
    if this < mx-delta 
      maxtab = [maxtab ; mxpos mx]; 
      mn = this; mnpos = x(i); 
      lookformax = 0; 
    end   
  else 
    if this > mn+delta 
      mintab = [mintab ; mnpos mn]; 
      mx = this; mxpos = x(i); 
      lookformax = 1; 
    end 
  end 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
